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This study presents the design, implementation and analysis of a

new model of supervision for classroom teachers in Israel.
The model, Collaborative Counselling Supervision, is an attempt
to provide a partial, solution to specific problems confronting Israeli

teachers.

That is the unavailability of true supervision, the inadequacy

of existing subject-centered, in-service faculties and the overall lack

of structured growth opportunities.

The dissertation is organized in the following manner.

Chapter One explores the consequences of the lack of teacher growth
for teachers and pupils and details the purpose and significance of the

study.

It reviews the development of the educational system in

twentieth century Israel with particular emphasis on the causes and
impact of pluralistic teacher training institutions.
American
Chapter Two notes similar issues in nineteenth century

education and effects on the teaching profession.
v

It reviews some

twentieth century criticism of American
education and the three major
reactions to criticism among educators.

It presents several examples

of efforts to improve teaching in American
schools and campuses,

focusing in depth on the Clinic to Improve University
Teaching at
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Chapter Thiee reports on six pilot projects undertaken in
the

United States and Israel during 1973-1976 in a search for a strong
model, appropriate to the economic realities of Israel.

Chapter Four is a detailed description of the year of implementation
and of the course itself - planning, sessions and analysis stages.

It

concludes with suggestions for important workshop considerations.
Chapter Five presents feedback from workshop participants in initial,

middle and final stages of the workshop.

It includes an evaluation of

the course, recommendations for development and dissemination, and

reflections on the total project.
This dissertation provides a framework for those interested in

workshop based, teaching improvement experience for classroom teachers.
It involves a structured program of learning within a supportive peer

group in which teachers learn to develop a skills approach to teaching,

assess their own teaching effectiveness, clarify and construct personal
goals ard objectives of teaching, evaluate specific teaching events,
and work in a variety of ways tov;ard strategies for improving teaching.
In addition,

the course is designed to provide systematic human

relations training in basic interpersonal skills considered central to

teaching effectiveness.
VI

PREFACE
Education has Jong been perceived a golden bridge of
opportunity
by much of the Western v/orld.

Typically, as societies grow more

they provide their young with more years of schooling.

Yet certain disturbing evidence of the state of these societies -

hard pockets of poverty, little social mobility, drug addiction,

rising crime rates, stubborn areas of near~illiteracy — suggest that
the power of education to improve man's life has not been optimally

utilized or properly harnassed.
Dwight Allen has suggested that educational reforms have failed

largely because "one finds a hopelessly entangled network of

professionals who have abdicated their responsibility to upgrade the
quality of education."^
The immorality

of such abdication is my central premise in

undertaking this work.

Long involved in classroom teaching, teacher

training and in-service education in Israel, a growing sense of

personal responsibility to the ultimate clients of any educational
system, pupils, impelled this study.
CJ early,

system.

there are many aspects and components of any educational

The focus of this work is on one segment of the single

component of teaching.
The project, from the beginning, has been conceived of as a search

improve
for a way to reach out to classroom teachers and help them

their own teaching.

Collaborative Counselling Supervision is presented

as a new approach to teaching improvement.

vii
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CHAPTER

I

THE PROBLEM, PURPOSE, CONTEXT AND
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Th e Problem

Many candidates for a teaching career are mediocre students.

Academic achievement may or may not reflect intellectual superiority,
but in a society that prizes achievement, school systems are largely

staffed by their average, rather than excellent, graduates

.

This was true

in nineteenth century America^ (Borrowman, 1965), and holds for the

majority of teachers in the United States today 2 (Mosher and Purpel,
1972), and is generally true of teachers in Israel

3

(Kleinberger

,

1969).

The training given these candidates is both inadequate and

inappropriate to their future professional lives.

Scores of essays and

studies report on and explore the poverty of these teacher preparation
programs.

It is said that teacher education programs are the creatures

of the school system whose primary function is to preserve itself and
the jobs of its staff s^^ (Freidenberg, 1973).

It is further said that

teacher education is often characterized by confusion, fears and
p

destructive pessimism

(McCarty, 1973).

Peck and Tucker’s

6

1973

review of research in teacher education concludes that a great deal
of research remains to be done to discover the principles which would

lead to more effective training, while a 1971 symposium on teacher

stresses
training, run by the American Education Research Association,
that existing teacher training programs do not

known from research studies.

the little that is

2

Furter

(1975), who has been involved in teacher training in

Europe and South America, notes that training is
generally unrelated
to problems with which teachers will actually
have to cope and asserts

that teachers are the victims of their condition.

Teachers themselves

are generally very dissatisfied with the training they have
received®
(Silberman,

1970), which is, Koerner

9

(1964) believes, fundamentally

limited by the inferior intellectual level of the Education faculty.
The emerging picture is of average people being poorly trained by

average faculty members who do not even take advantage of the scanty
research fruits available in their field.
Their is evidence of widespread dissatisfaction among consumers of

these teacher preparation programs and of anxiety on the part of the

teacher training establishment.

In a recent survey of fifty states, more

than thirty expressed interest in moving out of the existing traditional

certification programs.

Concerned awareness of this sense in the nation

impels the AACTE's Edward Pomeroy^^ (1975) to warn that the crisis in
teacher education is acute and that the crucial question of who is in

charge has sparked a real power struggle.

Supervision
The lack of excellence in both teaching candidates and their

training are two contributing factors to the generally low level of
teaching in schools.
themselves on
In addition, when graduates of these programs find
to deal with,
the front lines, facing situations they are ill-equipped

they find very few resources of help available to

them,.

Mosher and

3

Purpel (1972) report that the most frequent
statement they hear from
teachers about supervision is, "...in our school
we don't

have any."^^

While school principals are generally expected to
both evaluate teachers
and help them improve, they do, in fact, only
evaluate (McNeil,

1971).^^

State or county superintendents have many duties; a Louisiana
study of

supervisors' activities (Ebel, 1969)^^, found that at least half
of their

activities were unrelated to improving instruction.

Moreover, those

activities that supervisors consider to be related to improving

instruction are rarely perceived as effective by teachers.

In fact,

the teacher-supervisor relationship is not a happy one and has been

termed

'a

private cold war"

by Blumberg (1974) who reports that research

on this relationship strongly suggests that it is best characterized
by closedness and defensiveness.

The consequences for teachers and their teaching are destructive
and damaging.

While there are sources of growth within each individual,

societies or environments can be either growth-fostering or growth-

inhibiting (Maslow, 1962)^^.

A situation or structure that does not

gratify human needs for growth and self-actualization is a stunting one.
The posture of closedness presented as typical of teacher-supervisor

interaction is clearly inhibiting to teacher growth.

Teaching demands

openness and flexibility, which may be facilitated by on-going
experiential learning by the teacher (Frankenstein, 1976)^^.

Lack of

such learning, of flexibility and openness, creates the teacher mask
that most teachers put on to face their pupils with.

The mask, symbol

powerful
of the fearful defensive attitudes behind it, has its own

A

inpact on pupils.

There Is growing evidence today that
closed fearful

attitudes in teachers severely limit their
effectiveness as teachers.
That is, open, accepting teachers are regarded as
more effective by
their pupils.
(Rogers,

In addition, the pupils of such teachers learn
more

1969)

.

Further studies substantiate the positive relationship

between level of teacher interpersonal functioning and pupil
academic
achievement.

The evidence of these studies prompts Carkhuff (1971)^^

to suggest that systematic training in the communication of attitudes

correlating with pupil achievement should become part of professional
preparation for teaching.

In effect,

the institutionalized experience

of today's schools provides diametrically opposite training, albeit

unintentionally.
Poor teaching is the result of at least these three factors;

mediocre quality of the self-selected (or society-selected) students
going into teacher preparation programs, the inadequate and often
irrelevant nature of those programs, and the lack of growth-fostering
help available to practicing teachers in the schools.
•

The difficulties of introducing improvements into the first two

factors are overwhelming and obvious.

Social policies of recognition

and reward would have to be revised to affect the human flow into

teaching, and changes in teacher preparation programs will be made on

high political levels of the educational enterprise.

The third factor,

the lack of true supervision and its consequences for teachers and

teaching, seems to be the most possible point of entry into the closed
circle.

For this reason, the segment of the problem of poor teaching

5

that shall engage our interest and energies is the lack of help

true supervision

— for

— of

teachers.

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to find some way of reaching out to

classroom teachers with an offer of help, of breaking through the
growth-inhibiting environment of many schools.

Believing that a yearning

for self-actualization is latent in many teachers, this study searches
for an approacli to teachers

tliat

sysremntic growth activities.

will transform that readiness into

Accepting the Rogerian view of the fully-

functioning self as most facilitative of learning in others, the study
seeks a program that will promote personal development as well as

professional expertise.

Aware that

a

school system devoid of helpful

supervision is doubly dangerous, as it both deprives teachers of help
and their pupils of better teaching, the search is for a model that

will be a source of supportive, structured experiential learning for
teachers.

The model has been developed to suit economic and professional

realities of Israel; it may prove applicable elsewhere as well.

His to ricn l Value of Education
for People of Israel

years of the
In Parson's study of the effects of the turbulent

structures survive
1960's on American universities,^^ he argues that core
by and large effected
storms and that changes in educational systems are

situations.
by historical trends and not by crisis

Some historical

into the contemporary status
background may provide illuminating insights

teaching.
and standards of Israeli teachers and

6

For the people of Israel, education
for males has been compulsory
for thousands of years.

A Jewish boy had to be literate
and have a

knowledge of Bible and Law by the age of
thirteen.

Jewish law holds

parents legally responsible for assuring their
male children’s education.
After every meal, children reciting the
traditional Grace ask Divine

blessing for "my father, my teacher and my mother
my teacher", emphasizing
recognition and appreciation of a parent's role in a
child's education.
The hebrew word for parents,
teachers,

'Morim'.

'Horim', is very similar to the word for

Jewish communities throughout the Diaspora ran

networks of classes for children of four and up.

In a religion rich in

specific ritual observance, "the study of the Law is equal to them all";
the People of the Book have accepted the importance of universal (male)

education from the beginning of their history.
Priorities
Didactic, principles are dealt with in the Talmud,

the collected

Oral

Law comprising discussions and commentaries on the Written Law by both

Babylonian and Jerusalem Jewish scholars of the third to fifth centuries.
As early as the sixteenth century systematic inquiry into the education
of European Jewry was initiated by Rabbi Loew of Prague, known as the

Maharal.

Kleinberger

'

s

essay on the Maharal reports a "profound and

systematic pedagogic theory, based on philosophical and psychological
postulates, from which he draws logical inferences regarding

th.e

aims,

potentialities and limitations of education and the curriculum and
teaching methods."*"

He urged teachers to realize that pupils' abilities

must be a primary factor in planning the learning process, as true

7

wisdom is not amount of knowledge stored by learner but knowledge
absorbed into the substance of his innermost being.

Much of the

Maharal's educational philosophy is strikingly similar to that of Comenius,
born eighty years later.

A text written by a student of the Maharal,

published in 1597, is a special teaching text for "a small child of
seven years."

Another student wrote "The Order Of Instruction" in 1635.

Jewish interest and emphasis on education survived long settlement
in environments overwhelmingly illiterate.

Jewish settlements in parts

of the Arab world date back to 586 before the Common Era.

Eight hundred

and fifty thousand Jews still lived in Yemen, Algeria, Tunis, Libya, Yeman,
and Morocco as late as 1948.

The effects of two thousand years of non-

educational environment on intrinsic Jewish values of education are
clearly powerful and not yet totally understood, but male immigrants to
Israel from those countries were literate in Hebrew and in Bible, history
and Jewish law.

Twentieth century Jewry faces multiple educational tasks; maintaining
a

network of Jewish schools throughout the world and developing a national

educational system in Israel.

World wide efforts of teacher training,

studies
curriculum development and value education are dealt with in other
this work.
(Dushkin, Berkson, Gamoran) and are outside the scope of
-.21

.
Twentieth Century Israel

In modern Israel,

statehood.

rebirth of
the educational system preceded the

nineteenth century,
With the rise of political Zionism in the

Jewish perception of and
propelled by the Enlightenment's impact on
large waves of Jews began
reaction to new-old pogroms and massacres,

8

to migrate to their ancient homeland, then called Palestine.

By the

last decade of the century an autonomous Jewish educational system

was developing to serve Jewish children living under Turkish rule.

Jewish philanthropic societies abroad helped fund these schools, and
their philosophies determined the staff they hired.

Schools were set

up by the Alliance of France, Anglo-Jewish Association of London,

Hovevai Zion of Russia and the Hilfsverein of Berlin.

This last

opened a network of kindergartens, elementary schools, secondary schools
and a training college for kindergarten and elementary school teachers.
It is strongly felt in Israel that didactic ideas of German reformers

in pedagogy have left their mark on Israel's educational attitudes to

this day.

In many schools in Israel today, 1976-1977, pupils address

teachers in the third form, the German indicator for distance and respect.
(My first teaching hour in Israel,

in 1958, was highlighted by a

seventeen year old boy student asking me politely, "Does the teacher want
a chair?",

to which I innocently replied, "Which teacher?"

His

embarrassed mumbling of "the English teacher" did not clarify anything
for me and

I

asked in surprise, "Oh, is there another English teacher?".)

In 1903 a Hebrew Teacher's Association was founded, which, in
as a
the educational vacuum of Turkish rule of Palestine, acted

Ministry of Education.

It issued a curriculum,

introduced the European

exams for
pattern of an eight year elementary school, set qualifying

certification and served as an inspectorate for schools.

In 1913 a

to use German as the
crisis broke out over the Hilfsvereins decision

language of instruction.

schools
Many teachers and pupils left those

9

and the Teacher’s Association promptly opened a
network of Hebrew

schools.

The first Teacher's College, which had been established
in

Jerusalem in 1903, changed its name at this time to the Hebrew
Teacher's Training College.

Pluralism in Teacher Training

From the beginning of the twentieth century it was clear that

a

single model school would not be acceptable to all elements of the

population (there

v/ere

85,000 Jews in Palestine by 1914) and three

streams were established, reflecting the ideological camps in the
country:

General Zionist, Socialist Labor, and Religious.

Each stream

was responsible for setting up teachers' training colleges and for

inspecting its own schools.

By 1940 there were twelve teachers'

colleges. Seminars, in the country.

During the British occupation period the Jewish educational network

continued to develop, despite heavy financial burdens, for the British
grant to Jewish education met only 8.5% of the budget.

Although the

Jews had no authority to enforce compulsory education, over 90% of the
6-14 age group was in school, including girls.

As each of the three

politically affiliated school systems was autonomous, different standards
of teacher training evolved.

The early seminars were based on eight year

elementary school education plus four years of teacher training.
is,

That

years
teachers became certified to teach grades 1-8 after twelve

of schooling,

quality
the equivalent in years but usually inferior in

to enter the newly
to the education of the "Gymnasia” graduate preparing

established (1925) Hebrew University in Jerusalem.

By the 1930' s two

10

additional years were introduced in many Seminars, which gave elementary
school teachers fourteen years of schooling.

(American teachers averaged

twelve years schooling in 1900 and seventeen today.)

Only one Seminar

required graduation from high school for entrance.
Norms and Status
The establishment of these norms, defining elementary school

teaching as a non-university trained profession, profoundly influenced
the population choosing teaching as a career and has had lasting,

unfortunate effects on the entire school system.

It is still taken for

granted today that the majority of young people going into Seminars
are those who cannot make the academic grade of a university.

The

impact of such a teaching population on the image and status of teachers
in the society on the one hand and on the level of intellectual

stimulation and creativity in the classroom on the other has not been

measured by it but is surely powerful.
Societies usually manage to reward those they value; as early as
1928 the teacher’s status in Palestine was not a happy one, as this

song of that year indicates.
A teacher in our country!
1^0 has no money for Sabbath or holiday? A teacher in our country!
A teacher in our country
Wlio is asked to act for the country's sake?
A teacher in our country!
\Jho is totally devoted to an ideal?
country!
Who is creating the nation's soul? A teacher in our
our country!
And who gets nothing for his pains? A teacher in

VJhose roof leaks in rainy vTeather?

to study and education
This obvious contradiction between Jewish devotion

is difficult to explain or
and social recognition and reward of teaching

accept.

the dramatic
Lightfooc's recent essay (1975)” highlighting

version of the teacher and the
contrast between the American idealized

11

American teacher's real life status in the social occupational
hierarchy emphasizes that teacher image and status is

a universal

concern and as yet an under-researched area of education.
Mass immigration from Germany and Poland in the 1920'

and 1930'

s

brought a flux of well trained professional teachers who became the

backbone of the staffs of new Seminars and spilled over to work

wherever needed in elementary schools and in newly developing high
schools.

In recognition of this development of high schools the

Hebrew University opened a Department of Education in 1935, an academic
training program for future high school teachers.

Feminization of the Profession
In a 19A0 study, 2070 teachers were counted, in kindergartens

through high schools.

The author of the study. Dr.

E.

Reiger, notes with

concern the rising percentage of women in the profession (53% men,
47% women) as only 25% of the Seminar population was male.

24

The feminization of the profession may reflect different realities
in different situations.

Pierre Furter points out that the proportion

of women in teaching follows both fluctuations of the labor market and
the attitude of society toward women.

He distinguishes between Brazil,

where "women are pushed into teaching because it is not a real profession
and Europe, where women are in real decision making posts.

,

Israeli

proportions
women are not pushed into teaching; in fact unusually high
- traditionally
of Israeli women study medicine, architechture, engineering

male professions.

are
Those women who choose elementary school teaching

the traditional
attracted by the easier training on the one hand and

12

appeal of school working conditions for working
mothers,

^^mat

is

true however is that despite the heavy proportion
of women in the

classrooms, there are very few women in top decision
making jobs in
the educational system.

Impact of Immigration on Educational Staffing
•

The State of Israel, reborn politically in 1948, inherited the

complex educational organization that had developed since the turn of
the century.

That organization, with all its pluralism and problems,

enabled the new government to dare pass a Compulsory Education Act in
1949 and to attempt to cope with the post World War Two refugees who

began to flood the country.

From 1948 to 1965 there was a 237% jump in population and the
school population increased sevenfold.

In direct consequence, by 1957

one-third of all elementary school teachers were not certified.
Thus a vicious cycle was created.
The severe teacher shortage
led to lowering of standards and expansion of institutions
which turned out sub-standard teachers, thereby discouraging
gifted students from choosing a teaching career and making it
necessary to lower standards still further and to employ more
non-qualif ied personnel.
The Israeli experience reflects worldwide reality.

Data collected by

the International Study of Educational Achievement in the early 1970*
in eighteen countries show that countries that had experienced more

rapid enrollment growth had higher student-teacher ratios and tended to

employ less qualified teachers.
The Dushkin Proposals for Reform
to warrant
By 1961 the situation was recognized as serious enough

examining the
the appointment of a public committee charged with
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preparation of teachers for elementary schools and recommending
means
of improvement.

This committee, chaired by Professor A. Dushkin, a

former American, recommended basic reform of teachers' training
Seminars
aimed at making teaching an attractive career for gifted young
people.

Vested interests in the Ministry of Education were powerful enough to

kill the Dushkin reform proposals.

Dushkin had, for example, called

for a reduction in the number of training colleges; ten additional

colleges were opened during the first year following his report.
Theoretically, secondary school teachers were university graduates

holding a B.A. in their field and certification by a university school
of education.

A 1966 survey of the 8100 post-elementary school teachers

revealed that the situation was even worse than on the lower school
level.

Only 42% held an academic degree while as few as 23% possessed

teaching certificate as well.

a

This survey also noted a progressive

deterioration in qualifications; 32% of secondary school teachers with
less than four years experience had academic degrees as compared with

53% of those teaching ten years or more.

The March, 1967, Bulletin of

Educational Statistics notes that 42% of the faculty was under thirty
years of age and 50% of all teachers had less than five years experience.
Further Reform Efforts

Despite the Dushkin proposals to streamline and reform, there were

fifty-seven Seminars in the country by 1967 with an average enrollment
per institution of 112 students.

Responsible educators were increasingly

loose network of
aware of the seriousness of the problems created by a

multi-standard teacher training institutions.

Ten years after Dushkin,

14

the General Director of the Ministry of Education
set up an eleven

man committee to "investigate the pedagogical
problems involved in the

management and running of teacher training establishments."^^

This

committee, chaired by Emmanuel Jaffe, submitted a report in

December, 1971.

The first two paragraphs reveal the members' recognition

of reality, of the difficulties facing any attempt to
change and reform.

Paragraph one notes that it is assumed that "in the near future
at least,

there will continue to coexist teachers' training institutes

of varying character and level" 28 and that the proposals of this report

are to be seen as for a target model, a normative model seminar.

Paragraph two adds that the reforms are to be carried out gradually in
stages and will clearly involve delicate negotiations with the Teachers'
Union.

The committee defines its own goal to be the gradual transformation
of existing teachers'

Seminars, in the course of several years; into

teachers' colleges offering a three year course followed by a fourth

year of teaching apprenticeship.

Their forty-six page report details

proposals for setting up minimal standards of entrance requirements,

curriculum and staff for teachers' colleges.
It is too early to evaluate the impact the Jaffe Report may have;
it stands now as documented recognition of the need for reform.

Two

years after the report, Emmanuel Jaffe wrote that
The problem of training post-elementary school teachers in Israel
has not been solved... not from the point of view of numbers,
meeting the different needs of various kinds of schools ... nor
from content and methods of that training.

15

Lack of Flexibility
Jaffe also quotes an unpublished report on Israeli education

submitted to the "Institute of Common Interests" in London (1972)
as stating that the Israeli system is totally imposed from the top
and that there can be no expectation of attracting excellent teachers

into a system that offers no autonomy or opportunity for professional

independence in their work.
Further negative effects of such a structure, the impact on teachers

already in the system, is noted by an American educator who writes that
when individual teachers operate "in an environment which limits
f lexibility .

.

.

this

,

in turn,

becomes resistant to change."

so shapes the teacher that he, himself,
30

Jaffe (who has recently been appointed

to head the Pedagogical Secretariat of the Ministry) concludes his study

of teacher training in Israel with the conviction that it is impossible
to base teacher training on pre-service training alone and that teacher

training must be seen as a continuous and constant process going on

throughout service years.

In-service Education
This recognition of the need for in-service training is not new in
Teachers’
Israel; a month long in-service course was offered by the

Union in 1912 and attended by 50% of its members

- eighteen teachers!

department, responsible
The Ministry of Education has a strong in-service
and other courses
for offering many summer courses at the universities

during the year.

distributed
These courses are publicized in pamphlets

and attendance over a number of
to schools, cost per course is nominal
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years earns participants points which involve nominal salary increase.
These in-service courses are always subject oriented, devoted to increasing
teachers' knowledge of the subject itself and to methods of teaching it.

Since 1967

I

have been responsible for Ministry in-service summer

courses for high school teachers of English at Bar Ilan University.
Every summer more than a hundred teachers come for two intensive weeks
of study, daily from nine to five.

Their willingness to spend time and

energy during vacation and their eagerness to learn has strengthened the

desire to be of help and sharpened frustrated awareness of the inadequacy
of their year round resources for help.

Time after time summer

participants turn up for guidance during the school year.

Year after

year, graduates of our pre-service certification courses at the

University phone in for urgent First Aid.

All of these teachers are

largely on their own - and not liking it.

Israeli teachers are not

unique in this; Featherstone (1975) notes that one thing that always
strikes him about American teachers is "how lonely they are in their
.

work.
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Sturtting Security

Israeli classroom
As a public servant in a Socialist state, the

teacher works in splendid security.

Splendid but sterile.

years in a school he has lifetime security.

After three

The law eliminates career

for change, while the system
anxiety and minimizes objective pressure
for help and guidance.
itself offers totally inadequate resources

Theoretical Sources of Supervision
can turn to one of three possible
In theory, a classroom teacher
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sources for help; his department chairman, the school
pricnipal, or the

Ministry of Education inspector of his subject.
is a real possibility.

In fact, none of these

Chairmen themselves carry full teaching loads

and are paid an extra tiny sum to call several department meetings
per
year, usually devoted to issues of textbooks or curriculum.

School

principals are notoriously overburdened by administrative chores, must
deal with parents, problem pupils, security arrangements and are

required by law to teach a minimum of four hours per week.

There is

very little time to visit classes or help a teacher in need, even if
the atmosphere would allow a teacher to ask for help.

inspectors work under impossible conditions;

a full

The Ministry

time position may

find an inspector responsible for one hundred schools over a large area.
(No inspector had even visited my classes during the first seven years

of my teaching in Israel.

A visit, in the eighth year, resulted in my

prompt appointment as department chairman in the large Tel Aviv, high
school
I

I

was teaching in.

Like all my co-chairmen of other departments,

had had absolutely no training in supervision and was almost totally

ineffective.
The Israeli teacher, deprived of both carrot and stick, is in serious

danger of going nowhere, of stunted professional growth.
Supervision:

Legit i macy and Need

from
The implications of this lack of supervision must be examined
and the
at least two different aspects; the legitimacy of supervision

need.

as
The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines 'to supervise’

proceedings or progress..."
"to watch or direct with authority the work,
norms are more clearly
In commerce or industry, where productivity
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set than in the professions, the office
manager or shop foreman Is an

established figure in the work group.

His authority is clear; he

represents management's vested interest in making
maximal use of all

available men, money, machines, time and space.
Many teachers have argued that since it is impossible
to set general

work norms for education, they must have the academic
freedom to work
in privacy and thus there is no place for supervision
in schools.
so.

Not

Every teacher works within a unit that has its own needs
and norms.

Blurring the issue of supervision in education is the fact that
management, so easily defined in hospitals, firms and factories, is
less easily defined in the educational empire.

VJho

pluralistic interests of society are best served?
authorities?
Parents?

Ministry of Education?

is to decide how

Cities or local

Principals and staff members?

Pupils or students themselves?

These questions may be answered differently in different countries
and in different eras but the responsibility of directing and improving
the work of teaching must remain a prime consideration within any

educational system.

Traditional schools nay prize teachers’ ability

to maintain discipline, other schools may value teachers' skills in

developing pupil initiative or creativity.

Teachers, too, have the

right to seek employment in schools that harmonize with their own life
values.

In whatever school, however, the pupils’

right to good

teaching must be protected and ensured through selection and supervision
of those who provide that teaching.
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The other aspect of the lack of
supervision concerns the well-

being of teachers themselves.

I

still remember the pain, confusion,

anxiety and despair of working in classes that
seemed to be falling
apart all around me.
help.

There was no one to talk to. to turn to for

No source was perceived as safe.

Principal, chairman and

colleagues all co-existed in the school, but their tacit
assumption of
ni>

ability to cope made any call for help seem evidence of
professional

failure.

It was too much to risk.

Many teachers, thrust into positions

of authority in classrooms of young people and children, develop
an

inability to face or admit weakness, failure, doubt.
Routine supervision, inadequate and inappropriate, is more

threatening than helpful.

The classic teacher response is withdrawal.

resentment, rejection, as Blumberg32

(1974)

depressingly documents in

his studies of supervisor-teacher relations.
fold;

The damage done is two-

teaching goes undirected and teachers themselves shrivel up in

their protective professional posture of isolation.

Frankenstein's emphasis on the importance of openness in teachers
echoes similar convictions of Rogers and Charkhuff about the essential

nature of growth in life.

If

teachers close themselves off from

direction and help, they stunt their own growth as individuals.
Stunted, closed adults are the last people in the world a society

would choose to place in positions of authority and influence over its
young.

The deep irony of the present situation is that the school

system itself, by not serving teachers' needs, has created and strengthened
teacher characteristics least desirable in a teaching population.
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Summer courses, stimulating, helpful, welcome,
cannot be seen
as substitutes for on the job guidance.

Work as classroom teacher,

department chairman, teacher trainer and in-service
program director
has deepened awareness of the need for true supervision
and the

general failure of the system to provide it.

Consequently, teachers,

and their pupils, suffer.
My university teaching revealed another front in Israel on which

needs go unmet.

Most faculty members are totally unprepared for

teaching and there are no existing services offering professional
guidance.

Students complain bitterly about poor teaching on campus;

their professors complain as bitterly about the 'publish or perish'
syndrome.

Another area of academic life in which the system is

self-destructive
As parent in Israel, aspects of the school

system were infuriating

As classroom teacher, professional isolation was depressing.
As department chairman, inadequacy to help was frustrating.
As teacher trainer and in-service director, the consequences of
the unmet needs of former students and colleagues were disturbing.
It seemed imperative to find new ways of reaching out to teachers,

of

offering new options for growth that would upgrade the quality of
their teaching.

Significance

A coherent program of personal and professional growth would have
teachers.
to be designed, developed and made available to classroom
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The significance of this kind of
in-service growth program,

which we envision injected into the educational
landscape of Israel,
nay be compared to the ripples made by the
proverbial pebble in the
pool.

That is, there is a local reaction immediately
following the

splashdown and later, widening ripples follow.

The immediate reaction

hoped for is the wave of energy generated by teachers
in the program
and taken with them into their own teaching.

As these teachers do not

work in a vacuum, it is reasonable to assume that as they become
more
open, flexible, and self— realized

,

they will convey a sense of

excitement to their pupils and colleagues.

Thus one level of

significance is the impact of such a program on the teaching and
learning climates of schools involved.
As teachers become veteran participants of the on-going program,
they can themselves spur the creation of new programs in their own

schools and towns.

In this way, a grass roots leadership can develop.

At a later stage, as more and more teachers affiliate with the programs,

the quality of student teaching may be affected.

Observing student-

teachers may be exposed to both an atmosphere and level of instruction

very different from that of today.

This contact with open, fully-

functioning practicing teachers must reverberate soundly on the teacher

preparation programs, for teacher trainees are often more influenced
by the kind of teaching they see than the kind of teaching they are told

about in their courses.
Finally, if our classrooms can gradually become more alive and

exciting in the hands of increasing numbers of aware, open professionals.
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the time may come when more and more young people of top calibre
will
be drawn by the challenge of the facilitation of learning that is
the

best of teaching.

Ultimately, our focus on this one segment of the

problem of poor teaching may have ever-widening repercussions that may
affect the whole of the circle.
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CHAPTER

II

HISTORICAL QUESTIONS AND A VARIETY OF ANSWERS
The wise man, a Hebrew proverb advises, is he
who learns from
others.

Thus,

this search for possible solutions to a
particular

problem began with the study of earlier problems and
proposed
solutions
This chapter presents a historical overview of certain recurring

issues in the educational system of the United States.

Collaborative

Counselling Supervision would be developed for Israeli teachers; yet

many of their concerns and experiences are clearly related to the

American educational experience.
Consequently, this chapter begins with some basic questions and

conflicting answers heard on the United States scene.

It briefly

reviews certain education policy and practice of nineteen century

America and traces the rise of disenchantment and subsequent criticism
of twentieth century America.

It notes three distinct reactions to

criticism within the educational establishment and presents some examples
of positive action taken by educators.

The chapter closes with a

more detailed presentation of the Clinic "to Improve University Teaching
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Questions
In every field there are a few very simple questions which
are highly embarrassing because the debate which forever arises
around them leads only to perpetual failure and seems constantly
to make fools of the most expert.
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The validity of Erikson's observation for
education is confirmed
by the range of answers brought to basic
questions haunting those

engaged in education:
impact on their pupils?

Does education matter?

Do schools have any

Do teachers made a difference?

Can schools

affect society?

A Variety of Ansv;ers

Ho^^ce Mann believed that the common school was

greatest

tfie

discovery ever made by man and that with its development
Nine tenths of the crimes in the penal code would become more
obsolete, the long catalogue of human sins would be abridged,
man would walk more safely by day, and all rational hopes
respecting the future would be brightened.
Today, one hundred and fifty years later, an American educator terms the

whole ideology of public education odious and asks why

one would want

to pass on the American heritage of racism, imperialism and brutality.

3

Lord James asserts that better teac.hers will mean better education

4

while Christopher Jencks^ tells us that teachers are secondary or
completely irrelevant.

Jencks' statement that children are far more

Influenced by home than by school is challenged by Mosher and Purple's

view that teachers exert enomnous influence on children's attitudes,
self-concepts and sense of personal worth.

‘

School Effects on Achievement

James Coleman's^ recent detailed report on studies carried out in
six countries focuses on the testing of school effect on learning of
literature, reading and science.

The independent variables were home

instructional
background, type of school and school program and school and
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variables.

The dependent variable was achievement in each of the

subject areas.

Characterization of school effects on learning science

were 'disappointing', on reading 'largely negative' and on literature
'there is little the school seems to be able to do to enhance or inhibit.'
In all studies, home backgrounds were of greater importance than school

variables.

Coleman rearranges all the data and concludes that reading

achievement is more fully an outgrowth of home influence than either of
the other subjects.

He attaches great importance to this because it

seems to modify the general findings that home background is more

important than school in determining achievement.

That is, Coleman

(1975) now feels that this finding is not totally true but is a subject

specific truth.

It is difficult to share his satisfaction for of the

three subjects tested surely reading achievement is a key to further

educational achievement.

Appearing simultaneously with Coleman's report is a recent study by
Jencks and Brown.

The authors remind us that they are among hundreds

of social scientists who have been Investigating the broad issues of

effects of good schools and bad schools on pupils
social development.

intellectual and

Their own current research deals with ninety-eight

variables
comprehensive public high schools and concentrates on seventeen

generalizations about good
One conclusion they come to is that sweeping
very few schools rank
schools and bad schools are misleading because
on all.
high on all measures and very few rank low

outcomes, the data suggest^
For those who want to alter individual
among high schools to di er
a shift in emphasis from differences
variations in adult
ences within high schools. Most of the
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characteristics arise among individuals v;ho attend the same
high school.
Our data do not tell whether schools can reduce
such variations, much less how they can do so, but the data
do show that progress on this tront is potentially far more
important than progress in reducing differences between
schools
.

It is fascinating to find Jencks making this statement in August, 1975,

for a year earlier, in June, 1974, Veldman and Brophy 9 argued exactly that

in a repudiation of Jencks'

earlier work.

It is the individual teacher's

classroom performance that affects pupil learning, they claimed then,
and since schools are staffed by teachers of varying ability, any study

using a school as a variable unit is bound to produce misleading data.
Their own study traced the impact of selected teachers over a three year
period (1967, 1968, 1969) and their findings indicate that although pupil

prescores were the strongest predictors of achievement, teachers did make
a difference.

Teacher impact was greater in disadvantaged schools,

leading the authors to argue that teaching quality is more crucial in
such schools.

Historical Overview
Issues of teacher and teaching quality are not new on the educational

Society's long-standing concern for teachers as an important

scene.

different directions
factor in the socialization of its young has taken
both ih the politics and
in the past century, which have been reflected
trends in educational
pressures brought to bear in the field and in new

research.

In nineteenth century England,

teacher training colleges were

teachers:
shaped by three leading ideas about
1.

than they are expected
Teachers need know just a little more
to teach.
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•

2.

Character is more important than academic
attainment.

3.

Teachers are expected to be firm upholders of
the existing
social order.

Although American normal schools were inspired by
European models,
they had to accomodate themselves to the particularly
American concept
of the common school.

Thus,

the earlier model of the teacher as a

university scholar sharing his liberal education with an elite
student
body was gradually replaced by the concept of a trained craftsman
teacher who could serve the new needs generated by the American thrust
towards mass public education.

As we have seen, this shift in teacher

image to suit social realities was to be paralleled a century later in

Israel as the new young state struggled to provide compulsory elementary

education to waves of incoming refugees of the holocaust.

Teacher-Training Controversy
The controversy over normal school versus liberal arts college

preparation of teachers was to rage for fifty years or more in the
United States;

many interpret current efforts to get teacher training

out of the hands of colleges today as evidence that the conflict has never

been settled.

Developments in mid- twentieth century England and in

Israel today echo the American experiences of dissatisfaction with

non-university partnership in teacher training preparation.

position is moving towards partnership as we shall see.

The English

In Israel,

however, the supporters of the seminars are still powerful, strengthened
by traditional university reluctance to mar its pure image by undertaking
to offer professional training programs.

Although every Israeli
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university has a department or school of education dedicated to
preparing secondary school teachers, there are many on campus who view
these schools of education as second class citizens of the academic

world, a utilitarian compromise with the marketplace of society.

One

clear (and very damaging) example of this position is the totally

inadequate provision for practice teaching experience to students in the
teacher training programs, a direct consequence of university refusal to

alter course schedules to meet time demands inherent in any reasonable
student teaching program.

Even within departments of education there

are those engaged in the history and philosophy of education, who somehov;

convey their felt superiority to staff engaged in field experiences with
students.

Old prejudices die hard.

Nineteenth Century American Experience
The American experience of the nineteenth century, wherein a rapidly

developing educational establishment endeavored to staff its schools,
encountered similar phenomenon.

College graduates of that time usually

abandoned the profession of teaching rather quickly if they entered it
at all.

America,
In Borowman's^^ history of the education of teachers in

intellectual
he suggests college graduates had social backgrounds and
fields.
abilities that promised them success in other more lucrative

The normal schools, on the other hand, recruited

a

class of students who

elsewhere or for
had limited opportunities for advanced education

achievement in other professions than teaching.

especially meager in the case of girls.

Such opportunities were
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Early normal school leaders in the United
States did not expect
their graduates to become educational leaders
or decision makers but
to remain in classrooms,

teaching prescribed courses through suggested

textbooks by approved methods.

Those who urged higher liberal education

for future teachers were reminded that normal
school students were

"too ignorant of elementary knowledge to permit this",^^
as late as

1866 the Massachusetts Board of Education actually forbade
its normal

schools to offer secondary school subjects.
The Idealism of men like Cyrus Pierce, principal of the first

normal school in America, is moving as one reads of his thoughts.

Pierce wrote of his hopes and goals for normal schools' achievement in
an 1S51 letter to Henry Barnard.
It was my aim, and it would be my aim again, in a Normal School,
to raise up for our common schools especially, a better class

of teachers, - teachers who would not only teach better and
more than those already in the field, but who would govern
better... 12

These ideals, however, were in themselves limited by the normal school

population of young women who preferred these schools to the textile mills,
the alternative for those who "wished to fill the years between common

school and marriage with lucrative employment."

It is small wonder that

teachers did not enjoy high social status.

Supervision as Inspection
Given this view of teacher training and the normal school population

described by Borrowman, it is small wonder that nineteenth century

educational administrators developed a particular view of the nature of
school supervision needed.

The emphasis was on inspection; inspection of
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syllabus, texts and methods used, working towards standardization
of

established norms for parallel grades throughout

a state.

In one sense,

the seeds for today's crusade for teacher competency can be found
in

that concern of over a hundred years ago.

The felt need for central

control over grade standards did not extend, however, to a demand for
decionstrated pupil achievement.

American literature is dotted with

scenes depicting the schools' and society's assumption that non-achieving

pupils are lazy, wicked, stupid or all three.
The prevailing prejudices of the period are illustrated by the

reception given to a report made by Joseph Rice to the American Association
of School Superintendents in 1897.

Rice had made a comparative study of

the spelling ability of children who "studied" spelling for forty minutes
a day and children who studied spelling only ten minutes a day.

His

study indicated no correlation between extra time put in and spelling
achievement.

The report not only threw the audience into shock and dismay,

but generated stiff opposition.

"The opposition was not directed against

the method and findings of the investigator but against the investigator,

who had pretended to measure the results of teaching spelling by the
ability of the children to spell."

13

Leonard Ayers referred to this

incident in his 1912 article in School Review, claiming that that same

Association was now agreed that school and teacher effectiveness must
now be measured by results secured.
Teacher Evaluation
in use for measuring
Agreed or not, Boyce's 1915 study of methods

teacher efficiency reports otherwise.

Two general schemes are notec:
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The general impression method:

1.

Teachers are rated worthy

of retention and promotion but no- evidence is offered to

support judgement.
The analytical method:

2.

The teacher's specific qualities are

analyzed as superior or inferior.

Qualities commonly

considered were discipline, scholarship, loyalty, cooperation,

instructional skills, plan and method, personality, manner,
voice, attitude toward children, appearance and health.

Boyce went on to suggest a five-point rating scheme for teachers

which would avoid vague terms such as personality.

His suggested headings

were:
1.

Personal equipment (physical, mental and moral qualities)

2.

Social equipment (qualities important to children and community)

3.

School management

A.

Techniques of teaching

5.

Results as shown by response of class, pupil progress in
Subject matter and in general development, and moral influence

of
McNeil presents a typical probationary teacher evaluation form

•

change since 1915
today with the bitter comment that there has been little
and perhaps a decrease in emphasis on results.
IiDpr^ct
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of Emerging New Trends

Tliis

may be
apparent freeze on demand for pupil achievement

and trends pushing in opposite
understood in the light of social movements

directions.

the rise of the
Pre-World War One America began to feel

social reaction against the
behavioral sciences and of widespread

3^

realities of post-industrial revolution life.

American drama and

poetry reflected a growing fear of the individual’s insignificance in

increasingly mechanized and urbanized society.

O'Neil's "The Hairy Ape"

and Elmer Rice's "The Adding Machine" are classic expressions of that
fear.

The Child Guidance movement born in this 1910-1920 period, was one

manifestation of the counter-effort to idealize the individual in
education.

Not surprisingly, the movement spilled over into the area of

teacher inspection, in direct contradition to the trend hoped for by
Rice, Ayers, and Boyce.

The nineteenth century's emphasis on inspection,

and the turn of the century efforts to move toward including teaching

results in teacher evaluation were swept away in the social urge toward

recognition of the individual's worth.

American inspection

found itself

on a new track.

Democratic Supervision
This was the track of democratic supervision, based on three

principles:
1.

The integrity of the individual teacher must be protected and

upheld at all times.
2.

Supervision should be primarily concerned with nurturing the
talents of the individual teacher.

3.

friendliness,
Supervision techniques should stress warmth and
.

^
and didacticism.
and strenuously avoid threat, insecurity
.
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Disappointing Results
were, permeated the next forty
This cult of the personality, as it
1
in T-rViaf was to prove
Drove a fruitless search for
years of educational research in what
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correlation between specific personality traits and
teacher effectiveness.
Evaluation of that effort is fairly unanimous:
Despite the critical importance of the problem, and a
half-century
of prodigious research effort, very little is known
for certain
about the nature and measurement of teacher personality
or about
the relation between teacher personality and teacher
effectiveness
or pupil achievement.

After forty years of research we do not know how to define, prepare
for or measure teacher competence.
The present condition of research on teacher effectiveness holds
little promise of yielding results commensurate with the needs of
American education. ^0

New Demands on Education
H.G.

V.^ells'

famous statement that history is becoming more and more

a race between education and catastrophe is misleading for it presents

education as a counter-force in history, pulling against the forces of
darkness in society.

The truth is that the educational system of any

society is the servant, not the master and is more shaped than shaping.
The passions and prejudices of Na 2 i Germany, Communist Russia, China and
the deep South in the United States, were imposed on and spread through
the educational network, but were rarely influenced or restrained by it.

There is no clear demarcation line between the end of one era in

educational thought and the beginning of another, yet the World Wars stand
roughly, as markers of turning points.

World War Two, with its traumatic

effects, seemed to act as a catalyst for new demands cn educators;

existing social upheaval required appropriate changes on the educational
stage.

The McNair Commission in England launched an attack on two

traditional ideas about teacher preparation:

(1)

a teacher should be
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educated but need not be trained, or
but need not be educated.

(2)

a teacher should be trained

The Commission's report, published during

the war, made one crucial recommendation:

more effectively to universities.

to link training colleges

The universities, long a hotbed

of conservatism, and fighting a hopeless battle against the blurring
of class and status lines, rejected the suggestion strongly.

They were

eventually persuaded that "the validity of their own work with students
depended on the kind of teaching those students had had before they
came to the university."
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In the United States,

too, social sands had shifted.

The army's

discovery of near illiteracy in thousands of young men, products of a

new

and compulsory education system; rising juvenile delinquency rates

increased use of drugs; protest marches and racial violence all

contributed to a growing uneasiness about society in general and the
schools in particular.

The American dream of education as the golden

key to a better life was threatened.

Forty percent of American

adolescents had attended high schools in 1914 while eighty percent of
today's American youth finish high school.

Educational opportunities

had been offered, provided and accepted by many.

\'Jhat

had gone wrong?

America's disenchantment with itself and its subsequent critical

reappraisal of its compulsory education system has provoked a variety
of reactions from non-educators and educators alike.

Non-educators

community
have rallied round the call for accountability, parents and
students have
groups have demanded more say in hiring and firing, and

have demanded
demanded more say In hiring and firing, and students

more of

a

voice in curriculum issues.
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Three D istinct Reactions to Criticisms

Within educational ranks three distinct camps
may be distinguished,
each responding to social attack on the
academic domain.
1.

One camp would revitalize the system from
within by

providing more dynamic, flexible roles for teachers.

This

group calls for options, for open classrooms,
free schools,

differential staffing, alternative schools, innovations
in
uses of time and manpower.
2.

A second camp rallies about a diametrically opposed strategy,

limiting individual teacher responsibility.

This view

underlies the massive new industry of programmed instruction,
teaching packets, teachers' manuals, Instructional television
and the like.
3.

The third position taken is represented by the work of men

like Coleman, Jessen and Jencks.
_

Their separate findings have

in common a credo that may be summed up as a "don't blame us

for the state of the Union" stand.

That is, schooling has

far less impact on children than assumed, and responsibility
for society's ills must be placed elsewhere, not on educators.

The Federal Government's response to national unease has been to

pour billions of dollars into educational research for the first time
in United States history.

The research generated has been along new

lines, striving to answer new questions, or to answer old questions new

ways.

The work of Gage (1972) and Rosenshine (1971) are indicators of

the effects of current concerns of researchers.
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Call for Accountability

Americans were dreamers but Yankee traders
too, and with the

dream somehow soured, the traditional (and
justified) desire for
service given for money spent" reasserted
itself in a resurge of
Boyce

s

1915 call for ratings of teachers, with renewed
emphasis on

his fifth

heading, pupils* progress.

Efforts in this direction have, naturally enough, met
with strong

opposition from organized teachers' groups.
A.S.C.D.

As early as 1950 the

(Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development)

fought all proposals to rate teachers.

Two chief arguments were

presented in a publication called "Better than Ratings."
1.

Ratings make teachers feel unhappy, insecure and uncertain
of themselves.

2.

Administrative or supervisory ratings of teachers is
und emocratic

McNeil quotes this document and adds that reading it could easily give
one the impression that the purpose of the school is to advance the

well-being of the teacher.
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Performance Based Teacher Education
Despite teacher resistance, the call for accountability has become
louder and stronger throughout the United States.

The Performance

Based Teacher Education (P.B.T.E.) movement, one manifestation of this
call, has become a political issue in many communities within many

states.

Traditionally, teaching certification has been granted to

graduates of a specific course of study set by a recognized teacher
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training institution.

This approved program model is being challenged

today by those who call for the development of specific performance

criteria for certification.

A recent study of the fifty states shows

that more than thirty are interested in Performance Based Teacher

Education and many states today are encouraging teacher training
institutions to develop performance based preparation programs.
The Florida International University is one example of the

influence of the P.B.T.E. movement on teacher education programs.

Rejecting the traditional certification based on courses taken, the
Florida model programs were built on the premise that the actual

competencies required for program completion and teacher certification
would be spelled out for all to see.
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The Multi-State Consortium

on P.B.T.E., a nine state group, was funded by the United States

Office of Education, and the grant states its purpose to be assistance
to each participating state in developing and implementing performance

based teacher education programs and certification policies.

A P.B.T.E.

newsletter of 1974 stresses that the common goal of all members states
is to improve the quality of schooling in their states, that state

policies are really more different than alike but that they are most
^
alike in the opposition they are i.acing.
•
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Power Struggle

Teacher resistance is crumbling under pressure.

The 1969

with the Board of
settlement of New York City's teachers contract
in; the Union agreed
Education has an accountability provision written

to cooperate with universities,

school boards and parent groups to

AO

develop objective criteria of teaching
accountability.

In 1970

Helen Bain, then President of the National
Education Association,
noted that teachers are reluctant to
make peer judgements in the

public interest, but would have to face up
to that task if given selfgovernance.

The profession's posture, then, is moving
inexorably

from an anti-competency based position to a
call for teacher control
of competency based hiring and firing
policies.

Harvey Scribner

reminds us of the political overtones of issues of
teacher competencies
ana of the strong infighting among special interest
groups such as

teacher preparation agencies, organized teachers' unions,
school boards
,

and parents.
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Original protests against the principles of P.B.T.E.

are growing weaker; the scene today depicts a power struggle for

control.

Growing concern about this issue is well illustrated by the recent
(1975) article by Edward Pomeroy, Executive Director of the American

Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

(A.

A.C .T. C.

E.

The crucial question is: I'/ho's in charge? And more
specifically:
l-ftio's going to be in charge of education personnel
development? For a long time, higher education was in the
driver's seat and, through its national voice - AACTE, called
the tune on accreditation standards, certification, program
design, curriculum and a host of other concerns.
Now, the
voices of all the other partners in the education enterprise
rise in disharmonious chorus - the federal government, state
legislatures, education commissions, state and local education
agencies, organized teachers, citizens, even student teachers
are each demanding their say - in some cases, majority control...
let's face it - we're in the midst of a power struggle. 27

Pomeroy goes on to examine specific areas of challenge to A.A.C.T.E.

authority and, noting that major issues call for strong responses,
calls for the strengthening of A.A.C.T.E.

unified stance.

's

power base and a clear
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Other Problems of Evaluation

Mosher and Purpel suggest that effective
evaluation Is threatened
by three serious stumbling blocks:
1.

Mediocre teacher quality, which makes the magnitude
of the
job almost impossible

2.

Massive teacher resistance, fortified by tenure laws
designed
to protect outstanding, mediocre and imcompetent
teachers

alike, and
3.

The very real difficulty of determining expertise which makes
It easy to discredit attempts at evaluation.

Recognition of this third factor has led to diversified attempts
to systemize observation, attempts to find significant bearings of

specific teaching behavior on achievement and efforts to formulate
theories of learning and teaching that would be helpful in classrooms.
In the preface to Traver’s Second Handbook on Teaching , a majority

of the authors express their disappointment at the research reviewed,

terming it a patchwork of unrelated items and calling for clear

policies of research.

With or v/ithout a conscious policy, the recent

spate of studies in competency based issues clearly reflects the impact
of the larger social climate.

The Education Index of 1972-1973 refers

to more than two hundred and thirty articles on teacher education.

Barak Rosenshine
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reports on more than fifty studies in what he calls

a relatively new area in educational research;

the study of the

relationship between teacher behavior and student achievement.

Peck and Tucker 30 tell us that the growth of this type
of research can
be explained by one word; money.

They refer, of course, to the

massive injection of federal funding

-

but that is putting the cart

before the horse; money is available in response to the storms of
public criticism across the states.

The authors report that a

systems approach to teacher education is emerging, which substantially

improves effectiveness.

Research centers'

instructional design for teachers:
(2)

micro-teaching, and

(3)

(1)

c-n

three models of this

training in interaction analysis,

behavior modification.

Accountability of Teach-er Trainers
They call on teacher trainers and educators to practice what they

preach as it is clear that teachers teach as they were taught, not
as they were taught to teach.

Here, too, the call for accountability

is heard - for the authors conclude by telling us that one long needed

reform is just beginning to appear in the literature; the use of
pupil gain measures as the ultimate criterion for the effectiveness
of any given process of teacher education.

These would include

affective and behavioral gains as well as gains in subject mastery.
The Florida model, for example, v;ould presumably hold its School of

Education staff accountable for competencies of its graduates.
Limitations of Evaluating Teaching by Learning Produced
Despite the apparent validity of evaluating teaching by student
achievement, there are obvious dangers to this approach.

Gage points

considered and
out the very many variables that would need to be
teachers would begin
suggests that a harmful side effect might be that
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to teach for tests and other educational objectives would suffer.

Tools for those who would analyze various aspects of teacher-pupil

interaction are flooding the market; Mirrors For Behavior ^^ (1974)
reports more than one hundred and twenty observation instruments
published, more than eighty designed primarily for use in school
contexts.

These are designed to meet the specific interests of

different users, so that there are instruments representing seven
categories; cognitive, affective, psychomotor, activity, content,

sociological and physical environment.

Work done on developing theories of learning has produced little
substantial agreement.
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Melton (1964) suggested six categories of

human learning which he later found inadequate, leading him to suggest
Gagne (1965)

that increasing sets of subcategories were more useful.

lists eight kinds of learning as a hierarchy in which each type

depends on outcomes of an earlier type of learning.

By 1969 Glaser

stated that the psychology of learning was entering a stage where it

could make increasing contact with techniques of instruction.
Gage, himself,

(1972) notes the distinction that must be made

between theories of learning and theories of teaching.

The former deal

which
with ways in which an organism learns, the latter with ways in
a person influences an organism to learn.

Gage comments that the goals

teaching.
of education would seem to require a science of

He devotes

of teaching, theories of
two chapters to the development of concepts

theories and the need for
learning, the Inadequacies of these existing
the concept of teaching.
a scientific base for analyzing

He concludes

that it seems improbable that any single theory of teaching
can

account for how a teacher does his work.

Of special interest to us

is the evidence Gage cites of the movement within research circles
to respond to current needs in education - more accurately, to needs

currently articulated.

Other investigators, reporting on surveys

revealing the insignificance of effects of a variety of schooling
techniques on student achievement, suggest that it is time to turn

away from educational research and toward the more helpful work of
social psychologists.

They are particularly hopeful of the predictive

validity of environmental perception scales.
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The effects of the nation’s dissatisfactions with itself and its

education are many and varied, ranging from new money going into
research and research going in new directions to strong contrasting

positions taken within and without educational circles and infighting

among special interest groups for power or control of movements
toward reform.

In all of these it is clear that the educational

establishment on different levels is responding, not initiatingreacting, not acting.

Effects of Criticism on Teachers
In near storm conditions, with strong winds blowing in several

directions, battening

dowri the

hatches is natural.

For classroom

movement that
teachers the instinct is to hold tight, to avoid any

night rock the boat.

her
Carl Rogers quotes one teacher's reactions to

cope with new ways
experiences in a workshop designed to help teachers
of behaving in the classroom.

one can never capture the actual tears, pain and guts
that
go into such exploration.
Many of us went deep into our inner
selves and discovered that our anxieties, hostilities, and
needs profoundly affect us as teachers. The struc t ure of the
system can be a refuge of sorts, and to deliberately "rock the
boat can be terribly threatening
(underscoring is ours)
.

Thus, original tendencies to close up, to work in isolation, in

perceived safety, are strengthened by environmental circumstances.

Open classrooms are dotting the educational landscape

.of

America,

but little thought and effort is expended on a parallel thrust toward

open teaching

.

The growing call for evaluation and accountability is

legitimate but unless recognition is taken of the side effects on
teachers and strong steps taken to counteract them, the movement may
be self-defeating.

The power to evaluate must be linked to responsibility

to help ; measurement should be coupled with directions for improvement.

Otherwise, the openness and flexibility essential to teaching is
threatened, and the pupils are the ultimate losers.

University Faculty as Teachers
The public attacks on education have been primarily directed
the network of elementary and high schools across the nation.

at

Ironically,

the most trained teachers in the country have been bearing the brunt of
the accountability movement.

The thousands of teachers, educated but

aluntrained, who staff America's colleges and universities, have been

most untouched by criticism.
riots of the 60'

s,

But, here too,

realities of the student

an
of open admissions, and of shrinking budgets in

mood on many campuses.
era of retrenchment are combining to produce a new
of college teachers
As early as 1947 a conference on the preparation

the only high level
concluded that "the American college teacher is

professional man on the American scene who enters upon

a

career with

neither the prerequisite trial of competence nor experience in the
tools of his trade."
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Despite this awareness, little seems to have

changed in the quarter century since.

The 1967 survey by the American

Council on Education attempted to clarify practices for training new

college faculty.

Sixty-eight per cent of the 1200 institutions surveyed

offered very brief pre-registration sessions which dealt with issues of
campus facilities and student population.

Thirteen per cent ran brief

department seminars dealing with curriculum and course assignments. Only
one per cent offered intensive courses for new faculty.
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Theoretically, thousands of future college teachers are trained

annually during their terms as teaching assistants.

Max Wise visited

more than thirty-five graduate schools (1967) and reports that the

overwhelming majority of teaching assistants believe that they are
exploited, get little help from senior faculty and are treated as

individuals of low worth employed to do work that no one else wishes
to do.^^

In 1968 Heiss surveyed A50 graduate institutions that listed

courses of programs of instruction designed to help beginning college
of
teachers; eighty per cent of the programs relied on the award

teaching asslstantships to be the help listed.

Still another study

inappropriate skills
concluded that research-oriented Ph.D's brought
to their teaching jobs in state colleges.

Familiar Responses to Criticism
a pattern of response
As criticism of higher education mounts,

education begins to emerge.
similar to that already noted in lower

The

by activity In both the field
Impact of criticism is evidenced, again,

A7

and research arena.

One position taken by researchers echoes opinions

previously heard in other contexts.

In their 1968 study,

for example,

Dubin and Traveggia reviewed ninety-one comparative studies of college
teaching and conclude that the data demonstrate

clearly and

unequivocably that there is no measurable difference among distinctive
methods of college instruction when evaluated by student perfornuince
on final examinations.

Their view is reported and shared by Heath^^

who concludes his 197A review of the literature with the statement that
effects of techniques of teaching on achievement are likely to be

inherently trivial.

He cites many studios that agree that non-school

factors may be more important in determining educational outcome than
school factors.

This position is further strengthened by

articles in Docs College Matter

A1

a

number of

(1973) which emphasize the inter-

relation of socioeconomic status and parental levels of education and
how both are associated with
education.

a

home atmosphere supportive of higher

Overwhelmingly, it is pointed out, the decision to go on

to college has boon made before entering high school.

We are back in

box one, the Jencks-Coleman-Jenscn box suggesting that schools, on any
is
level, have insignificant impact on their pupils and that society

wasting its breath fighting the wrong dragon.
college teaching
Another strategy of defense against criticism of
is almost unarguable:

not
that is that good university teaching is

by pressures on
rewarded by the system and, in fact, discouraged

faculty to engage in research.

The comfortable assumption of the

is false; most faculty
functional integration of research and teaching

for their time, with teaching
members feel they have two jobs competing

A8

demanding more time but publishing promising more rewards.

The

Carnegie Commission study of higher education confirmed (1974) that the
professor who publishes more earns more, gets promoted faster and works
.

.

at more prestigious institutions.
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Despite this clear data, higher educational institutions fool
themselves into believing that teaching is perceived as important by
administrations.

In a survey of 1200 colleges, ninety-six per cent

of responding administrators listed classroom teaching as of first

importance in evaluating faculty for promotion or tenure!
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Pilzer

College’s president, John Atherton, came closer to reality when he
called on department heads, appointment and tenure committees, to

begin to reward good teaching as it has long rewarded publication
and grant collection.

In exploring ways of encouraging improved

performance in higher education teaching, Zeckhauser
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(1975) points

out that there are no exceptions to the incentive-produce-performance
rule.

That is, despite increasing demand for accountability in

higher education and almost universal agreement within the universities
energy will
of the need to improve the quality of instruction, faculty

changes its
continue to be directed into publication, until the system

reward criterion.

Light (1974) terms this effort to fuse brilliant

of the
scholarship with universal public education the pathology
a successful professor
American system, arguing that the single model of

seriously injures students and faculty alike.

Complexity of Education Goals
linking of teaching evaluation
The call for accountability, for the
problems, as Gage has pointed out
to student achievement is rich in

A9

earlier.

Another dimension of difficulty and complexity if highlighted

by Charles Willie's eloquent article offering some perspectives on

black education.

He asserts that the most fundamental fact about

higher education for blacks is that it occurs in

a

racist environment

and that a non-white college graduate can expect to earn less than the

white who did not go beyond the eighth grade.

Willie urges the white

educational establishment not to dare tell blacks what to get out of
higher education as the poor and disadvantaged of America have ideas
of their own about what they need to learn.

He lists some of those

goals as learning how to endure, how to transcend difficulty, how to

develop a positive concept of self, how to gain a measure of control
over one's environment, how to effectively deal with danger, and how
to develop a sense of their significance in society.

We are poorly equipped to measure teaching effects even on

standard student achievement and certainly totally out of our depth
in gauging teacher effectiveness for goals similar to those listed by
Mr. Willie.

It is fairly clear, however,

that research-oriented

faculties are ill-prepared to serve needs of this nature.

In a

gap
society moving more and more to an open admissions policy, the

growing.
between campus reality and graduate school values is

Me w Responses;

Action

is tentative and
Running through the rich material on how much

positive action taken, of
unknown or futile is a sturdy thread of
a difference in the face
initiative and innovation designed to make

of all odds.
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In 1964 the Danforth Foundation made a
multi-million dollar

grant to five universities in an attempt to modify
the university
teaching assistant system to make it a more appropriate
initial

experience for future college teachers.

Despite disappointing results

by 1970, the grant represented the first serious effort to
improve
Patterns.

Recognition of this need to improve the teaching

effectiveness of faculty in higher education has increased dramatically
in the last ten years.

It is almost as if, Harvard's Dean Whitla

,
writes, 48 American
higher education has just discovered a new goal
.

good teaching.

More than one hundred graduate institutions have established new

doctoral degrees such as Doctor of Arts in College Teaching.

This

step. has aroused considerable controversy within the academic world,

its critics predicting the inevitable lowering of scholastic level

this will lead to.

This author has not been able to find any study

investigating such questions as which level students opt for these

new degrees, whether holders of these new degrees are hired more or
less easily and by which type of institutions, and how these new

professionals compare in their performance with new young researchoriented faculty.
On over one hundred campuses today, the issue of improving

college teaching is being dealt with through teaching centers of
many different kinds, emphasizing different aspects of teaching,
building,
course planning, evaluation, studenting skills, curriculum

and teaching improvement.

Several examples will indicate the

diversity of these programs.
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In January 1975, Danforth funded the establishment
of a Center

for Teaching and Learning at Harvard.

Dean l^itla reports that the

Center will focus a major portion of its energy on helping
teaching
fellows to become better teachers and encourage faculty members
to

develop departmental seminars which would discuss innovative methods
cf instruction, useful teaching strategies, preparation of course

materials and evaluation of student work.
At UCLA Keith Julian

of the geography department had initiated

(1973) a Teaching Preparatory Program for graduate students, after

ninety per cent had indicated that they expected to teach.

In 1974

this program was funded by the state legislature so that it could be

expanded to serve graduate students of other departments.

In this

program, graduate students are subsidized to participate, in recognition
of the time invested, which makes even part-time employment impossible.

Michigan State University^^ funds a variety of faculty-suggested
teaching improvement projects.

One heartening example of responsible

faculty action is a workshop course offered by the History Department
to high school teachers of history.

The course, designed to narrow

the gap between historical scholarship and classroom teaching, focused

on the integration of scholarship into the high school curriculum.

Guest lecturers were selected both to present different historical

periods and to model different teaching techniques such as lectures,
lecture; discussions,

role playing, small group work.

End of year

participating high
(1973) results indicated that, not only had the
but, the guest
school teachers made major changes in their teaching

teaching needs and
lecturers expressed new awareness of high school
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incorporated this awareness into their own university
teaching.

Another example of university high school collaboration
is the

work done by Madeline Hunter and her UCLA staff in
in Los Angeles.

a ghetto high school

The school had a very high dropout rate and very low

achievement scores for those students who remained in school.

Textbooks,

^'J^^iculum, student and teacher population remained untouched during

the two years of the project; the only manipulated variable was teaching

attitudes and techniques, worked on by Hunter and staff.

Hunter reports^^

dramatic changes in attendance, dropout rates and reading, writing and
math achievement scores.
The universality of many of these problems and common approaches

often adopted is illustrated in Claydon’s book-length report of the
task force projects initiated by La Trobe University in Australia.

The

author first describes a number of pilot projects carried out in several
districts in England, where teams of senior university students were

assigned to work in problematic city schools.

These teams, through

cooperative innovative work, made a significant difference in each school.
The La Trobe task force project built on these earlier experiences, and

injected groups of professionals into specific urban schools to "renew

urban teaching" and ensure

a

supportive environment for new teachers.

Claydon refers to Getzel’s work at Chicago University in which policy

was directed by Getzel's statement that it is perhaps time not only
universities
for the schools to come to the universities but for the
to come to the schools.

Michigan University,
In the work of Getzel, Claydon, Hunter and
improving teaching
the thrust toward improvement has been through
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effectiveness.

The results of their efforts strengthen the anti-Jencks

canp, as did Brophy's study involving third grade teachers,
described
this paper.

This in no way minimizes recognition of the

overwhelming influence non-school factors have on young people's
development; it does, however, indicate that within whatever margins of

school impact we operate, individual teaching efforts make a difference
to pupils.

There is evidence that these differences are significant

for both cognitive and affective factors; both achievement and

attitudes have been changed.
My original intuitive assumptions of the possibility of affecting

classroom quality through teacher development were naturally reinforced
by these studies.

It was left to find, develop or adapt a teacher

development program appropriate to Israeli needs and resources.

The

focus of concern were those teachers already in classrooms, functioning
or floundering, basically both unaccountable and undernourished

professionally
Familiar Questions
There are many
behavior.

IVhile a

w’ho

are skeptical of the plasticity of entrenched

dozen studies indicate that training student teachers

Flander's
in specific skills effects significant behavior modification,

study of the effect of in-service courses on participants

teaching

concluded that post-course teaching style seemed more directly
style of the
associated with initial style of teaching than with the

in-service course.

many
Inhere change in teachers is effected,

is needed to
researchers agree that a great deal of reinforcement

naintain

it.

behavior
One reviewer of the literature on teacher
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modification suggests that teachers' salaries be
adjusted to their
ability to maintain desired changes.

On all levels, apparently,

basic questions continue to haunt us.

Does training matter?

Can

in-service education make a difference?

Frankenstein affirms that doing is better than doubting and
that doing after doubting is better than doing before doubting.
In this spirit,

then, awareness of discouraging data did not dampen

determination to venture, although it tempers expectations of
visible provable outcomes.

Teaching Improvement Clinic
A.

Assumptions
The University of Massachusetts' Clinic to Improve University

Teaching moved out of the faculty training programs of the UCLA
model and into the thornier field of improving employed faculty.
Dr. Michael flelnik's clinic concept , implemented at Amherst in 1972,

was at once intriguing as its two basic assumptions were close to
our own.

The first assumption is the "teaching-as-craf t" position

put on the educational map by Allen and Bush in their pre-microteaching

work at Stanford in the early 1960's.
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Best knoum now in the

microteaching format, this position conceives of teaching as

a craft

made up of many skill units which are identifiable, demonstrable, and
practicable.

The image of teaching as a mystique, or even of

Gilbert Highet's art concept, is vigorously denied.

The skills

approach maintains that teachers can improve their overall effectiveness
by focusing on weak areas and practicing them.

The implications for the

teaching are
vagueness long characteristic of all attempts to evaluate
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clear:

supervision can become focused, clear and constructive by

incorporating a skills approach.
The second Clinic assumption is that despite documented teacher

resistance to supervision, the inherent need and desire for self-

actualization can be harnessed to teaching improvement.

This is

supported by a 1969 survey by McNeil and Popham which showed that,

while only seventeen per cent of teachers favored evaluation for

determining advancement on salary scale, and fifty-four per cent
agreed to evaluation for purposes of dismissing incompetent teachers,
an overwhelming ninety-three per cent would appreciate evaluation

which could be useful in helping their improvement as teachers.
This expressed desire for linking evaluation to help can be met

bv the University of Massachusetts clinic process which is available as
a service to any interested faculty member.
B.

Process
The Clinic offers a systematic approach to the observation,

analysis, evaluation, and improvement of classroom teaching by a staff
faculty members in
of teaching improvement specialists who work with
a one-to-one relationship.

Dwight Allen's early evaluation of the

of paper data.
Clinic model was that it was far superior to a mass

What was most impressive was that the process

v;as

tied to an

who was
individual teaching improvement specialist,
the faculty person.

mvoly^

with
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client-specialist relationship
Allen was right to focus on the
of the Clinic; studies of teacheras an impressive characteristic

single greatest factor for
supervisor e ffectiveness show the
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effectiveness is teacher attitude toward supervisor, largely
determined by perception of supervisor attitude toward teacher.
The Clinic pattern is very different from Blumberg's norm behavior
for supervising situations, in which supervisor talks, teacher listens;

supervisor questions, teacher answers; supervisor suggests, teacher
agrees.

The Clinic service is publicized on campus through letters to
all faculty members through department notices, through word of

mouth; one client tells another.

V/hen a

faculty members approaches

the Clinic for help with his teaching he is assigned to one of the

teaching improvement specialists, hereafter referred to as TIS.
In the initial interview the TIS explains the Clinic process, collects

data about the client's courses, and stresses the confidentiality of
the relationship.

TABS, the Clinic questionnaire (Teaching Analysis

By Students), is gone over with the client who takes it home with a

geif —assessment sheet.

Since the questions are built on the Clinic

s

list of twenty-seven teaching skills, this self-assessment is a giant
look
leap forward for university faculty, precipitating an intensive

inward at one's

teaching, often into aspects never before

considered.
back, a date
At the next meeting, the answer sheet is brought

made for a class visit by the TIS and

a

third session

planned.

The

analysis of the client
self-assessment is the basic source of the TIS

perceived teaching competencies.

Careful study of the answers often

and weaknesses in specific
reveals a pattern of perceived strengths

teaching skills.

his students'
The client is also asked to predict

s
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responses to this same questionnaire and soon after, TABS is

administered to his class (es).

UTien the

student evaluation data

is in, the TIS makes a careful study of patterns and compares the

client's self-assessment, prediction of student response, and

actual student response.

This is the raw material of the next

session, at which time faculty person and TIS go over the data, try
to clarify which skills rank high among the teacher's own priorities,

and choose some of those skills as the basis for first steps toward

improvement efforts.

Nothing is imposed on the faculty member; he has come voluntarily,
has thought about his own teaching strengths and v;eaknesses and about

vhat his students think them to be, and has a chance to verify his

perceptions of their perceptions.

He then thinks further into his

teaching and decides which skills are important for the kind of
teaching he wants to do, and has a skilled person with whom to work
toward developing those skills.
in a variety of ways:

This improvement work may be done

through discussion, through microteaching,

through analysis of videotapes of teaching segments, through TIS

observation and feedback, through specific suggestions by the TIS,
and through suggested readings by the client.
its
The Clinic does not include student achievement or gains in

evaluation process.

It does collect and analyze data from multiple

improvement.
sources and offers strongly supportive help toward

Clinic process,
an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the
clients and divided
Erickson and Sheehan took forty new faculty

them at random into three sub-groups.

Group one went through the

In
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collection phase of the clinic process, Group two went through the
data collection and analysis but did not work on improvement strategies,
and Group three received the full Clinic treatment.

At the end of

the semester, all participants and their students were asked for

evaluative feedback; those instructors participating in the full
process saw it as most helpful to them personally, while their classes

perceived most progress in the improvement of their teaching and
reported most positive attitudes towards them as teachers.

A faculty member undergoing the full Clinic process thinks and
ta]ks about his teaching, assesses and tries to improve his classroom

performance.

He is practicing several of the behaviors we noted as

characteristic of Open Teachers in our

introduction.

The

Erickson-Sheehan study indicates that this open behavior can produce

performance gains as perceived both by teachers and their students.
This educational morality - the integration of evaluation with

help for change - was impressive and exciting and led to setting

certain personal professional objectives:
(1)

Learn the process thoroughly by working as a IIS,

(2)

Test the Clinic process of cross-disciplinary help,

(3)

Experiment with the process in non-university settings,

(A)

needs.
Consider ways of adapting the model to Israeli

of these objectives
The following chapter describes fulfilment

of Massachusetts at
during the 1973-197A year at the University

variety of pilot projects in
Atiherst, and experimentation with a
1974-1976.
the United States and Israel from
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CHAPTER III
PILOT PROJECTS:

1973-1975

The conviction that Israeli teachers needed and wanted real help

towards personal professional growth had brought me to Amherst in search
of models,

tools and competencies that would make it possible to

transform conviction into contribution.
Two years were to pass before that seed of desire to meet perceived

need was to flower.

They were years of stretching and learning,

exploration and evaluation.

In this, the third year, first fruits have

been borne; the Collaborative Counselling Supervision program is in its

seventh month of implementation, with demand for varieties of replication
next year already exceeding our ability to supply.

The exact nature of

the program and an analysis constitute the last two chapters of this

dissertation.

This chapter traces the highlights of the first year of

search in the United States, the second year of trials and errors in
Israel and the thinking that led to the rationale and presentation of the

collaborating counselling approach to teaching improvement.
The structure of this chapter is as follows.
I.

Experiences with University of Massachusetts and Mt. Holyoke
Faculty Members, 1973-1974

II.

A.

Training

B.

Examples of Work

Pilot Projects (in chronological order)
A.

Braverman High
High School Department Chairmen Workshops,
School, Brooklyn, New York, January 3974

B.

Clinic Process, Austerity Style.

Bar Ilan University,

Israel, Fall Term, 1974
C.

University Faculty Group Workshop.

Bar Ilan University,

Israel, Spring Term, 1975
D.

Innovations in Teacher Training.

Bar Ilan University,

Israel, 1974-1975
E.

Initiating the Collaborative Counselling Supervision
project, Ministry of Education, In-Service Course,
July, 1975

F.

.

Intensive University Faculty Workshop.

Hebrew University,

Jerusalem, September, 1975
III.
IV.

Conclusions

Collaborative Counselling Supervision:

A Rationale

Experience with University of Massachusetts and Mt. Holyoke

I.

Faculty Members, 1973-1974

"The wise man should be generous in imparting his knowledge to

others, for knowledge is not lessened in the giving."
A.

Training

.

The Clinic staff, almost surely unaware of this

statement by the eleventh century Jewish philosopher, Ibn Gabirol, were

ost

generous with their knowledge, and learning the Clinic process was

facilitated by an intensive course given for new TIS (Teaching
Improvement Specialists).

The group learned to interview clients,

administer student questionnaires, read the computer printouts, evaluate
collected data and work with clients to formulate improvement strategies.
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Alter three months of course work,
course participants were assigned to
faculty members who had asked to go through
the Clinic process.

As structured and effective as this
training was, it was difficult
for this participant to believe that
co-participants who had never

taught could help others in their teaching.

This reservation about the

Clinic use of graduate students as TIS has been'
discussed with
Dvight Allen and Michael Melnik;
Tne Erickson-Sheehan study,

^

it remains a point of disagreement.

confirming Allen’s and Melnik's previous

impressionistic assessment of faculty satisfaction with the process,
tends to substantiate the Clinic policy.

Obviously true too, is the

fact that graduate students spend many years as consumers of college

teaching.

Nevertheless, the author's unsubstantiated but strong

prejudice on this particular issue would later determine one aspect of
the collaborative counselling proposal.

The training course, coupled with classroom teaching background,

gave this new TIS the confidence to begin working with individual
faculty clients.

Since clients were assigned at random, the desire to

test the validity of the Clinic's interdisciplinary supervision premise

was built into the field work.

All previous work with pre-service and

in-service courses had been with teachers of English and my assumption
had been that a major factor of effectiveness had been teachers'

perceptions of my success as

a

classroom teacher in their own field.

It seemed terribly presumptuous to offer help in fields foreign to

personal experience; were insights and helping skills transferable

across course lines?

Did the teaching— as— craft position imply that

skills were applicable to a variety of contents and contexts?
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This prejudice, unlike the first mentioned, was eradicated by

months of satisfying work with teachers of economics, education,

agricultural engineering, Chinese history, and geography.
Inter-disciplinary counselling

.

In fact, it is this author's

present conviction that TIS ignorance in the client's subject is a

strongly positive psychological factor in the process.

The faculty

member, by applying to go through the Clinic process, admits a perceived
lack of expertise in teaching.

The corresponding lack of expertise in

subject matter on the part of the TIS contributes to a healthy balance
in the realtionship: a partnership of equality.

This, balance helps to

create the non-threatening environment essential to openness and it is
the integration of these two areas of expertise that leads to growth.

The TIS acts as catalyst and resource person, directing self-exploration
and self-improvement along structured lines and in systematic ways.

Client after client express this sentiment as we worked on clarification
of course outlines, major and minor elements in syllabus, personal goals
to
and styles of teaching, and techniques that might be appropriate

those goals and styles.

Tools of analysis, evaluation and improvement,

scholarship and knowledge
the TIS strengths, were used to support the
of the faculty members.

across subject lines,
The original Clinic decision to offer help

would be incorporated
presumably adopted for sound financial reasons,

Supervision proposal for the reasons
into the Collaborative Counselling

mentioned here.
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Examples of Work

B.

.

Several examples of specific work done with

clients may help to clarify the TIS role in improvement of faculty
teaching.

One client rated himself an excellent teacher, yet came to the

Clinic because of dissatisfaction with student participation and
progress.

The TABS showed that his students agreed with his self-

assessment save in one glaring area; pacing.

The instructor rejected

this criticism insisting that he was actually crawling along, not

speeding as indicated by student feedback.

TIS classroom observation

substantiated the studen.ts' position but it took the power of the

video-tape to convince this client that he was indeed racing happily
through material he enjoyed, making no attempt whatsoever to discover
if his audience was still with him or lost en route.

Once convinced,

ve worked together to plan questions for feedback frequently during
the lesson, to summarize or have students summarize often, to review

systematically at the end of each sub-topic, etc.
Several clients shared the problem of teaching very large classes
in a strictly lecture format.

Working through course objectives

where it
together enabled us to see when lecturing was essential and
was possible to vary presentation.

Once this decision was made, plans

lectures, question
could be made to introduce small group work, guest

and answer sessions, etc.
fear

Clients were reluctant to experiment for

support and encourageof. the unfamiliar is strong, but the TIS

improvement strategies began to be
ment helped overcome reluctance and

implemented in their classrooms.

Clients broke classes of fifty and

at
and reported pleased amazement
sixty into small six-student groups
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the liveliness and productivity of the work done by the small groups.

Clients invited colleagues, their own graduate students or outsiders
into their classrooms, to give a guest spot in order to break up the

monotony of a one man show.

One client,, for example, invited the

manager of an Amherst bank to answer student questions on legal
limitations on banks.

He reported it a very successful alternative

to his own lectures on that topic in previous years.

One client had particular trouble with eye contact in a sixty

member class given in a hundred seat room.

Her students seated

themselves in such a way that it was impossible to conceive of them as
a physical group.

The simple expedient of removing forty chairs from

the room enabled the teacher to regroup her students as she wished.

A most challenging client was

a

charming Scot whose basic

difficulty was his own suspicion of the worth of teaching.

He soon

confided that he did not believe that anyone would ever learn anything
from him, just as he himself had never learned anything from any
teacher.

He wanted his students to become so intellecutally excited

about his subject that they would rush out and educate themselves.

Fair

enough, we agreed; perhaps there were teaching skills and techniques
that would enhance his chances of success in this excitement-making

process?
engaged in
"What am I, then?" he inquired seriously, "A man

intellectual pursuits or a bloody entertainer?
for him to overcome his own
It took three hour-long discussions

packaging need not
ambivalences and accept the view that better
dlnilnlsh the quality of the gift.

have
The fruits of working with him
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been sweet indeed; he has changed from a purely
note-reading lecturer
to a dynaimV, questioning,

innovative teacher.

to student feedback delight his classes.

His prompt responses

One student stopped me on

campus to report that the professor, having been rated very
poorly on
his ability to close a lesson on time, came striding into
class the
i.ollov7ing

week smiling broadly.

He had learned, he told them, that

he always ran on well over class time; it would not happen again.
He then produced a large alarm clock and set it on his table to ring
ten minutes before -the end of class, so that he would stop and

summarize the lesson before the bell, lest everyone rush out, late
for their next class.

Having transformed his large lecture classes through judicious use
of techniques previously mentioned, we worked to change his twelve-

member Honors Seminar, which had been operating as a dialogue between
the professor and the single student making a presentation that lesson.

He introduced these changes into the course:

(1)

A student

intervener was assigned for each class meeting, who was responsible
for ensuring that the presentation was understood by the other ten

students.

The intervener questioned the presenter, questioned the

other students, summarized, asked others to clarify points made and in
general played the teacher's role.

The teacher himself stepped in

only when neither presenter, intervener, nor students could explain
a point or to develop one.

(2)

The one student presentation was

varied by introducing a panel format.
to do the reading.

Three students were assigned

They were required to make the presentation for a
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particular session and became the experts for
that day.

They each

made very brief position remarks and then
invited questions from the
other nine students.

Since the material of these presentations was

important in the course, the non-panel students put their
minds to

asking central questions and getting clear answers.

Again,

the faculty

member remained passive until needed.
Impact of innovations on class

.

These two innovations brought

about a totally different classroom environment with a dramtic shift

from instructor activity and student passivity to a student run seminar.
Early video-tapes showed the single student presenter focusing on the

faculty member while classmates seemed to be half asleep.

In tapes of

early innovation stages, the intervener and panel members continue to

address themselves to the teacher, who often interrupted, confirmed a
point, put a question or expressed vigorous non-verbal affirmation or

disagreement.

As the innovations became accepted features of the course,

the camera recorded less and less student attention to teacher and more

The principle of student

careful attention and response to each other.

presentation, originally chosen by the instructor for his special
seminar, was being applied.

The instructor was astonished at how his

own behavior had partially subverted his own declared goals of

encouraging student independence and thought.
Impact of cou n selling on faculty members

.

There is no guarantee

of the permanence of any changes in behavior noted in these clients

during the months of our work together.

The changes in behavior,

important
however dramatic and immediately rewarding, were perhaps less
and talk about
than movement in attitudes and readiness to think
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teaching.

They are less important than the courage
to invite student

feedback, the willingness to explore alternative
classroom activities

and the gumption to implement innovations.

Particular behavior

modifications may disappear, as so often predicted; it
seems impossible
to believe that professional self-awareness and
the tools of self-

assessment and self-improvement can ever disappear.
products of

These teachers,

graduate school world devoted to a fairly snobbish

a

research orientation, had made a giant leap in growth; they had begun
to become open teachers.

That is, they had initiated the process of holding their own

teaching up to serious scrutiny, to honor their professional classroom

performance with

a

fraction of the time, thought, reflection and

analysis they had long given their specific subject matter.

They had

enaged in sharing this process with a counsellor and perhaps more
irportant, with their partners in fact, their students.

In addition,

specific competencies development - such as built-in pacing clues,

techniques of review and of closure, a variety of course presentations

would remain theirs forever.

Specific teaching styles and behaviors

might change again, and yet again; skills, competencies and attitudes

were permanently affected.
It was with real regret that this TIS took leave of these clients

at the end of the year; involvement in their problems and progress

would have appreciated a second year of periodic follow-up of some
kind.

This,

too, would be translated into recommendations for

collaborative counselling supervision.
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Adaptability of the Clinic process

.

The intrinsic morality of

the Clinic position - evaluation for improvement - satisfied my

desire for a tenable supervisory posture.
adapted to non-university settings?

Could this model be

Could we combine the premises

of the Clinic and the substance of the TIS-client relationship and

come up with a workable model for a high school staff, for example?

Could chairmen of departments be encouraged to think of themselves as

helping counselling resources and develop the appropriate skills of
assessment, cooperative improvement, etc.?

If Jencks'

assertion that

schools have increasingly less effect on their students as they grow
up is true, improving classroom teaching at lower levels seemed even

more important than improving college teaching.

Setting up a pilot

project in an American high school was one way to explore the

possibilities of transferring elements of the Clinic rpocess onto a
secondary school scene.

II.

.

A.

Pilot Projects

High school department chairmen workshop.

School, Brooklyn, New York, January, 1974

.

Braverman High

Assuming (falsely, it turned

Jewish parochial
out) that my Israeli status would work for me in a
project sites.
school, two such schools were chosen as possible

principals of the
Dr. Michael Melnik initially informed both
in which they might
University of Massachusetts' experimental work

be interested in becoming involved.

Meetings with both principals in

that selling the Clinic process.
their schools in New York indicated
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vinh suitable variations on the theme, to high
school administrators
would not be a problem.

Both men agreed to host our proposed pilot

project, an intensive week long workshop on supervision,

l^^hen

it

became clear that we could only work with one school, the
Braverman
High School in the Flatbush section of Brooklyn was chosen.
The school, about to celebrate its jubilee year, has an

established record of academic excellence, seven hundred students and
about fifty teachers.

Despite my conviction that the route to

classroom teaching is through classroom teachers themselves, the
workshop was given to department chairmen who were released from all
duties for the week.

Establishment of Mutual Trust

.

Arriving at the school on a very

cold Monday morning in January, this investigator-now-turned-workshop-

leader found waiting five men, chairmen of the Math, English, History,

Foreign Languages and Bible Departments.

VJaiting, but not happily.

They were all veteran teachers and seasoned supervisors, ranging in age

from their mid-thirties to their early sixties.

Five very busy men,

striving, not too successfully, to hide their resentment at enforced

participation in
in.

a

project they felt no need for and had no confidence

Mosher and Purpel's

2

excellent chapter on group supervision fortified

me, making it possible not to become stampeded by their impatience.

Asked to please write two numbers in answer to two questions, they
complied.

The first question was how many teachers they had had in

their lives; answers ranged from thirty to one hundred.

Asked to list

twenty.
how many good teachers they’d had, answers ranged from six to

fifteen, twenty-five.
Asked if they would stand by their own judgements of
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thirty years ago now, the answers were yes, in
almost all cases.
This led us into issues of teacher evaluation,
research records on

correlation between teacher personality and student
achievement,
possible insightfulness of students as evaluators,
possible advantages
of a skills-oriented approach to classroom observation.

slowly thawed.

The atmosphere

After several hours, when asked to suggest possible

for selecting students into a teacher training program, the

toughest participant, a sixtyish professional, snapped.
Never mind the new ones.

I've got about eighty per cent lousy

teachers according to your survey, which is true.

Now you tell

what

I'm gonna do about getting them to perform better."

We agreed to try.

Project content

.

After an explanation of the premises and the

process of the University of Massachusetts Clinic, one chairman

volunteered to go through the process with me acting as TIS, with his
co-chairmen silent observers throughout.

We moved as a group through

the initial interview, self-assessment, prediction of students'

responses, administration of the TABS to his eleventh grade class,

classroom observation and video-taping of
segment.

a twenty

minute teaching

The group was particularly impressed at the depth of our

initial interview.

The interview took forty minutes; previous

on-campus interviews which
hour and a half.

I

had conducted had averaged an hour to an

One chairman commented, "A psychiatrist would charge

plenty for that!"

When the computer printout was delivered (courtesy of nearby
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Brooklyn College) certain glaring discrepancies emerged
between the
teacher

s

self-assessment and his prediction of students' responses

and their responses.

Strongest student criticism was of the teacher's

lack of skill in asking thought provoking questions and facilitating
class discussions.
right.

We viewed the tape together; the students were

The teacher asked many lower order questions of so simple a

nature as to be an insult to his bright sixteen year olds.

Receiving

no answers, he turned to individual pupils and called on them, then

receiving minimal replies.

Apparently unaware of their impatience,

he mistook their non-answering for inability to answer and reviewed,

summarized, re-explained; adding insult to injury.
At this point the group was asked for suggestions for improvement.

They came thick and fast; our volunteer announced that he had written

down ten excellent suggestions that he would never have thought of,
left alone.

He expressed surprise at how helpful other colleagues of

unrelated disciplines (math, for example) had been.
Participants* conclusions

.

I

was less surprised.

The group wound up the twenty hour

workshop by concluding that:
1.

The ultimate client of any school is the pupil.

2.

Evaluation of teaching available to pupils is a professional
obligation.

3.

Evaluation is most valid if based on multiple source data.

4.

responsibility
The power to evaluate should be accompanied by the
to help.

5.

supportive,
A helping relationship should be insightful,

construtive

.
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6.

The Clinic process is one model of scuh a
supervisory

relationship.
7.

The chairmen would try to work as TIS, working
with one

third of their department's staff each semester in
depth,

rather than in the traditional method of periodic class

visits plus written reports.
The group was impressed by the process of cooperative data

collection, interpretation and improvement suggestions.

It seemed to

them a replicable process, even given the resistance that would

initially be expressed by teachers.
Sense of group supportiveness

.

A parting suggestion to the group

was that they establish themselves into a department of supervision

within the school, to function as

a

support group for themselves, and

as an extension of their workshop experience.

Several participants

noted that the week in the workshop had created an atmosphere of

colleagueship among them that they had never felt in the years they
had worked in the school.

Previously each man had more or less worked

with teachers in his own department, seeing other faculty only in the
halls or at general staff meetings of fifty.

Within his own

department, moveover, his supervisor status had often effected subtle

restraints on his relationships with department colleagues.

This was

an unexpected insight, suggesting that the loneliness of classroom

teachers may be shared by others, elsewhere on the educational
hierarchy.
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P roject leader* s conclusions

.

The success of this workshop

strengthened confidence in the possibilities
of the Clinic process,
of Its flexibility and applicability
to non-university settings.

Moreover, it had been "bought" not by university
faculty who applied
to the Clinic out of an awareness of
their innocence in matters

educational, but by seasoned classroom teachers,
themselves long

practicing supervisors of other teachers.
Specifically, the first Pilot Project seemed to indicate
that:
1.

Teacher resistance could be overcome.

2.

Elements of the Clinic process could be applied on the high
school level.
Ihe skills approach was attractive to trained veteran teachers.
The Clinic process

v/as

perceived by them as a counselling

model alternative to traditional supervision practice.
5.

An initial intensely concentrated experience was effective
and desirable and, above all, illumined the rich resource

potential of a group itself for experiential learning.
This was very encouraging for the implications were that bits and

pieces of the Clinic process could be lifted out of the original
context and used by schools in a variety of helping ways, within

existing structures, by retraining school staff.

The Braverman High

School principal chose department chairmen for this retraining; the

inter-disciplinary supervision strengths noted earlier made me
reluctant to accept that as the only possibility within a school.

considerations would influence the eventual proposal of the CCS
(Collaborative Counselling Supervision).

These
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^ther responses.

The positive response both of school principals

and of the five department chairmen, to the basic premise
of linking
the power of evaluation to the responsibility of help was later

echoed by Dean Gifford of Amherst College and Dean Emily Wick of
Mt. Holyoke College.

Dean Gifford stated that he found the entire process

intriguing and hoped to be able to persuade senior faculty to volunteer,
so that junior faculty would not feel it beneath them to do the same.
In fact, for whatever reasons,

faculty at Amherst did not respond.

At Mt. Holyoke, on the other hand, Dean Wick circulated a notice of the

possibility of using the Clinic service and

a number of young faculty

members applied and went through the process, with this and another TIS.
Faculty resentments and resistance
a full

.

During July and August, 1974,

year after the original meeting with Dwight Allen in Israel,

this investigator was on the staff of the Clinic's Summer Institute at
the University of Massachusetts, dedicated to training representatives

of other Institutions in the use of the Clinic process.

These were a

group of twenty faculty members of the other New England state

universiti tes

,

who were to return to their own campuses in the fall

and establish teaching improvement services there.

Despite their stated

Interest in the project, deep resistance to the very concepts of

faculty evaluation emerged in the group and basic issues of the

legitimacy of supervision in academic life had to be thrashed out.
fact of life; the
The high school workshop had assumed supervision as a

styles.
struggle there was to suggest innovations in established

In

was less with style than
the New England faculty group the struggle
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with substance; at the opening session one
young man snarled at me,
•'Don't use the word supervision!

I

consider it a dirty word."

It was a stimulating few weeks.

The inherent morality of our

position, responsibility to students, was gradually accepted
by the

group and the training program itself could be carried on with.

This

was valuable experience for efforts to introduce the process in
Israel, on Israeli university campuses, were sure to meet with similar

outrage.
Pure knowledge, it has been said, is limited in value unless it
can be applied in real situations.

For me, real situations meant

Isreal; it was time to leave Amherst and return to home grounds, to
the problems and needs that had prompted my quest.

Initial efforts in Israel

.

The first efforts to transplant the

Clinic were made at both Bar Ilan and Hebrew Universities.

Months of

involved negotiations revealed certain prejudices and fears common to

administrators at both institutions.

Numbers of people in decision

making positions at both universities were sure that "just because
something 'works' in the United States doesn't mean that
here."

it can

This, of course, is true; the unwillingness to try

,

work

however,

is less valid, and frustrating to someone eager to begin work.

Israeli

faculty, it was asserted, are not interested in classroom teaching;

and in any case, teaching, after all, is simply a question of mastery
of subject matter.
a problem;

Presentation of something one knows well is never

are probably
if students do not understand the material they

not really of university calibre.
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The decision makers blamed each other

-

the dean won't understand,

the rector will want proof that this will
help, the chairman prefers

that his staff, engage in research.
- nobody would use such a service,

All of them blamed faculty members
it would be laughed at.

A few people on each campus were intrigued, and The Hebrew
University negotiated for several months, asking for faculty
workshops,
study days devoted to university teaching, and other intensive
seminars.

Finally, the economic realities of the austerity economy

that is post— Yom Kippur War, Israel

put an end to all negotiations

university budgets were slashed and an official freeze declared on all
new projects.

Clearly, need and the wish to meet that need were not

enough; an inexpensive way had to be found to test the truth of all

these Cassandras' predictions that the Clinic process or any version
of it would be rejected by Israeli teachers.

B.

Israel,

The Clinic process, austerity style.
fall term, 1974

.

Bar llan University,

It was decided to initiate a one-man mini-

project, seeking out several individual clients to see if Israeli

teachers would be open to accepting profered help and would buy the

help-across-sub j ect lines approach.

In October,

1974,

two department

chairmen, offering to work with members of their staff towards teaching
improvement.

Each chairman immediately suggested a faculty member and

one chairman asked if he could please be accepted as a client.

With

three clients, we were in business.
not
For the first time, however, clients were teachers who had

volunteered for the process but who had been urged to undertake
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improvement by their superiors on the job.

They came to the project

with the resentments which had been entertained
by the Brooklyn high
school group, plus the deep suspicion of any supervision
which had been

harbored by the New England state universities' group

- plus

their own

insecurities at having been singled out for this enterprise.

Understanding and anticipating these feelings shaped my own expectations
and behavior during our first meetings.

Faculty Cooperation

.

To my great relief, early awkwardness

entirely disappeared once the non- threatening, cooperative, confidential

helping nature of the relationship was clarified and established.

Once

this trust had been developed, all three clients behaved exactly as

their counterparts at the University of Massachusetts and Mt. Holyoke

College had behaved.

That is, they met with me regularly, spoke openly

about their teaching concerns, spent time thinking about Improvement

strategies and took their first steps into classroom innovations.
The service offered was austerity-style:

we had no video-tape, no

computer services, no funds for translating and printing the TABS in
Hebrew, etc.

Our sources of data collection were self-assessment,

probing interviews and direct observation.

One faculty member, in the

English department, did administer the TABS, in English, to a ninety

member class which was tabulated by hand.
once in ten days for an hour and a half.

Each client was seen about

After early trust-building

sessions, self-assessment and localization, subsequent meetings were

devoted to working out possible improvement strategies and then
succeeded
discussing how those strategies had either succeeded or not
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in class.

Specific examples of work with these faculty members may

the nature of the relationship and of the process.

Examples of work with faculty

.

One client was very eager to

improve the quality of his instruction in a large required course he
taught once a week for two hours.

The class of almost one hundred

students met in a fixed seat auditorium seating two hundred, and was
run as a lecture course with occasional questions to the group.
The teacher felt drained by the two hour lecture, knew none of his

students and reported that his questions were almost always answered
by the same half dozen students.

He felt that his teaching in other,

smaller, elective courses was much superior to his teaching in this
A strategy for dealing with a similar situation that

class.

read about

3

I

had

seemed possibly appropriate and the client was courageous

enough to work out an adaptation with me and implement it in his class.
This improvement strategy was as follows.
The class was arbitrarily divided into three groups of about
thirty.

Each group rotated specific roles at class meeting.

Group A,

called participants, had to wear large name tags, sit in the first
two rows, be totally prepared for the lesson as the instructor could

call on them without notice and without their indicating desire to
speak.

Group

B,

called commentators, sat in the next two rows, could not

hands if eager to
be called on by the teacher, but could raise their

comment or answer a question.
called on and could
Group C sat behind the others, could not be

not ask or answer questions.

They were the observers.

Since this

C group became A, participants,

the following meeting,

their future role motivated attentiveness.

the sense of

A and B each moved up one

slot.

The client returned exhilarated, reporting initial confusion

followed by enthusiastic student response.

The A group participated

eagerly, pleased at being called on and responded to by name
B group were more active than before,

enforced passivity:

,

the

and the C group protested at their

at least fifteen of the thirty students in

A group were active, plus

a good number of

the B students.

The client

expressed particular satisfaction with his new ability to put a

question to a specific student if he chose to, praise a good answer
using the student’s name (ask David, for example, to comment on Ruth's
answer) and be able to refer to student's comments in his own lecturing.

The class climate changed dramatically; the instructor

reported

that his own lecture style had adapted itself to the illusion of a

thirty student class, to the pleg^sure of all involved.
To further reduce the frontal effect of what was still a basically

lecture presentation, it was suggested that Group A be responsible for
the summary of the previous meeting with which the instructor always

opened his lesson.

This would also act as further motivation for the

C group to stay with it,

so to speak, during their observer period.

expressing fear that
The client was curiously reluctant to chance this,
presented.
a great deal would be left out or poorly

We talked out the

fill in, if necessary.
issues involved, pointing out that he could always

turning to Group A, asked who
He agreed to try; entered the class and
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would like to summarize the central issues of
the last meeting.

He

reported that a dozen hands went up and that "those
kids did at least
as good a job as

I

would have done.

supplemented, argued.

I

They corrected each other,

just stood there and listenend.

It's

unbelievable.
Fruit s of student feedback

.

T.^BS

done in this class indicated

strong dissatisfaction with the grading system.

In the- overwhelming

majority of Israeli university courses, students are rated for work
done in an academic year on the basis of one final examination.
some courses a paper is also required.

In

For many students, then, the

entire year can pass without any evaluation from instructors on their
progress.

In many classes, neither students nor their teachers have

any clear idea of where they stand in the course work expected.

This

client agreed to initiate weekly no-fault quizzes for three weeks,

returning the papers with comments but no grades.

He announced a real

quiz for the fourth week and for every fourth week thereafter.
By March he told me that he had a clearer picture of students'

progress than he had ever had in such a course before.

Moreover,

although the quizzes had been given in response to students' call
for periodic evaluation,

the feedback from the quizzes

v;as

invaluable to him for pacing his own teaching to the group.

proving
These

changes in the teacher's handling of the difficult classroom situation
transformed a dull, draining lecture course into a very exciting
feedback
lecture discussion class and provided helpful necessary mutual
alike.
on success in learning-teaching to students and instructor
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Other feedback

.

An interesting note on this particular case

study is the comments made by my own fourth year pre-service students

after our class .had visited this first year course at the invitation
of the client.

All the senior students, would-be English teachers,

had taken that first year required course with that same instructor,

when they were freshmen.

In their written and verbal observation

reports almost every single student expressed amazement at the change
in the instructor’s classroom behavior.

"He never knew a single name,

ninety percent of us slept through lectures, a few pests always took
over the questions..."

Their comments echoed the client's own

evaluation of the situation in October.

They hardly recognized the

lively delivery and course style.

This client, incidentally,

more

has repeated that method of handling all classes over sixty, and

reiterates his satisfaction with it whenever we meet on campus, this
next academic year.

Other innovations.

Other clients had smaller classes of forty

unsuccessful with
to fifty students but they too were both unhappy and
the strict] y frontal lecture approach they were using.

Talks revealed

never experienced
that they used this teaching method because they had
at universities.
or heard of any other possible ways of teaching
the rather daring nature
Despite their natural timidity (as opposed to

eventually agreed to attempt small
of the previous client) they both
and no-fault quizzes.
group work, simulation, panel presentation

comment by

?

One

small group work was
client after a first experience with

they were unrecognizable.
that the students were so alive
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^pject content

.

This project operated on good will and
had

no money for translating or printing or
questionnaires, use of videotape or technician, computer services, or TIS
salary.

The process was

thus streamlined to initial interview, self-assessment,
classroom

observation, analysis of perceived strengths and weaknesses,
and

brainstorming improvement strategies.

Time was' also spent in

exploring goals of specific courses and possible revision of course
structure, appropriate techniques for evaluating student performance,
and a variety of non-lecture classroom techniques.
The major thrust of our work had been to create the trusting

relationship in which these teachers could feel free enough to open
themselves to experiences needed to lead them to becoming open teachers
thinking, talking, evaluating and changing their own teaching.

Work with all three clients included re-assessment of the course
syllabus, efforts to clarify major and minor issues of the course, quiz
and test writing, exploration of their self-image as teachers and

constant cooperation in suggesting improvement strategies for problems
they perceived as serious in their teaching.

Participants' conclusions

.

All three clients asked to continue

their counselling during the following Spring semester and did so.

Project leader's conclusions
1.

.

This project indicated that:

Israeli university teachers could become interested in

teaching improvement, and
2.

even an austerity-style process was perceived as helpful.
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At the same time, it also emphasized that:
1.

Time constraints severly limited the number of teachers
reached, and

2.

another model was needed to make better use of the one-man
resource.

C.

University faculty group weekly workshop.

Israel, spring term, 1975

.

Bar Ilan University,

This project attempted to reach more faculty

members than possible in the one-to-one client model of the Clinic.
Answers to two questions were sought:
1.

Would university faculty members volunteer to spend two

weekly hours in a workshop on university teaching?
2.

Could a group experience, spread thin throughout a semester,

duplicate the warmth and trust developed during the intensive

week workshop?
Recruitement

.

Three department chairmen were told that a weekly

workshop in university teaching was being offered for the Spring
faculty.
semester and were asked to announce this to interested

Fifteen teachers expressed a desire to participate.

Unfortunately, as

teaching schedules
Israeli classes run for a full year, conflicting

limited membership to eight.

Project content

.

of
The workshop explored historic models

research and publication
universities, issues of rewards for teaching,

with effective teaching, and
moral obligations to provide students
teaching.
possible routes of improving university

Participants
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issues of classroom life which were of concern to them and
time was
spent discussing those issues and suggesting possible alternative

approaches to them.
Certain strengths of the group format became evident during our
four months together:
1.

Eight campus colleagues met regularly to talk about aspects
of university teaching.

2.

Participants discovered how many of their classroom concerns

were shared by teachers in other departments.
3.

Historic model and developments of universities were studied
and the character of our own university discussed.

A.

The skills approach to teaching was presented.

5.

The micro-teaching technique was adapted to a peer-group
setting.

Each participant prepared a micro-lesson which was

video-taped, viewed and analyzed by the group.
6.

Attendance was steady and a group spirit of cooperation and
support developed.

Participants' conclusions

.

Participants expressed delight at the

structured opportunity to share concerns and difficulties with colleagues
and to discover how many problems they had in common with teachers of

other departments.

They reported growing interest in the workshop among

semester of
their non-participating peers and all agreed that a second

workshop meetings would be desirable.
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P roject leader's conclusions

.

This project seemed to indicate

that:
1.

Israeli university teachers were willing to invest
time in

non-establishment-rewarded programs of professional
improvement, and
2.

the semester format could create an atmosphere of comradeship
"

and openness.

-

On the other hand, this project underlined the weakness of a group

experience only.

That is, it cannot provide the personal, in depth

counselling offered in the traditional Clinic service, although it does
serve other faculty needs.
The individual clients, on the other hand, had missed out on the

supportive exchanges of the group experience, and on micro-teaching,

while enjoying

a

more intense counselling relationship.

It was

becoming increasingly clear that the format sought would have to be
one that could provide the intensity of an in depth one-to-one

relationship within a supportive stimulating group setting.
Encouragement from the Ministry of Education

.

Throughout this

1974-1975 year of university faculty ventures, possibilities of
w’orking with secondary school teachers were being explored.

Meetings

with Ministry of Education people responsible for in-service teacher
education were cordial and they were receptive to both the evaluation
of the local situation and desire to change it.

asked, however, was the one

I

The recurring question

had been trying to ansv/er for so long

use?"
"Exactly how can we put your experience and expertise to
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A series of partial answers were attempted in search of
one.

a fuller

The Ministry sent me to three high school principals,
telling

them that any program we worked out together would be funded
by the
in-service department.

Discouragement from school principals

.

My first offer to the

dynamic efficient principal of a large comprehensive high school was
to run a weekly workshop in supervision skills for department chairmen.

She announced that all the chairmen held three jobs in order to

support their families and would never agree to putting in an extra
minute, and went on to ask me to work with her "problem teachers",

whom she could more or less "encourage" to work towards improvement.
Acting as TIS for half

a

dozen teachers seemed a dead-end venture,

leading nowhere in terms of a new workable practical local model.
That offer was rejected, therefore, and we parted on pleasant but

barren terms.
Her assessment of what her chairmen would be willing to do was an

echo of earlier warnings sounded about university faculty and was to be
repeated by the next two principals on my route.

They were offered two

possibilities; the chairmen workshop or a semester long weekly workshop
for all the teachers of one class in the school which might make it

possible to attempt an evaluation of pupil achievement.

Again, both

men confided that their staff were uncooperative, fiercely independent
time.
about their work and certainly unwilling to put in any extra

prompted me to
Personal experience and conviction to the contrary
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request to be allowed to preseat the proposal to
the teachers themselves,
to maximize clarification of issues involved.

Both principals promised

to take this suggestion to their teachers and
"be in touch".

Follow up

phone calls over a period of weeks indicated that they
were not going
to allow any work to be done with their staffs.

Months later a teacher

from one of those schools attended a summer course of mine;
conversation

confirmed my original suspicions:

the principal had never even brought

the matter to a general meeting.

Why these principals had been unwilling to even offer these
suggested services to their teachers remains a mystery that is probably

worthy of serious study. 4

For our purposes, however, their behavior

suggested that a direct route to classroom teachers had to be found,
a route that could circumvent roadblocks set up by middlemen for

whatever considerations of their own.

D.

Innovation in teacher training of undergraduates.

University, 1974-1975

.

Bar Ilan

It was at this time my own experiential

learning of the two years began to jell, to merge and emerge more
excitingly.

During the Amherst year many of the tools of analysis and

evaluation of teaching had seemed important tools for every teacher to
own.

Accordingly, post-Amherst teaching of courses of certification

for new young teachers now included training in these skills, as part
of their preparation for future professional lives.

Awareness of the

loneliness and isolation that almost surely awaited them strengthened
growth.
the determination to give them lifelong skills of self-help for
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Objectives for their courses also reflected the
conviction of the
importance of qualities of openness in teachers.

Our year's work

attempted to somehow include training in analysis,
evaluation and
improvement of teaching and development of interpersonal
skills.
Student par tners

.

It was the weekly micro-teaching seminar that

offered the greatest opportunity for experimentation and the format
eventually evolved into the following structure.

Six students

arrived at noon, each prepared to present a four minute teaching spot
to his peers.

These spots were each devoted to the practice of a

single skill, which had been assigned and defined at our previous
class meeting.

The desire to have students develop both autonomy and

human skills led to having them work in pairs, role-playing supervisor
in both pre- and post-teaching conferences.

That is, after several

demonstrations, students drew up supervision contracts between
themselves, agreeing on focus for feedback and on criteria for judging

effectiveness.

The presenter explained why he had chosen to practice

the specific skill in a particular way, what he would like to see

happen and what would be most appreciated in feedback.

After the

teaching each student pair met for the post-conference, followed by
group viewing of the video-tape and guided group evaluation of

performance.
The great beauty of this format became clearer and more striking

with every sessioni

both students in the pair learned

several levels simultaneously.

enormously on

They practiced asking helpful questions,

clarifying performance objectives, setting up criteria, negotiating
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a contract,

giving and accepting feedback and working together towards

Inprovements for the reteach session that took place later when
six

other classmates showed up to be taught.

Observing them at work, listening in to conferences, assessing
their progress in analysis, evaluation and tact throughout the academic

year and reciving glowing reports from their field work tutor teachers,
I

was struck by the giant strides in growth these students were making.

They were learning from and teaching each other and the elements of

mutual trust, interdependence and guidance created a joyous, open,
giving, and growing classroom climate.

Collaboration - the missing link ?

Could practicing classroom

teachers learn to interact as openly and helpfully with each other?
Could the collaborating couples concept that had been so nourishing an

experience for these college seniors be the key to the problem that
had been gnawing at us for so long?

Above all, could collaboration be

useful as a key to unlocking closed classrooms and teachers, to freeing
teachers from their isolation and loneliness?
As it was springtime, time to plan the annual Ministry in-service

summer course for teachers of English, it seemed reasonable to conceive
of the participants of that course as a resource pool of classroom

teachers to whom these issues could be taken.

Was the spirit of innovation strong enough to dare to drastically
innovate

ray

own traditionally subject-centered summer course?

In

in addition
planning and publicizing the course for the summer of 1975,

literature and subject
to the usual courses given in linguistics,
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methodology, ten hours were announced as lectures in "teaching
improvemeiat"

.

Having made the decision and sent out announcements,

it remained to plan carefully what was now conceived of as step one of

the new project:

setting the stage.

Pilot project five:

initiating the project

.

This project

attempted to reach out to larger numbers of classroom teachers.

The

traditional format of previous summer courses raised certain new

questions
1.

Could teachers used to subject oriented, in-service courses

become interested in the more person centered teaching
improvement work?
2.

Could one hundred and fifty teachers be activated in trust

building human relations training exercises?
3.

Could interest or enthusiasm generated during the two-week

intensive course be harnessed to a follow up program of some
kind?
from all
On opening day that July, one hundred and fifty teachers
my client had
over the region almost filled the auditorium in which

taught all year.

summer
The majority had participated in previous

seminars.
courses, and some were graduates of my pre-service

The

from the audience made
genuine sense of friendship and trust emanating
some new answers to old concerns
it much easier to venture to share

with them.
Project content

.

establishing both
Early lectures were devoted to

opportunities
supervision and examining Che
the legitimacy and need of
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for getting supervision in present day Israel.

Despite the presence

of three Ministry inspectors of English in the room,

I

concluded that

effective supervision was non-existent and that the only hope we

classroom teachers had was in learning to help ourselves and each other.
Describing the Clinic process, the features that had proved both

helpful and applicable in a variety of settings, we also reviewed
research findings on the significance of a trusting relationship in
effective supervision and suggested that trust and supervision were
skills that could be developed through systematic training and practice.

Teachers were then asked to turn to their neighbors and do a series
of short exercises practicing eye contact and attending behavior.

Demonstration

.

A teacher who had participated in several previous

courses agreed to be the client in a mini-demonstration of an initial
interview.

The audience was told that this interview is, of course,

always private and confidential and was asked to absolutely be silent
that we could attempt to create and illusion of a private, one-to-one

conversation
again
The power of personal counselling approach was brought home
talk about
even to me, even under those circumstances, as we began to

less-than-successes.
this man’s teaching, his concerns, successes and

possible for us to reach
The trust established over the years made it
ordinary initial
the heart of matters much more quickly than in

interviews and

I

upon
held up my hand to stop before the agreed

fifteen minutes were up.

another
Both of us could have gone on for

and truly began to share certain
hour, but as the teacher had opened up
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serious reservations he had about himself
as a teacher, it seemed

inappropriate to continue.

He later told me that he had totally

forgotten our audience after the first minute
or so.

For their part,

the audience let out an audible collective breath
when we stopped;
a group release expression of tension.

^ prepared stencilled mini-initial interview script

was then distributed and teachers were asked to turn to a
partner,

choose roles and begin, bearing in mind both the demonstration and

attending skills they had previously practiced.

They worked on this

for fifteen minutes.

Sitting forgotten onstage,

I

watched in great joy as one hundred

and fifty teachers talked to each other quietly about their teaching.
It was a breakthrough, a public denial of the year long "it can't work

here" dirge sung by so many administrators within the Israeli education
complex.
At the end of the two week summer course it was announced that a

course In teaching improvement would be given twice monthly throughout
the following academic year.

The course would attempt to help teachers

build up skills of observation, analysis, and evaluation of teaching
and provide group practice in developing improvement strategies.

It

was stressed that efforts would be made to increase certain competencies

associated with openness in teachers, on the premise that openness in
teaching is essential for growth.

Participation would require

substantial investment of time and energy.
for the course!

Sixty teachers registered

their principals would have fainted.
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Our confidence in classroom teachers readiness to work toward

self-actualization was reaffirmed; there was now a signed-up student
body for a course that existed only
my head.

partially, and in principle, in

It was imperative to finalize the formulation of a program

that had been developing in bits and pieces over two years, and to return,
at last,

to the Ministry of Education in-service department, with a clear

answer to their standing request for a proposal of how to improve the

supervision offered teachers in Israel.
III. Conclusions

.

The pilot projects of the 1973-1975 years yielded

several points on which the final project is based:
1.

All teachers involved, Israeli as well as American, university
as well as high school staff, were interested in working

systematically toward teaching improvement within nonthreatening lines.
2.

The Clinic process is flexible enough to be used in part,
in full, or in combination with other types of training in
a

3.

variety of settings.

Counselling is helpful even without video-tape equipment,
student feedback or computer services.

A.

group
Group interaction is rewarding, but the two pilot

counselling.
models suffered from lack of follow-up individual
5.

the stimulation of a
In depth individual counselling lacks

group experience.

conditions,
In addition, under tight money

very few teachers.
a one-man resource can reach

determination to provide
Reflections on these conclusions, and the

professional growth at minimum
teachers with maximum tools for
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cost, led to the design o£ the final
project. Collaborative Counselling,
a new approach to supervision.

Restatement of need

.

Educational systems are morally obliged to

regularly and systematically evaluate the teaching
provided to pupils.
Further, internal professional obligation demands
linking of evaluation
to help toward improvement.

Neither of these obligations is fulfilled

in Israel today; pupils get poorer instruction than they
might otherwise
get,

teachers struggle along on their own, locked into their sterile

security.

It is essential to break into this system,

to match teachers’

need and readiness to grow with effective help for growth, to provide

effective supervision to classroom teachers working in
offers totally inadequate evaluation and help.

would be effective?

a

system that

What type of supervision

What is supervision and by what criteria may it

be judged?

Supervision as teaching

.

If teaching is defined as effecting

desired changes in learners, then supervision itself is teaching,

involving a particular learner population.

Previously reported

difficulties in evaluation of teaching clearly hold for evaluation of
the teaching that is supervision.

In evaluation of supervision studies

there are echoes of the ’teaching doesn’t matter’ cry:

"There is

virtually no research suggesting that supervision of teaching, however
defined or undertaken, makes any difference."

5

The measurement of

successful supervision in performance based terms is complicated by
the lack of conceptualized theories of what learner outcome should be.

That is, it is easier to find agreement as to educational targets for
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fourth grade math or second grade reading among teachers of
these

subjects than to find a body of agreement among supervisors as
to

desired learning outcomes of their learners, classroom teachers.
Substantial evidence of this difficulty exists in the literature;
Barr (1945),
(1972),

Jayne (1945),^ Anderson (1963),^ Mosher and Purple

Melnik (1972),^^ and Blumberg (1974).^^

Another difficulty in assessing effective supervision is the
scanty findings available.

In the 1953-1963 decade, only thirty-six

articles on supervisors or supervision appeared in the Education Index.
Only one article a year was considered supervision research.

As soon

as we identify supervision as teaching, however, it is possible to

suggest that certain evidence about teaching might be useful to the

study of supervision.

This suggestion is supported by comparing

Rosenshine's (1971) work,
(1965) work.

13

12

for example, with Blumberg's and Amidon's

Rosenshine, reviewing studies of teacher behaviors

correlating with student achievement, tentatively finds behavior
identified as teacher warmth correlating with student achievement.

Blumberg and Amidon, exploring teachers' perceptions of idea supervisory
conferences, find that teachers rate supervision received as more

effective when principal or supervisor exhibits behavior that Rosenshine
has defined as warmth.

In other words, teachers seem to appreciate and

their own
respond to the same qualities in their supervisors that

pupils would appreciate in them.

Importance of interpersonal relations and of growt h.

Verification

motivating improvement is found
of the importance of human warmth in
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in areas outside of education.

One industrial study^^ compared

foremen’s perception of their workers* needs with the workers'

conceptions of their own on-the-job needs.

Foremen listed good wages,

job security and promotion as the top three needs of their work.
In dramatic contrast, the workers listed their top three needs as

appreciation for work done, feeling

on things, and sympathetic

'in’

understanding of their personal problems.

These findings reflected

my own experience of principals and administrators' perceptions of

what their faculty members were or were not willing to spend time on
and the realities of teachers' responses.

As Blumberg (1974)^^

points out, attitudes change with roles played and the further the

decision makers in education get from the classroom, the less they seem
able to perceive teacher priorities accurately.

These research studies only cooroborate what so many voices in
other fields have long said:

"Attention must be paid!

wife

Attention must be paid,

sobs Willy Loman s

in Arthur Miller's classic tragedy of the failure of interpersonal

relationships in an

American family.

Freud stressed the critical need

attention
of man for access to intimacy, Skinner considers receiving

with approval a potent reinforcing event.

Rogers calls the experience

growth event.
of being truly heard by another person a basic

Rogers describes a fully functioning person as
flow,

a human

being in

to his environment,
in process, open to experience, sensitive

to other individuals,

himselt
to feelings and meanings within

qualities of a healthy, mature life.
To open one’s self is one of the
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The wish to function fully is defined as need by Maslow,
who believes
that capacities are needs, clamoring to be used well.

"The unused

capacity or organ can become a disease center or else atrophy, thus
diminishing the person.
growth in Carkhuff's

18

Diminishing is the opposite of growth;
credo, is the only meaning to life.

Clarification of target project

.

The ingredients of the course

to be offered were becoming increasingly clear; opportunities for

personal and professional stretching, provided within a strongly

supportive trusting group climate.

The final ingredient, partnership,

collaboration between two teachers, was seen as essential.

It was

partnership that would provide the intense one-to-one counselling
relationship.

It was partnership that would allow for on-site visits,

feedback, and specific suggestions for improvement.

It was partnership

that would support the individual teacher between group sessions and,

possibly, continue long after the group stopped meeting.

Moreover,

given the economics of this country, or perhaps of almost all countries,
only partnership of this kind was a financially feasible method of

providing counselling supervision to unlimited numbers of practicing
teachers.
Thus, the Collaborative Counselling Supervision program was born.

Partners were teachers, classroom teachers who chose to work with each
other within the course, carrying out given field assignments.
give each
Partners would supervise each other, observe each other,
of teaching.
other feedback and work together toward improvment
a
Supervision would be mutual, based on trust and on

comn.on

understanding
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of the specifics involved.

It was a variation of the University of

Massachusetts Clinic model of the TIS, more appropriate
to Israel's
budget realities and to the personal conviction that classroom
teachers,
^fter training, could be most helpful to other classroom teachers.

Research support for old prejudices

.

In the middle of our first

year of implementation, it was interesting to read of a 1975 study in

California in which one hundred teachers were asked to -rank professionals
who might serve as in-service trainers.

The professionals were child

psychologist, beginning teacher, experienced professor, school doctor,
change agent, experienced principal, school social worker, neurologist,

inexperienced professor, school psychologist, publishing house
representative, experienced teacher.

Teachers were asked who they had

most confidence in for both cognitive and affective domain.

Cognitive

was defined as dealing with curriculum methods and materials while

affective domain dealt with classroom management practices.

In first

place for both domains was the experienced classroom teacher.

The

researcher concludes that "in-service programs may prove more effective
if they include teachers in the training as well as the learning

functions. m19
Clearly, any serious attempt to improve classroom teaching must

work through the classroom teachers.

Giving teachers training in

interpersonal and supervision skills will improve their teacning on
several levels, multi— dimensionally

.

Involved in experiential

open growing
learning, involved in trusting relationships, part of an

variety of ways.
group, teachers will respond to the experience in a
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as all individuals respond to all
experiences.

There are no miracles

in any educational process; the challenge
is to offer a combination of

structure and freedom within which individual
teachers may work toward

personal growth.

—^

—

Ratio nale of Collaborative Counselling (target project)

.

Collaborative Counselling is suggested as a meahs of translating

classroom teachers* need and readiness for growth into -growth
activities.
It is conceived of as a method of harnessing latent instincts
for

growth to a systematic growth-fostering program.
This program. Collaborative Counselling, is dual in nature, intended
to develop both teaching improvement and human relations skills.

proposed structure is also a double one;
a larger teacher group.

In this way,

The

teacher pairs working within

the program tries to integrate

certain strengths of earlier pilot projects.

That is, teacher pairs

will visit each other's classes, exchanging observations, feedback and
Improvement strategies, giving each other the special in depth help
that is possible in a one-to-one counselling relationship.

The larger

group will provide participants with the stimulation, interaction and

supportive environment that is the beauty of a group workshop.

Participating teachers are to be trained as Clinic teaching
Improvement specialists (TIS) and in human relation skills.

They will

be given opportunities to practice their new competencies in both

skill areas over a year's

tim.e

within the non-threatening open circle

of the workshop and in paired field work assignments.

Aware of classic

restraints on teacher-supervisory relationships, emphasis will be on
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the mutuality of the cooperative, Collaborative Counselling.

Each

teacher is to be both TIS and client, as it were, a mobile clinic
unit.

The three factors earlier noted as contributing to the poor

teaching found in many classrooms were the general mediocrity of
candidates, training, and on-the job supervision.

Collaborative

Counselling offers a new approach to supervision, but the nature of
that supervision is such that it endeavors to enrich earlier training

and stretch personal boundaries through experiential learning.

The

essentially organic nature of growth permits the possibility that
teachers involved in a program nurturing specific skills may develop
in other related directions, expanding their ovm potential to the

fullest
That is the rationale and hope of Collaborative Counselling.

Delimitations of the project
delimitations:
Time

.

The project has three primary

time, participants, and type of evaluation program.

Growth is open-ended and on-going.

.

Any time limit is

artificial and arbitrary if the stated goal is the facilitation of
growth.

The framework of the Israeli academic year, October to June,

was adopted for simple reasons of convenience and manageability.

Participants

.

Participants were limited in two ways:

readiness

and number.
1.

Readiness:

All participants in the final project were

week in-service
participants of Pilot Project Five, the two

summer course.

tne
Those two weeks are considered to be

project and teachers who
initial intensive stage of the final
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had not taken part in those two weeks were not considered
for the final workshop of Collaborative Counselling.
2.

Number:

It was felt that thirty members of a workshop are a

maximum number desired.

Thus, although sixty teachers of

Pilot Project Five registered for the year-long workshop, only

thirty were chosen.

Evaluation

.

Evaluation of the program is to be limited to

assessment by the participants themselves and by the project leader.
It is suggested that the crucial evaluation of the effectiveness of such
a program is the perceived sense of growth of participating teachers.

Ministry support

.

This rationale of Collaborative Counselling

brought to the In-Service Department of the Ministry of Education in

Jerusalem as a proposed new model of supervision of improving teaching.
The Ministry accepted the proposal and agreed to fund a year of

implementation.

The following chapter reports the planning and

implementation of that first year of Collaborative Counselling.
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CHAPTER

IV

IMPLEMENTATION

Earliex* chapters described the search for a way to improve

classroom teaching through working with classroom teachers.

The

conclusion of that search, based on the explorations and experiences
of the 1973-1975 years, is the conception of Collaborative Counselling
as a viable route to im.provement
If classroom teachers could be converted into Collaborative

Counsellors, they could become a national army of Teaching Improvement
Speicalists, bringing their expertise to bear in their classrooms.
This was the vision; it was clear that the immediate challenge
and task was to design and implement a program of experiential learning

which could help classroom teachers become Collaborative Counsellors.
This chapter tells the story of the first attempt at such a conversion,
of work with twenty-four teachers who came to share the visions and

invested themselves in it.
The chapter is divided into four parts:
1.

Planning the Course; in which the goals of a training program
for Collaborative Counsellors are explored, analyzed and set,

and specific objectives drawn up which determine the actual

design of the course to be given.
2.

of the
The Course; in which brief descriptions of each

sixteen sessions are presented.
3.

phases of
Analysis of stages; in which the three emerging

with
development of participating teachers are noted,
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with illustrative examples of each phase.
4.

Important Workshop Considerations

Part One

Planning the Course
Goals of the Course
We wanted graduates of the course to be able to function effectively
as Collaborative Counsellors.

trained:
(3)

This meant that participants should be

in skills of teaching,

(1)

(2)

in skills of supervision,

in interpersonal skills, and (4) to work closely with a partner.

These statements had to be analyzed and clarified before objectives
could be worked out and the course actually planned.

Clarification of Target Skills and Competencies
What did each of these five competencies imply and how could the

course tackle the training involved?
I,

Training

in'

Teaching Skills

We wanted the workshop participants to learn how to improve their
own classroom teaching.

This meant the course had to teach them how to.

observe teaching systematically,

(1)

conceptualize teaching,

(3)

analyze the teaching observed,

(5)

consider alternate ways of teaching, and

teaching skills in safety.

(2)

(4)

evaluate that teaching,
(6)

practice specific

Each of these objectives had to be considered

in planning the year's work.
A.

A conception of teaching

.

We would use the Allen concept of

skills that can be defined
teaching as a craft composed of many single
and observed.

for a skill that
This is an extremely helpful concept,

Ill

can be observed can be practiced and Improved.

The examined teaching

life may not be more worth living, but it is the
first step toward

improvement
A:

O^bserv ation of teaching

.

The skills approach provides a

clear reference base for systematic observation of teaching
events.
Group members would view video-taped teaching events, focusing
on a

single skill each time.

P^^dice observation

After guided group viewing, small groups would

of live presentation in the group and then teacher-

partners would visit in each other's classes and practice systematic

observation of an entire lesson.

The categories of observation

instruments would be introduced and Flanders' Interaction Analysis
taught and used.

Teachers would observe both with and without Flanders,

depending on specific goals of observation.
C.

.Analysis

.

Self-assessment was seen as the first giant step

toward analysis of one's own teaching.

The University of Massachusetts'

Clinic questionnaire, TABS, would be used to help teachers articulate
their own image of their teaching strengths and weaknesses.

Simulated

response sheets of anonymous teachers would be provided for practicing

analysis of responses before going on to interpretation of self-assessment
sheets.

Pupils' evaluation of their teaching would be collected by

each teacher, using a simplified Hebrew version of the TABS.

The group

would work on reading simulated computer printouts of data, in

preparation for reading their own data.

Each teacher would compile a

personal profile of teaching strengths and weaknesses as perceived by
his pupils.

This profile would be compared with the self-assessment
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sheet; discrepancies would be analyzed, discussed, and direct the

observation of their teaching-partners.
Analysis of /teaching would involve providing tools for data

collection and repeated practice in interpreting that data.
D.

Evaluation of teaching

.

Teaching must be evaluated within

a context of teacher goals and objectives.

Course participants would

learn to distinguish goals from objectives in general,

-and

writing out their personal teaching goals and objectives.

work on
Working

within a micro-teaching format, teachers would specify objectives and
choose a particular skill that might be appropriate to that objective.
Their partner would observe the micro-teaching, focusing on objectives
and skills chosen.

In the post- teaching session, the presentation

would be evaluated first by the presenter and then by his partner and
group members.

Practice in evaluating would move from single skill

evaluation to parts of a lesson and then to an entire lesson in on— site
visits between teacher partners.
Early evaluation would be done by the entire workshop group, working

along guidelines provided by the workshop leader.
E.

Considering Improvement Strategies

.

The analysis and evaluation

which areas or skills
of one's own teaching helps teachers to decide in
of teaching improvement is necessary.

Their choice of area of skill

their own priorities.
to begin with is often determined by

Some skills

micro-teaching format.
may bo improved through practice in the

Other

or brainstorming sessions.
skills benefit more from group discussion
be structured into the
Opportunity for training in all three would
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course, with an examination of why each was appropriate to the

specific teaching skill being worked on.
Different kinds of improvement strategies would be suggested,

practiced and tried out in class by group members.

This experience

of focused improvement efforts would be reported on by individual

teachers to the group.
F.

Practicing in safety

.

Peer micro-teaching would play an

important part in the program as it provides a structured and non-

threatening framework for practicing single teaching skills.

In

addition to the use of micro- teaching, workshop members would practice

writing goals and objectives in small groups, take turns in leading
group discussions, use new techniques such as simulation and interviews

within the group, and do some team-teaching within the course itself.
In effect,

the workshop would work toward providing a variety

of practicing situations and skills, in an accepting, prizing

atmosphere.
II.

Training in Supervision Skills
One may teach poetry effectively without being a poet.

Skills of

analysis, evaluation and understanding enable teachers to share

Informed Insights with their pupils.

Supervisors may not all be

about teaching
master teachers yet be able to share informed insights

with teachers.

skills
Supervisors are teachers of teaching and all the

important to teaching must be part of their training.

In addition to

be able to hel^ teachers.
their teaching role, however, teachers must

evaluation are an important
Their skills of observation, analysis and
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part of their work, but they must develop other skills too if they
are to be effective helpers.
These other skills are interpersonal, and the course would

consider how to build in systematic training in such skills.
III.

Training in Interpersonal Skills
A.

Restatement of the need

.

The centrality of interpersonal

skills in helping relationships has been emphasized in

professional literature in the past decades.

.a

vast body of

The studies in industry,

teaching and supervision referred to in Chapter III indicate the new

awareness of the role of human relations in the working world.

Our

concept of supervision as a helping profession commits us to

acceptance of that centrality in supervision and thus in any training

program for supervisors.
Which skills are important?

Could they be perceived, practiced

and improved in the same way that teaching skills could be?

Would

it be possible to integrate interpersonal skills training into the

Collaborative Counselling program?
In "Freedom to Learn"

(1969) Rogers^ considers realness, acceptance

and caring and empathetic understanding the qualities crucial to

facilitation of learning in others.

Patients making progress in their

who
therapy perceived these qualities in their therapists; patients
in their
were not making progress did not perceive these qualities

therapists.

perceived
Teachers whose pupils were achieving well were

and understanding than
by their pupils to be more real, accepting

other teachers whose pupils were not achieving.

In Blumberg's

study
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(1974) of teachers'

perceptions of supervisors who were helpful,

these same qualities correlated with helpfulness, facilitation
of
learning.

We would want to help group members behave in ways that would be

perceived by others as real, understanding and accepting.
Building on Rogerian concepts, Carkhuff defines the three basic
stages of the helping relationship as:
his problems,
(3)

(2)

(1)

helping another explore

helping the helpee to understand his problems, and

helping the helpee to act upon his understanding.
There is a striking parallel between these three stages of helping

and the routine Clinic process in which the TIS works with faculty

members to explore their own teaching, to help them analyze or
understand specific strengths and weaknesses, and then move on to

working out improvement strategies based on new understanding of goals,
priorities and abilities.
In "The Development of Human Resources" (1971)

3

Carkhuff outlines

what he calls a "Training Program in Human Relations Skills for

Functional Professionals", and reports on the results of such training
of student teachers.

He cites studies which followed up young teachers

who had been so trained and found that they were functioning on a much

higher interpersonal level than the control group.

The control group

taught the
had not received systematic training although they had been

importance of interpersonal skills.
be heeded in
Frankenstein's call for experiential learning would

greater impact on subsequent
our course, for such learning evidently had
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teaching behavior.

The workshop would strive to provide training in

skills of listening, attending, sharing, exploring and considering

ways of acting upon gained insights.
B.

Integration of skills training

.

In a program of general

counselling training, interpersonal skills or principles of helping

may be worked on within a wide range of issues and situations.
program, however, precluded these possibilities.

Our

The members of our

workshop had not registered as individuals in search of help or
counselling in their lives, but as teachers hoping to develop professional
competencies.

It was very important for our planning to remember that

and not overstep bounds.

Openness in teachers was something to prize

and develop, but it could not be forced, only worked towards in a

special environment.

Practically speaking, this meant that in planning

exercises and activities foi the group, great care would be taken to
avoid invasion of privacy.

Actually, this decision itself led to smooth

Integration of training in teaching, supervision and interpersonal skills.
For example, exercises in attending, listening and sharing were always

professionally based; the teaching lives, problems and concerns of the
participants were the core of these activities.

Teachers asked each

other about a classroom event, never a family event.

Teacher

relationships with pupils, colleagues and principals were explored, not

relationships with spouses, friends or children.

It must be noted that

themselves eventually
despite this basic decision and policy, teachers
the workshop, especially
brought their non-school lives and concerns into
in the second half of the year.
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Integrated training would mean, in effect, that helping
skills

were to be practiced all year in a variety of techniques,
focusing on
the issues of teaching and teachers that were within the scope
of our

work together.
IV.

Training to Work Within a Peer Group
The institutionalized isolation of classroom teachers generally

limits peer contacts to safe, superficial exchanges about texts or
tests, materials and specific course syllabus items.

Thus, teachers'

need to grow is inhibited by fears of personal revelation of weakness
and possible rejection.
In

Toward a Psychology of Being (1968),

4

Maslow considers the

duality of forces within man regarding his own growth and traces the
strong natural inner urge to grow which impels one forward, toward full

functioning and wholeness of self, struggling against the natural
defensive fear of leaving the safety of the known and the already
achieved.

There can be no effective teaching, says Maslow, without

teacher awareness of the role of defensive fear in learners' growth
patterns.

Awareness of inner duality.

So, too,

with teachers who are learners;

the natural fear of leaving patterns and paths of teaching for the

unknown and new is a strong impediment to innovation and experimentation.

Awareness of the duality even within teachers who register for courses
effective
advocating change is essential for intelligent planning and
teaching.

to
The Collaborative Counselling workshop was planned

threat and offer
create an environment which would attempt to minimize
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the utmost in acceptance, understanding and prizing.
It was considered very important to break through the
established

pattern of closed professional peer groups and it was hoped that
large group discussions, small group exercises, brainstorming,

^itro teaching sessions, simulations and role playing would build new
habits of interaction among the members of the group.

It was further

hoped that new habits of openness might be transferred both to
teachers* relationships with pupils and with colleagues.
The course was planned as a workshop so that peer interaction
in groups of all sizes would become part of the experiential learning
to be offered.

Teachers would work in pairs, in threes and fours and

fives in a variety of activities.

Above and beyond the subject matter

of the course and the specific competencies mastered, this experience
of working with other teachers in accepting, sharing ways was conceived
to be of central importance for our participants.

Later awareness of

the experience and of the theoretical considerations which shaped it,

might influence their own design of classroom activities for the

children they taught.
V.

Training to Work With a Single Partner
The heart of Collaborative Counselling is the partnership between

the two collaborating teachers.

Mutual supervision could be effective

trust and master
and productive if partners could develop strong mutual

the skills demanded in a supervisory relationship.

Trust would make

enough to ask for help;
it possible for each teacher to be open
to be helpful.
supervision skills would enable the teacher-partner
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Our teacher-partners began with a strong positive base, for
they

had chosen to work with each other.

Their participation in the course

meant that they would share many learning experiences, all designed to
foster both trust and skill

building.

The more intensive, in depth

counselling between pairs, however, called for special skills that
were introduced in the workshop and practiced in the field.
These skills included interviewing techniques, learning how to
hold a pre-observation conference, how to help a partner clarify goals
and objectives of a particular lesson, how to decide on specific

observation tasks, how to use an observation instrument,^ how to
conduct a productive post-teaching conference involving both feedback
and suggestions for improvement strategies.

Teacher-pairs received

field assignments from workshop session to session which were designed
to provide structured practice in these skills.

They were also asked

to write up their field experiences and note their reactions to this

new relationship, in which a peer-partner was invited into the privacy
of their classroom and asked to observe and evaluate the essentially

intimate teaching act.
Our conviction was that the mutuality of the helping relationship,
in which teachers exchanged helper and helpee roles, would make it

possible for each to diminish the other's natural fear of growth and

strengthen

the inner urge to grow.

Summary of planning stage

.

These five basic objectives shaped the

planning of workshop sessions and field work.

In addition, of course,

the planner of any
planning had to consider all those questions facing
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new course, such as sequencing, division of
time, providing variety
in learning activities and testing for
achievement.

Working within

the constraints qf these objectives and the limits
of time imposed by
the academic year, the course was planned.

The following section of this chapter offers a capsule
view of the

sixteen sessions (fifty class hours) which made’
up the first course
given in Collaborative Counselling.

Part Two

Summaries of Sessions

Session One
The opening session took place in October, three months after

work done together during the July in-service course.

Certain

assumptions made and accepted in July were restated:
1.

Supervision is professionally legitimate.

2.

Supervision is morally legitimate.

3.

Supervision available in Israel is inadequate.

4.

Our surest source of true supervision is ourselves and

each other.

Classroom teachers, we agreed, are key change agents.

As such, we

welcomed the opportunity for systematic training in supervision skills
that would help illumine which changes to make in our teaching and how
to make them.

The teachers in the workshop agreed that their goal was the

Improvement of their classroom teaching and the following course

objectives were accepted; that is the participants would learn to.
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(1)

clarify self-image as teacher,

(3)

formulate objectives appropriate to those goals,

teaching events systematically,
(6)

evaluate teaching events,

specific skills,
(9)

(8)

(2)

(5)

(7)

clarify personal teaching goals,
(4)

observe

analyze teaching events,

suggest improvement strategies for

evaluate themselves in specific skill areas,

practice for improvement, and (10) improve interpersonal skills

through systematic human relations training.
Several trust-building activities followed, in small groups and
in pairs.

When the learning environment was judged to be open for new

ideas, the Clinic questionnaire, TABS (see appendix), and the Clinic

list of twenty teaching skills (see Appendix) were distributed.

were read aloud, gone over and explained among teachers
groups, then discussed by the entire workshop group.

These

in small

Group familiarity

with and understanding of the questionnaire and the relevance of items
on it to specific skills was considered essential.

When everyone in

the workshop felt that the TABS and the skills list were absolutely

clear, the following assignment was given for Session Two.

teacher was asked to:
skill to work on,

(3)

(1)

self-administer the TABS,

(2)

Each

choose one

prepare a four minute micro- teaching spot on that

skill, and (4) meet with teacher partner to talk about the self-assessment

experiences.

Several of these activities will be described in the

following section of this chapter. Analysis of Stages.

(See appendix

for samples of scripts.)

Session Two
training
The primary tasks of this session were to give teachers
of teaching events.
in analysis of data co llected and in observation
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It was suggested that in analyzing an
answer sheet

(to the TABS) one

should
1.

Look for and list all perceived strengths (items
checked
or 2).

1
2.

Look for and list all perceived weaknesses (items checked
3 or 4).

3.

Look for possible groupings or patterns.

Differentiate between easily improved skills and less easily
improved skills.

For example, informing students of their

progress in the course is a more easily remedied skill than

developing an atmosphere of mutual respect.
A simulated self-assessment sheet (see appendix) had been prepared
and was now distributed to the group.

Teachers were asked to work on

the data in groups of four and list strengths, weaknesses, possible

patterns of teaching behavior.

Later, each small group reported its

findings to the workshop group and a lively discussion on alternate

priorities for improvement in the anonymous self-assessor followed.
Clearly, the teacher’s own goals would have to determine his priorities.
The rest of this session was devoted to the group’s first exercise
in micro- teaching.

The rationale, definition and process of micro-

teaching had been presented in July, but were briefly reviewed at this
time again.

The project leader reported on studies of supervisor-teacher

relations indicating the centrality of interpersonal functioning.

Teachers were then placed in groups of six or seven, centered around
had
those teachers who were very eager to present a teaching spot they
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prepared.

The format of this work was that used in the micro-teaching

seminar for undergraduates in the certification course.

That is,

teachers worked in pairs in a pre-teaching conference to clarify

presenter's objectives and pinpoint focus for feedback.

Then the four

minute presentation was made, followed by another conference between
presenter and helper-partner.

After self-analysis and partner

feedback, other members of the small group, the "pupils", also offered
any perceptions deemed relevant to the skill being practiced.

Suggestions for improvements in reteaching were contributed by all

members of the small group.

Roles of presenter and helper-supervisor

were rotated, giving individual teachers practice in various aspects
of helper-helpee relationships.

These aspects will appear in some

detail in the Analysis section of this chapter.

Teachers were asked to do the following before session three.
1.

Re-analyze personal self-assessment sheet in light of new
guidelines

2.

Decide on personal priorities of improvement, in light of
analysis.

3.

priorities.
Meet with teacher-partner; exchange evaluation and

4.

Brainstorm improvement strategies for one "easy to improve

weakness
Session Three
A.

Several teachers reported

dissatisfaction with their attempts

to understand their own data picture.

One teacher volunteered to work

demonstration of what an in depth
with me in front of the group, for a
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look at data might reveal.

This was followed by similar work by

teacher pairs, with project leader often called in to look at specific

combinations of answers and to suggest key questions.
B.

The concept of observation instruments was introduced to the

group and examples given of instruments formulated for different

categories or fields of interest.

Flanders' Interactional Analysis

(see appendix) v;as explained in detail and distributed to each

participant.

Teacher groups of three studied Flanders, suggesting

classroom examples possibly appropriate for each grouping.
C.

The rest of the session was spent on micro-teaching.

The

entire group viewed several of the tapes made, with each observer
receiving a specific viewing assignment on which he later reported
and commented.

presenter
D.

a

Brainstorming for improvement gave each teacher-

collection of ideas to consider (see appendix).

The goal and objectives of the course were restated and

activities to date rated in the light of this.
Participants were asked to:

with partner;

(2)

(1)

arrange for mutual class visits

hold pre-observation conference, a la micro-teaching

format; and (3) hold post-observation conference devoted to presenting-

teacher's self-assessment, helping-teacher

'

s

data and evaluation, and

mutual brainstorming of improvement strategies for specific skills
Involved in the observation.
will be detailed
Examples of viewing assignments and brainstorming
in the Section on Analysis.
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Session Four
The group saw a twenty minute model tape that had been made by
the project leader in an undergraduate class entitled, "The use of

questions in the teaching of poetry".

Specific viewing assignments

were given, covering a much wider range of teaching skills than
assigned in the four minute micro-teaching spots.*

Data collection,

analysis, evaluation and suggestions for improvement followed.

Teachers had chosen specific skills from their own self-assessment
data on which to work and had prepared micro-teaching spots.

The rest

of this meeting was spent in micro-teaching with four parallel groups,

rotating the use of studio facilities.

Again, participants were both

presenters and helpers in the pre- and post-teaching conferences.
The entire group met again in the studio for a joint viewing of one
or two of the taped spots as further practice in observation, analysis
and evaluation. As usual, only spots of those teachers eager for group

feedback were shown.**
Teachers were asked to write up their exchange of classroom visits.
Session Five
The project leader had previously collected copies of all

participants* self-assessment sheets and had asked for a computer
self-perception.
printout that would give us a group profile, in terms of
to teachers.
In this session that printout was distributed

*

The

and of teacher
**i)ifferent stages of viewing sophistication
section o
the
fully in
readiness for feedback are presented more
analysis of stages.
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distribution of this group profile created an extraordinary holiday

atmosphere in the workshop.

Teachers took out their own self-assessment

sheets at once and checked to see how many of their perceived

weaknesses were shared by fellow members of the group.

Given the

voluntary nature of the workshop and the conscious interest in selfimprovement, the waves of relief emanating from the confirmation that

certain weaknesses were common to others were overwhelming, fresh
evidence of dual feelings about growth.
The issue of how to rank perceived weak areas was discussed in

preparation for future administration of questionnaires to classes of
pupils.

It was decided that any item perceived as weak (3 or A) by

50% or more of the group would considered a serious group weakness, by

A0% or more a group weakness, and 25% or more, a group problem area.

Any item marked

3

or A by less than 25% of the group was to be

considered a group strength

.

The following teaching skills were felt

to be weak by more than fifty per cent of the group

TABS Item

6

lA
16
17
18
19
25
26
27

28
29
30
37

.

Skill

clarifying relationships among course topics
overall effectiveness as discussion leader
facilitating discussions among students
closure of topic
closure of lesson
explanation of evaluation of pupil performance
ability to use a variety of teaching techniques
demonstration of creativity in teaching methods
management of administrative jobs
students
flexibility in offering options to individual
bored
appeared
ability to take action when pupils
availability for personal consultation
between pupils
helping pupils explore relationships
values and course content
^
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These were specific classroom skills these teachers wanted
to
improve.

It was pointed out that distinction could be made among

skills in terms of how to work toward improvement.

Some could be

practiced, in the micro-teaching format; others could benefit from
in depth counselling, group discussion or brainstorming.

Five person

groups went to work on the thirteen item list of skills perceived as

serious group weaknesses to decide which skill could be improved in

which way.

Small groups then reported their decisions to the workshop

group and differences explored.
The translated, Hebrew version of the TABS, called "TAMA” in Hebrew
(see appendix), was then distributed to the group, with instructions

for administration.

To clarify possible problems of pupils taking the

questionnaire, each teacher was asked to please take an answer sheet
and evaluate the teaching of the project leader thus far in the course.

Despite our repeated avowals of the legitimacy and desireability of
pupil feedback and/or supervision, participants were taken aback and

reluctant to do this.

They were persuaded that it was for the good

of the workshop and the workshop leader; ansv?ered and handed in anonymous

evaluations
A mini-lecture on the nature of goals and teaching was given,

followed by a written quiz designed to check teachers’ ability to

distinguish goals from

objectives (see appendix for example of such an

exercise)
The assignment for field work was to

(1)

administer TAMA to one

partner, on any issue wished.
class, and (2) schedule one meeting with
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Session Six
The project leader shared personal reactions to evaluation by the
group.

This was done both to express genuine feelings of surprise,

hurt,

or recognition of my own teaching weaknesses, and to pave the

way for probable teacher reactions to their pupils' responses to "TAMA"

which would soon be coming.
One perceived area of project leader weakness was that of

maintaining
objectives.

clear relationship between course content and course

a

This feedback led to restatement of course objectives and

review of course content to date with theoretical base of each activity
and its relationship to objectives.
I

This, incidentally, was something

had prided myself on doing well all along!

Feedback pulled me up

short, indicating that emphasis on specific transmission of skills

had evidently made me lose sight of the forest for the trees.

Participants were asked to choose a partner other than the regular
partner for an extended interview (see Part Three and appendix for scripts
of Interviews used),

following a given text.

This pair work was followed

group
by simultaneous group micro— teaching work, followed by large

viewing of several taped events.
to clarify to
The field assignment was to (1) meet with a partner

and
each other the content and objectives of courses taught,

(2)

report

partner and fate of any
on improvement strategies worked out with the

Innovation attempts in class.
Session Seven
classified as serious weaknesses
Of the thirteen skills which had been
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of the group, those correlating with TABS items 6, 19, 27 and 30 lent

themselves to discussion for improvement strategies.

This was in

contrast to other areas which were more suitable to practice for
improvement; such as item 14, leading a discussion.

In this session

efforts were made to build in both practice in discussion leadership
for some of the participants and constructive discussion of improvement

strategies for all participants.

Six-member groups held ten minute

discussions on each of the four items listed above, with members
rotating leadership of the small groups.
leader had

a

In addition, each discussion

supervisor and held a pre- and post-discussion conference.

improvement strategies for relevant skills were discussed

Thus,

within

a

framework giving many teachers opportunities to practice

leadership skills and/or supervision skills of observation, analysis
and feedback.

Later in the session the workshop group heard reports of each small
group and the improvement strategies suggested.
exercises
For the first time, the group was introduced to simulation
.(see appendix for samples) as a teaching technique.

New groups were

situation,
formed and instruction sheets distributed, describing the

issues, roles.

Following the actual simulation exercise by several

possibilities of
groups simultaneously, the workshop explored the
teaching.
simulation exercises for their own high school

Three-member

a specific grade level,
groups then worked on writing an exercise for

particular situation.
stating the objectives and goals of the
members.
simulations were read out and shared by

New
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Assignment

.

Teachers were asked to (1) exchange another class

visit with a partner,

(2)

practice a Flanders observation on any

teacher in their school willing to allow observation, and

improvement strategies for TABS items

2

(3)

attempt

and 18 before the next session.

Session Eight
A mini-lecture was given presenting an ovetview of contemporary

disenchantment with mass public education in the United States and
England and the kinds of responses to criticism both within and without
the educational communities.

It was suggested that our own workshop

was philosophically affiliated with those who believe that individual

teachers can make a difference to individual children.

Further drilling of identifying goals and objectives was followed
by pairs working at matching objectives given to goals given.

Evaluation of the appropriateness of these matched items was discussed
by the large group.

The group was given the lesson plan of a specific lesson taught
by the project leader to a high school class.

Goals and objectives

and
of the lesson were listed and teachers were asked to look for
lesson.
list evidence of objectives in a thirty minute tape of that

particular skills
Special observers were also asked to concentrate on
of teaching in the tape.

Data collection, analysis and evaluation of

the lesson followed viewing.
as a serious
A campaign for classroom creativity (perceived

project leader and several
weakness by the group) was suggested by the

appendix for examples of
possible innovations were offered (see
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innovations).

The field assignment for the following
session was to

do the following.
1.

Evaluate the first eight sessions of the
Collaborative

Counselling course.
2.

Formulate expectations and requests of the second half
of
the course.

3.

Try to use one of the innovations suggested, in class.

4.

Prepare a micro-teaching spot for the next session.

The course was half over.
^

The project leader gave each teacher

calling for more direct member control of sessions (see

appendix for sample), which was to influence the development of the
second half of the year.

Session Nine
In this,

the first session of the second half of the course,

teacher-partners were asked to tell the group something of their

collaborative field experiences thus far.

The quality of responses of

reporters and listeners indicated that this request was long overdue.
Experiences, successes and failures were poured out into the group
by the group.

The depth and scope of interest in both telling and hearing

was clear evidence that the single strongest basic need of participants
was for non-threatening closeness, for a peer circle in which the ups
and downs of classroom trials and errors could be related, heard,
not judged.

A brief goal and objectives drill followed, with three— member

groups in which each teacher wrote up two goals of his own teaching.
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with two objectives for each goal.
A mini-lecture on student feedback was given, reviewing the

literature on resistance, validity, reliability, effectiveness when
given to a teacher, correlation with other sources, etc.

The question

of how to respond to pupil feedback was raised and discussed by the

group.

Data collected by teachers from their pupils

("TAM!\’'

response

sheets) had been fed to the computer and printouts for each teacher
had been prepared.

These were now distributed, and the group spent

time looking at the printouts and learning how to read them.

Each

teacher then looked over their own printout quietly, often calling
the project leader in to clarify a page.

Teachers were asked to choose a group member they did not know
well and conduct a mini-interview (see appendix for scripts).
The assignment was to (1) draw up a teaching profile as perceived
by pupils,

(2)

compare it with the self-assessment done earlier in the

term, and (3) consider possible ways of using data received from pupils.

Session Ten
certification
Eight undergraduates, students in the project leader's
course, had been invited to this session.

In the large circle,

it

teaching profession
was suggested that young people going into the
hearts that veteran
quite possibly had questions in their minds and
might be mutual.
classroom teachers could answer and that this

Each

teachers of the workshop,
student visitor was then the guest of three
the room.
forming four-member circles throughout
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The first stage of the interview was according to prepared

script (see appendix for sample).

The student interviewed one

particular teacher of the small group and then another teacher
interviewed the student.

In the second stage the student changed

groups and a less structured talk took place.

In the final stage,

the large circle was reformed and responses or evaluations of the

experience were invited.

Everyone had enjoyed the meeting; students

said many specific questions about teaching in schools had been

answered and teachers said they had forgotten how frightening their
own first year of teaching had been.

Several teachers suggested that

they would try to institute a tradition in their own schools in which

each new young teacher was assigned to two or three veteran teachers

who would simply be available to answer questions on school life,
protocol, etc.
The students left and the workshop teachers now did a simulation

exercise related to the selection of a new teacher for their school.
This was followed by a mini-lecture on the comparative effectiveness of
pupil
simulation exercises and conventional frontal teaching methods on

learning of facts.
tape on the
The closing activity was group viewing of a model

evaluated.
skill of silence, with data collected, analyzed and
and discuss pupils
The assignment was to (1) meet with a partner

and areas you choose to
perceptions, areas of significant discrepancy

work on, and

(2)

prepare a micro-teaching spot.
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Session Eleven

Teachers were asked what they had done with the feedback from
their pupils.

Several participants reported on discussions they had

initiated with pupils, using data as the basis.

Several others said

they had been afraid or ashamed to do this, although they agreed that
it was a perfect opportunity for opening communications with pupils.

Feedback on requests for the second part of the course had
revealed overwhelming desire for more time spent in working out
improvement strategies.

The teachers were now invited to join one of

three sub-groups, all dedicated to improvement strategies; one would
do micro-teaching, one discussion, and the third brainstorming.

The

discussion and brainstorming groups were asked to keep notes; the
micro- teaching was taped.

The workshop regrouped for the final

hour, heard reports from each other and viewed several of the spots

presented by the micro-teachers.

For the first time, participants

suggested specific viewing assignments and teacher-presenters ran the
data collection and evaluation following their tape.
I

talked briefly about definitions, kinds and advantages of team

teaching or guest teaching spots.

Participants were asked to join the

to them to
project leader as team teachers, bringing issues of concern

the group in any format deemed suitable.
to present specific issues,

Many participants signed up

indicating how much time of a session they

thought they would need.
teaching spot of some kind
The assignment was to arrange a guest

back to us on it at the next session
in the partner’s classroom and report
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Session Twelve
This session was led by four different teachers, in addition to

myself.

Each teacher raised an issue for discussion and led it, or

assigned small group work.

Issues raised included discipline,

testing and evaluation, establishing warm yet respectful relations

with pupils, and teacher ethics in situations of tension between
one's pupils and one's colleagues.
Several teachers had prepared micro-teaching spots which they

presented and the group evaluated.
I

reported on Frankenstein's

suggested use of pupil data, as

a lever to openness between teacher and class which could then spill

over into other areas.

Several teachers who had previously been afraid

to enter into open talks with pupils now told us of tentative steps

they had taken in these directions.

Teachers told the group of their guest appearances in each other's
classes with great gusto; it had evidently been a very welcome change
for all concerned.

Some teachers had taught a mini-unit of the course,

some had been interviewed by pupil panelists, some had told classes
of their own earJ.y life experiences in distant lands.

All had

thoroughly enjoyed both visiting and hosting each other.
discuss
The assignment was to choose another skill for improvement,
in class.
possible improvement strategies with a partner and try them

Session Thirteen
personality and
There was a report on recent studies involving

student teaching success.^

Of special interest to our own work was
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the apparent correlation between teaching sviccess and individuals

who rated high on iniaginatlon and venturesomeness and were more group

dependent than average, for that study.

Participants discussed

possible implications if true, concluded that perhaps only people who
need group involvement are drawn to classroom teaching.

Participants did team teaching again, bringing up issues of

vocational classes, cheating on exams, teacher-parent relationships
and the difficulties of teaching English (required in all Israeli

classes from fifth grade on) to children whose first language is poor
and who are generally weak in all subjects.

Teacher presenters invariably brought up issues that were causing
them difficulties; without exception, they expressed great appreciation
for both the opportunity to share their problems and the varied and

often valuable help fellow workshop members gave them.

A brief interview followed, with teachers rotating partners and
roles, working from provided scripts.

One group of six teachers had prepared micro- teaching spots.

They

stayed on in the studio and taped while the others went to another

room and worked on a new simulation, in three parallel groups.

Then

and
the three simulation groups received specific viewing assignments

exercise.
watched the micro- teaching group play out the same simulation

options for individual
This was designed to help explore the question of

interpretation of assigned role, of flexibility within

a given situation

do a great deal, even
General consensus was that individuals could

described,
within the dictates of the written simulation

to express
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differences of personalities and shape the direction
of development
of the situation.

The three observer groups found, for example,
that

the fourth group’s presentation differed from each
of theirs.

Implications for classroom use were discussed, along with
possible

advantages of observer groups as opposed to total participation
by
pupils.

The closing activity was a brief report on creativity in children
and the obligation of teachers to revitalize and rediscover the

potential creativity of each child.

The assignment was to attempt one

item on the options list (see appendix) prepared and distributed by
the project leader.

Session Fourteen
I

gave a mini-lecture on Carkhuff’s reports of impact systematic

human relations training had on various teaching groups.

In terms of

Carkhuff’s two models, training "significant others" and training the

helpee himself, our own work in collaborative counselling was an
attempt to fuse the two.

We, as collaborative counsellors, were both

the helpees and the "significant other".

An exercise, in which pairs worked within four member groups and
then as a small group, in exploration of ways of handling specific

feelings in the classroom (see appendix), was conducted.

Teachers reported on their introduction of options and other new
techniques into their classes.

Some teachers had also invited

colleagues to give guest spots, after the success of their partner
visits.

Time was spent on many field reports, some relating to the

s
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current specific assignment, others, for example,
to teachers who had

only now been able to confront their classes with
certain aspects
of the pupil data collected many weeks back.

Teacher presenters brought up several new Issues.
The group then brainstormed suggestions for techniques of
closure,
and broke up into micro-teaching groups for brief practice
sessions.

Teachers were asked to
or guest,

(2)

(1)

visit a partner's classroom

.as

an observer

interview a colleague in school, a non-member of the

workshop, and report to the group on the structure of the interview,

perceived interviewing skills and the response of
(3)

the.

colleague, and

consider closure activities for the end of the year.

Session Fifteen
There was a great deal of reporting from the field; teachers had
begun using simulation exercises in class and were full of happy stories
of pupils* delighted reactions, effects of teachers' efforts to

introduce variety, creativity and openness into classrooms were bearing
fruit, and specific skill areas seemed to be improving.

Three teacher presenters raised particular issues which were dealt

with by the group in various ways.
I

introduced the question of values clarification work, its

history in the United States and how it differs from traditional values
teaching.

This was followed by a number of values clarification

exercises (see appendix) and group discussion of the experience and

possible uses in their own classrooms.
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A few teachers had prepared micro-teaching spots which
were
viewed and analyzed by the group.

A number of teachers decided to

run a brainstorming session on several TABS items in another
room.

They presented their results to the group in the last part of this
session.
The second questionnaire was distributed, gone over and clarified.

Participants were asked to
it, and

(2)

(1)

respond to the questionnaire and return

hold final evaluative sessions with a partner-teacher and

report before the sixteenth, the final session.

Session Sixteen
Personal perceptions of goals and objectives of the Collaborative

Counselling course were restated and the development or lack of
development of particular areas in work done together traced.
Many teachers related their own highlights of the year and summarized
their feelings about the total experience, with teacher-partner and

within the workshop.
Several teachers reported having used an initial values clarification

exercise with appreciative pupil response.
Each teacher had brought something in an apparently well planned

operation - cake, nuts, drinks, paper plates - and
the rest of the session.

a

party took over

A beautiful gift from the teachers was

presented, reducing me to speechlessness.
for high
It was May 13, a peak period of tension and busyness

school teachers.

It was time to say goodbye.

In a welter of crumbs,

of the shared past.
drinks, toasts to the future and fond reminiscences

lAO

workshop members made their farewells
and wished each other well.
The first year of Implementation of
Collaborative Counselling

was over.

Part Three

Analysis of Stages
In retrospect,

the work of the group seems to have fallen into

three stages of unequal parts.

Although there is a blurring of

transition lines from one stage to another, separate phases of
our

work together do emerge.

Those phases may be rather simplistically

termed the beginning or initial phase, the becoming or middle stage
and the final or being stage.

These stages were apparent for each of the basic goals of the
course; for the teaching and supervision training, the interpersonal

skills training, the peer group work and the partnerships.
true, however,

the same time.

It was not

that teachers were in the same phase in all four at
I

will try to present examples of activities or events

and episodes of different stages which indicate the development of

specific skills, attitudes and relationships within the workshop group.
1.

Training in Teaching and Supervision
Of our five goals these two had the most clear cut curriculum,

the most easily defined body of knowledge.
a traditional course,

They most closely resembled

and moved in traditional learning paths from

known to unknown, from familiar to unfamiliar, from simple to less
simple.
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Observation
In initial training in observation, for example, one or two

model tapes were viewed by the group.

For the first viewing teachers

were only asked to make general comments as to what they saw.

The

tape was then shown again, but this time teachers were given specific

viewing assignments and asked to take notes.

One tape was of a

teacher practicing attending behavior and different viewers were asked
to note eye contact, smiles, head movement, body posture and gestures.

After the viewing each viewer was asked to report and to compare his
data with other viewers who had received the same assignment.

Also,

early micro-teaching sessions concentrated on observing only one
skill and viewing tasks were set by the project leader.
In the middle phase of observation training, different viewing
Wliile many viewers concentrated on the assigned skill

tasks were set.
of questioning,

for example,

two teachers were asked to note attending

behavior, others to pay attention to praise or encouragement and

others to body language or non-verbal cues.

In other words, while

the presenting teacher was practicing only one of these skills and

would get feedback on only that skill contracted for, the observers
practiced noticing other skills that were or were not present.

During

or triple viewing
this period also, single viewers were given double

tasks for the same four minute tape.

Middle stage observation training

partner’s classrooms,
also saw the first on-site classroom visits to
involved at least several
where observation was for longer periods and

factors at once.

to classroom
The move from small group observation

1A2

observation, in itself, represented a leap forward.

Even if the host

teacher wanted feedback only on his attending behavior, for example,
there were many new elements to be taken into account by his observing

partner; did he concentrate on one side of the room, did he attend only
to speaking pupils or also to silent ones, did he seem more attentive

to boys than to girls, did he seem aware of the back rows, etc.

Teachers were developing progressive ability to deal with a

number of variables, longer period of teaching and a larger pupil
group than that provided in our peer group micro-teaching sessions.
In the final period of observation training,

teachers made full length

class visits to their partners and gave feedback on a variety of

teaching skills and events.

They were also able to use Flanders'

Interaction Analysis, if the host teacher asked them to.

By the end

of our course, participants could quite competently produce a detailed

systematic observation report of a lesson, or a tape of a lesson.

Growing Teacher Confidence
Teachers themselves became aware of and confident in their new

ability to notice and report on what they saw.

In the second half of

should
our course, for example, teachers themselves decided what data

original function
be collected for helpful feedback and took over my
of giving out viewing assignments.

This was evidence of a final stage

they report accurately
in their observation training; not only could
they had developed the
on elements in the teaching event observed,
to their veiwing goals.
judgment to set observation tasks appropriate

would hammer out together which
In pre-teaching conferences teachers
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data the helper teacher should look for as indication of success
in

reaching the specific objectives of the presentation.
Systematic practice in observation and training in what is

involved in helpful feedback brought our teacher-participants from the
initial stage of carrying out a specific single viewing task to a

middle stage of being able to report on several' elements and for

a

larger group, to the final stage of making independent decisions as to

what observation was relevant to the specific situation.

Analysis and Evaluation
Progress in observation skills was paralleled by progress in the

ability to analyze and evaluate.

The practice in sharply focused and

limited analysis and evaluation in the micro-teaching sessions proved

transferable to classroom situations of greater complexity.

In early

stages, teacher partners were overheard telling each other to "Just tell

me everything you see," or "I'd like you to tell me what you think of
This vagueness disappeared with time and training.

the lesson."

Example

.

In an early phase, one teacher wanted to practice the

skill of activating pupils in a discussion.

He asked his observer-

partner to "Look for pupil participation in the lesson."

His partner

"looked" and reported that "It was a lively lesson; pupils participated."
in
In a later stage of our work together, the teacher interested

his
knowing something about his skill in activating pupils asked

partner to notice (1) how many pupils participated,
same pupils were called on,

(3)

(2)

how often the

if any effort was made by the teacher

verbal or non-veral cues, and
to pull in non-participants through

(4)

if the teacher answered every point made
or turned to other pupils

for reactions or responses, etc.

The point is that analysis and

evaluation skills developed along with observation skills;
teachers
became competent to give each other in depth reporting, analysis
and

evaluation dealing with a complex of variables in the classroom teaching
observed.

Effect on Group
As their competencies developed so did their confidence in their

professional judgment as teachers.

In early stages, when we searched

for improvement strategies, or alternative ways of teaching
a specific teaching objective,

.or

handling

the group looked to me for "answers".

Very often teachers would bring classroom problems into our workshop

sessions and ask me for guidance or solutions, suggestions.

As time

passed, teachers turned more and more to each other and less and less
to me.

In middle sessions I was asked first, but others volunteered

advice too.

In the last stage of our work together, roughly in April

and May, participants brought problems straight to the group - of which
I

2.

was, by now, one helper among many.

Training in Interpersonal Skills
It was clear that

Interpersonal skills were crucial in effective

teaching and supervision, but much less clear was how to go about

helping workshop participants develop such skills.

Making the basic

very
decision to integrate such training with teacher training proved
to work.
helpful, for it provided clear content lines within which

Accepting the Importance of skilled attending

,

for example,

to human
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interaction, time was devoted to practicing attending behavior within

teaching-centered exercises.
Example

.

your partner.

A very early attending exercise was this:

Maintain eye contact.

focus on

Indicate, non-verbally

are listening and following what is being said.

,

that you

Do not speak.

Do not

ask questions or comment.

These instructions were given to the teacher practicing attending.
His partner in the exercise was instructed to "talk about a school he

had once attended."

Time given was two minutes.

exchanged roles and spent

tv;o

Then partners

minutes more together.

Topics were chosen on criteria of being non- threatening, open

enough to be interesting and within the self-imposed limits of

educational issues we had set.
Teachers worked in pairs, trios and foursomes in similar short

exercises throughout the year.

Development of skill influenced time

spent, issues taken up and tasks assigned.

In the early stage,

were many short listening activities of the above type.

there

Questions

typical of this phase were as follows.
1.

How do you get to your school every day?

2.

Tell me about the pupils who attend your schools.

3.

Tell me something about the staff.

information questions.
In teaching terms, we tended to ask
skills in micro-teaching
Teachers were also practicing interpersonal
they had to run the presessions, for when they were teacher-helper

skillfully and helpfully as
teaching and post-teaching sessions as
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possible.

There we worked on techniques of giving
feedback, of

always asking for presenting teacher's own
reflections first, of

beginning with a positive comments, etc.

Interpersonal skills were

stressed throughout practice sessions of evaluation and
analysis.
In the middle phase, teachers moved from two minute
exercises to

mini-interviews, conducted from a distributed script sheet.

Here is

an example of early interviews in this middle period.

Example

.

1.

How many hours do you teach this year?

2.

Which classes do you teach?

3.

Tell me something about your favorite class.

Example

.

1.

Are you satisfied with the school you teach in?

2.

What changes would you make, if you could?

When teachers had worked on their self-assessment sheets and their own
perceptions of their teaching were crystallizing, one pair activity was
as follows.
1.

What do you consider one of your teaching strengths?

2.

How does this work for you in the classroom?

As we moved on in time spent together, these questions were introduced.
1.

Is there an area of your teaching that you are not so

happy with?
2.

How does this affect your classroom work?

3.

Is this area important to you?

4.

skill?
Do you think it possible to improve in that particular
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These questions, of course, brought us all closer to group considerations
of how to improve specific problem areas.

Since teachers rotated roles

of interviewer and interviewee, of helper and helpee, there was a

mutual willingness to talk about less happy aspects of teaching
experiences
Middle stage activities also raised issues of types of pupils

different teachers found difficult to work with, specific pupil

behavior that drove different teachers mad, levels of classes different
teachers enjoyed working in.

Teachers were fascinated to discover that

some of them loved teaching very bright demanding pupils, while others

feared and resented them.

Some teachers particularly enjoyed working

with slow or disadvantaged pupils who, they felt, truly appreciated
their efforts.

Others in the group could not bear the pace in such

classes and were terribly bored teaching them.

In large group

discussions after small group talks which brought all this out into
the open, teachers expressed feelings of enormous relief

.

They reported

previous feelings of shame at their reluctance to teach very bright
children, or guilt at their impatience with slow learners.

The peer

for them
group experience, teachers agreed, made it possible, at last,

individual styles, pace
to openly acknowledge and accept the concept of
and preferences in teachers as well as In pupils.

This was felt to be

of great importance.

were heard telling
In a later stage of "open sharing" teachers
this one pupil who is ruining
their partner, "I must talk to you about

my relationship with an entire class.

Perhaps you have some ideas for me

^
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I’m desperate."

This never happened in the first sessions.

Then,

when help was asked for, it was along the lines of, "Which textbook
do you find best for tenth grade grammar?"
Two important factors achieved this degree of openness and sharing
of the final phase;

the structured practicing activities and time.

It must be stressed that time itself was not a factor, but time spent
in specific activities ,

activities.

time spent sharing experiential learning

If the same group of twenty-four teachers had spent the

same fifty hours attending lectures together, they would never have

developed the relationships that they did develop in the group.
The planned activities, clearly, moved from safe information

exchanges to more personal probing exchanges.

Teachers practiced

sharing in pairs or in small groups, and often the entire group talked
out certain issues.

Issues were raised or suggested, but not forced.

For example, a question might be asked, "Is there anything that happens
in class that really gets you angry?"

This would be worked out in a

pair activity and then the entire group would spend some time

discussing ways of handling anger in a classroom.

were very short; they became longer.
and became much more open.

Earlier exercises

They were also totally structured

For example, early and middle interviews

out;
or activities used a script which was given

in the final stage

something that has happened
pairs were given "a few minutes to share
in your classes since our last meeting.

whereas practice and confidence in
It is interesting to note that
to clarity and focus, in the
teaching skills moved us from vagueness
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area of interpersonal skills — time and training made it possible
for all of us to leave the safety of specific narrow questions and to
go off together into whatever concerns we had and needed to share.
3.

Training in Working Within a Peer Group
Everything that happened in the first two areas of training was

reflected in the development of the group and of participants’ attitudes
toward the group.

At first there was a sense of themselves as a

"class" and of me as a "teacher", as the expert to be listened to and
learned from.

As time was spent in small group activities such as

micro-teaching, goals and objectives writing, simulations and brainstorming, for example, there was a clear shift away from me and towards

each other.

Interaction during sessions moved from group/group-leader

interaction of early sessions where a good deal of information was
still being transmitted (rationale of our work, skills lists, TABS,
etc.), to group/group interaction in which peer professionals were

consciously turning to each other for help, attention, support,
encouragement, empathetic understanding.

There is, after all,

no one in the world who can understand the depths of despair and

frustration, or the satisfaction and exhilaration of a classroom

teacher as well as another classroom teacher.
of disagreement between

This had been a point

me and Allen and Melnik back in 1973;

supportive helpers to
observing the workshop participants function as
are best suited to
each other confirmed my conviction that teachers

help teachers - if they are trained to.
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In early sessions, partners tended
to stick together; this was

not true by middle sessions.
to say to their partners,

On the contrary, teachers were heard

"Let’s not work together in the group, we

see each other elsewhere."

In the final phase many things happened

that highlighted teachers’ attitudes toward the
group.
1.

Teachers brought teaching problems straight to the group
for help.

2.

Teachers asked to tell the group of some special classroom
event

3.

Teachers began to celebrate family joys with the group: one
new father brought in wine and cake to celebrate the occasion
at our session; birthdays were announced and chocolates or

cookies were passed around, etc.
4.

Teachers brought in issues for discussion and began to take
over group discussions and act as team- teachers

My own role diminished as the group turned more and more to itself
as a resource.

It was not disappointed in itself and it is my

conviction that if ill health had prevented me from being at later
sessions, the group would have functioned productively without me.
Again, clearly time spent in specific ways together created this group

environment.

In fact,

twice during the middle period teachers brought

along an "outsider" who had heard so much about the workshop that they
had begged to "visit".

Both guests were unsuccessful; that is they

could not really participate in most activities and were observers,

which group members resented, and it was then decided not to bring guests.
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The host of one of these guests reported that his guest had
been very

taken aback by what she saw and had told him that she could never

talk about her own teaching "in front of so many strangers".
right, of course.

The beauty of the Collaborative Counselling

workshop was that two dozen strangers had been able to become
cohesive support group to each other.

teacher summed it up when she said, "What will

A.

Where will

I

a

warm

At the final session teachers

expressed sadness and regret that the year had come to

group?

She was

I

a close.

One

do without this

bring my classroom triumphs ... and failures?"

Training to Work With a Partner
In a sense, the participants in this workshop began this particular

activity in medias res,

for they had chosen each other, had come into

the group as partners, as two teachers who liked each other and trusted

each other.

It is possibly correct to say that the initial phase was

over before our course together began, and that development within the

course was from middle to final stage.
What development was discernible?

Building on their fund of

trust, pairs of friendly teachers became Collaborating Counsellors to

each other.

In the middle phase this meant that they practiced asking

each other about their teaching schedules, preferences and anxieties.
details of
They shared with each other only (not with the group) the
initiaj.
their self-assessments, and met privately for the long

in teaching and
interview which was to clarify self-image, priorities

choice of areas to be improved.
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Trust and Competency
They worked out possible improvement strategies together, and

reported the fate of each effort and innovation to each other.

The

good will they began with was channeled into specific professional

productivity.

In the late middle stage they visited each other's

classrooms, following a pre-visit meeting in which they worked out
the objectives of the visit and feedback.

This first visit, teacher

reported, was the most difficult one emotionally.

Teachers later told

of being very nervous before this first visit, until class actually

began.

"Suddenly, looking up and seeing Sara there in the back row,

all nervousness left me.

comfort and

I

On the contrary, her presence was a source of

could hardly wait for our post-visit conference.

What a

rare pleasure it is to actually share a teaching experience with

someone who knows what it is all about and cares about me."
This seems to be the core of the Collaborative Counselling

relationship, the dual qualifications:

knowing what it's all about,

because there is a shared concept of teaching and training in supervision,
and caring - both because of original good will and the developed

sense of involvement helper comes to feel for helpee.

Middle stage pair work was directed, with specific assignments,
for field work given.

Examples

.

1.

self-assessment
Meet with partner to discuss experience of

2.

and
Meet with partner to clarify patterns of strengths

weaknesses.
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3.

Choose one teaching skill to work on.
improvement strategies.

Explore possible

Introduce one such strategy into

your class this week.
4.

Visit your partner's class.

Hold pre-visit conference to

clarify purpose of observation and focus of feedback.
In the final phase of the course,

teacher partners made many

arrangements on their own, dictated by their individual needs and tastes.
They gave guest spots in each other's classes, worked out lessons
together, reported on aspects of their work not necessarily touched in
the workshop, etc.

At one late workshop session, a teacher told us of

something that had happened in a class that completely upset her and
reduced her to tears.
I was hysterical.
I rushed home and phoned Marilyn and
poured it all out to her.
I felt I should quit teaching,
that it was impossible to ever go back into a classroom.
Marilyn listened, calmed me down, and reminded me of very
good things that had happened in that same class.
Then we
talked about how I should handle the next day, how to
We worked out exactly what I should do... and
react, etc.
Being able to talk it all out with
I did it and it worked.
Marilyn gave me the courage to go back to the classroom.

Partners gave each other comfort and counselling, support and
suggestions, friendship and feedback.

Their training in all the other

skills of the course enriched their original relationship and enabled

them to give each other in depth one-to-one counselling.
of this giving,

The mutuality

the collaborative nature of that counselling, created

growth was
a personal environment in which man's fear of change and

minimized and his need to grow strengthened and nurtured.
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Questions
A question worth asking is whether the glowing
success of these
twelve pairs is a direct result of their original
relationships, or
of their participation in the group.
a random group of teachers,

results?

In other words, could we take in

assign them as partners, and get the same

This question will be explored in teacher workshops of

1976-1977 in which we will begin with a group and establish pairs
from
the group.

The experience of the first Collaborative Counselling course

leads me to have some hope for the experiment, for after several

months of group work together, it seemed to me that almost any two
teachers of the group would have been able to become partners.

This

issue, of course, needs further study and invites experimentation.

General Overview of Stages
The initial stage involved a grea^ deal of formal learning of

principles, historical surveys, observation instruments, questionnaires,
etc.

This created a felt spurt of achievement and, in combination

with the new experiences of both partnership and group interaction,
generated a high sense of excitement and exhilaration in all of us.
The mood during the middle period, on the other hand, was more

sober and subdued.

Teachers were struggling to digest and integrate

the data emerging from their own assessments and their pupils' replies
to TAMA.

They were adjusting to the mutual class visits and working

hard to translate new Insights and skills into the daily reality of
their classroom lives.

Several teachers reported feeling depressed

about their teaching during this stage;

the implications of the
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teaching as craft position suddenly seemed overwhelmingly demanding.

Those teachers who dropped out, dropped out early in this period.
Others reported putting in unreasonable amounts of time in efforts to
improve.

One teacher wrote that "The course is doing wonders for my

classroom teaching - but it is ruining my life.

I

can think of

nothing else, spend hours planning innovations, and even when

I

am

'socializing* find my head full of new ideas about how to improve my
teaching.

There must be a middle road..."

All teachers, during this

phase, felt they needed more time together, more time for preparation,
and should be teaching fewer hours per week, accordingly.

The final phase was more comfortable and relaxed.

Teachers

reported felt progress in specific skills, better relationships with
pupils, a general upsurge of confidence in themselves as teachers.

Experiences shared with the group were generally happier ones, although
the closeness of the group in this final phase also brought in episodes
of failure and frustrations.

Partnerships were flourishing as

competency in supervision skills were at a stage where collaboration
was effective and productive.
Now, participants began to voice new awareness of teachers

needs

next
unmet by the course and to suggest changes and additions in the

course to be given.

The workshop leader/course teacher disappeared,

group.
swallowed up and assimilated into the stronger peer

Singly

and their confidence
and collectively, they took their new knowledge
for the new year's course.
in new competencies and offered advice

was thus thoroughly
The concept of Collaborative Counselling

validated.

and I; we were teacher-partners
We had come full circle, the group
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Part Four

Important Workshop Considerations
It is hoped that the concept of Collaborative Counselling will

be perceived of by others as a strong alternative model of supervision
for improvement.

It is hoped that other groups of teachers may want

to meet, to work together and build their own Collaborative Counselling

workshop.
For those who may wish to attempt such replication, the following

points about workshops are worth considering.
Size

Twelve to twenty now seems a good sized group to work with.

Assuming that 10% - 20% of the initial participants will drop out,
invite sixteen to twenty-four teachers to join, depending on your
target size.

Participants
Mingling generations, experience and age, enriches the group
experience.

Do not build on first year teachers or teachers within very

few years of retirement. Anything in between is fine.

Try to have both men and women participants.

Time
important.
a) An initial period of intensity is very
be best done through a short summer course.
a

This may

If this is not practical,

do.
marathon five or six hour opening session will

are recommended, depending
b) Weekly or bi-monthly sessions
involved, etc.
on participants’ schedules, travelling

Sessions
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cannot be short; three class hours (about 130 minutes)
are seen as
minimal.

Materials
Workshops will need
(3)

(1)

a skills list,

self-assessment sheets, and

for pupils; and many

(4)

(2)

a

questionnaire,

questionnaires and answer sheets

exercises, interview scripts, goals and

objectives drills, etc.
Readers are welcome to use materials in the appendix which are

samples of materials found helpful in the Collaborative Counselling
workshop.
The bibliography is also recommended as a helpful resource.

The Workshop Leader
For many teachers, this workshop experience may be a first

structured experience in professional introspection.

It is extremely

Important for the workshop leader to be mindful of man's dual feelings
about new experiences; of man's fear of growth even as he works toward
it.

The creation of a non-threatening, supporting growth fostering

environment is essential for workshop success.
ingredient

The fundamental

necessary for creating such an environment is a genuine

conviction that:
1.

Teachers want to grow.

2.

Teacher growth is important to effective teaching.

3.

Classroom teaching makes a difference to pupils.

4.

important
Attending, listening, sharing, caring and helping are

classroom life.
in any relationship, and demonstrably so in
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If these convictions are genuine ,

in the Rogerian sense of the

word, workshop participants will sense that genuineness and respond
to it.

Their response makes everything planned possible.
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CHAPTER

V

EVALUATION, RECOMMENDATIONS, REFLECTIONS

Review

,

The opening chnpter of this dissertation presented an historical

review of the development of Israel's school system in the twentieth
century, with emphasis on the emergence of a pluralistic teacher

training establishment.

It noted the lack of true teacher supervision

in Israel and suggested some effects of this lack on teachers and

teaching.

The resulting growth-stunting environment, which has

stifled the inner need to grow, was seen as damaging to teachers and
as directly affecting the quality of teaching they offered pupils.

Chapter II explored the literature on Issues of evaluation and

improvement of teaching in the United States, noting the development

both of the movement toward accountability and of counter-forces to it

within the educational community and without

it.

It described various

efforts to provide teaching improvement with focus on the Clinic process
developed at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst by
Dr. Michael Melnik.

The possible applicability of this process to

Israel and Israeli teachers was examined.

Chapter 111 describes the author's attempts to apply certain

aspects of the Clinic process in five pilot projects in

a

variety of

settings and circumstances, both in the United States and in Israel,

during the period nineteen seventy- three to nineteen seventy-five.
made to the development
It points to the contribution each pilot project
of the concept of "Collaborative Counselling.."

The chapter closes with
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a statement of the rationale of this concept as a new method for

improving both teaching and teaching supervision.
Chapter IV tells the story of the planning and implementation of
a first workshop designed to produce collaborative counsellors.

It describes how the workshop integrated the teaching of supervisional

and interpersonal skills, within the alternating structure of

collaborating pairs and peer group workshop.

It analyzes the stages

of development in the workshop during the course of the year.

This final chapter will evaluate the first year, drawing on the

feedback from teacher participants and evaluation by the workshop
leader.

It will then attempt to reflect on the experience of this

first workshop, describing its successes and failures.

It analyzes

this initial implementation of the program to produce Collaborative

Counsellors.

It suggests possible avenues for continuation, replication,

dissemination of the Collaborative Counselling model of supervision,
an*d

for future study.

The chapter will be divided into six parts:
1.

Introduction to Evaluation by Participants

2.

Evaluation by Participants

3.

Discussion of Evaluation by Participants

A.

Evaluation by Workshop Leader

5.

Recommendations

6.

Reflections
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Part One

Introduction to Evaluation by Participants
It seems appropriate to consider two particular aspects of the

workshop, population and time, before turning to the participants
themselves and their evaluation of the experience.

Population

of Workshop Group

Size

The original target size of the workshop had been thirty.

As

teacher participants were overwhelmingly eager to report to the group,
to bring specific classroom problems to the group and to share both

individual and pair experiences with the entire peer group, it became
evident that such a group size would have been too large.

In effect,

a percentage of registered participants did not show for the first

session or dropped out immediately as they found themselves unwilling
or unable to participate.

The smaller group which remained was thus

able to fill the above mentioned participants' needs.
Age and Experience

Teachers in the workshop ranged in age from their late twenties to
fifty.

This range in ages reflected the desire to incorporate

participants of varying teaching experience.

The youngest teacher had

taught for one year, the oldest for more than twenty.

That is, a

our youngest
handful of our oldest participants had begun to teach when

participants were infants or in nursery school.

In the light of these

in the group is
facts, the open, sharing friendliness that developed

all the more remarkable.

It is true that the more experienced
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teachers made extremely valuable contributions to the group, drawing
on rich memories, wide range of classes taught and variety of

professional backgrounds.

At the same time they were greatly

supportive to the very young teachers in recalling their own earlier
frustrations, difficulties with discipline, searches for a personal
style of teaching and for ways in which to deal with principals, pupils,
parents.

The younger teachers brought vitality, intensity, eagerness to

innovate, hundreds of stimulating questions and very verbal appreciation
of the group quite early in the year.

It was fascinating to observe

the shift in overall relations between the subgroups, as months went
by.

The younger teachers became more confident of themselves and of

their position in the group.

By mid-year it was commonplace for a very

experienced teacher to come in depressed and upset by a setback in
school and to have several of the younger teachers offer support,

stories of similar setbacks, and suggestions for improving the

particular situation.
In small group work in micro- teaching and in other pair assignments

within the group, it often happened that a young teacher supervised

a

more senior teacher or interviewed him or explored teaching areas with
him.

There seemed to be no sense of resentment on the part of the

younger teachers.
older teachers and no sense of inadequacy among the

collaborators, were
It should be noted that teacher-partners,

usually close to each other in age and experience.

These partnerships,

evidently reflecting
remember, were arranged by the teachers themselves,

comfortable to work with.
their own feelings about whom it would be
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Nevertheless, in the workshop itself, factors of age and

experience proved no bar to cooperative counselling.
the group sense of professional "colleagueship"

,

On the contrary,

of personal

appreciation and of mutual give and take, was the beauty and strength
of the total experience.

Differences in age and experience among the teachers lent
special tone to the group.

a

Perhaps younger teachers were encouraged to

discover that veterans, who had weathered certain storms of school
life, were still dedicated to professional growth.

Older teachers

were happy to share their hard-won wisdom and warmed by the the
appreciation they received from younger colleagues.

The intermingling

of teaching generations was a source of great enrichment to all

involved.

Above all, perhaps, teachers of all ages were cheered and

strengthened by the evidence of the urge for growth among their fellow
teachers.

Participants Were English Teachers
As participants had been recruited from the summer in-service

were
course for teachers of English, all but one member of the group

teachers of English.

Work as a Teaching Improvement Specialist at the

counselling
Clinic had persuaded me of the possibility of effective

across subject lines.

with
This was confirmed by subsequent experience

clients- and other workshops here in Israel.

In the first Collaborative

interaction could
Counselling workshop however, this inter-discipline
not be explored.

teachers were very
It was clear that participating

of texts, new
happy to occasionally exchange opinions

..rends

in
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local curriculum and specific issues of
subject matter taught.

This did not, however, appear to be integral
in any way.

Collaborative

Counselling across subject lines remains to be tried
and tested.
Time;

Initial Intensity

Almost everyone in the workshop had taken part in the two
week

in-service course of July, 1975.

Of the four workshop participants

who had not attended but were brought in as partners, two dropped
out
and two remained.

The two who remained functioned as full members

of the group, despite their non-participation in the initial experience.

Nevertheless, my own assessment is that the period of initial intensity
is vital, and that the enthusiasm,

interest and attitudes generated by

that intensity was, to a great extent, responsible for the strongly

positive tone with which our group began to work together.

Part Two

Evaluation by Participants
Initial Feedback;

End of January,

1976 - One Third Through Workshop

After two and a half months of Collaborative Counselling, participants
were asked to report on their experiences, either verbally or in writing.
Many teachers chose to report orally, either to the group at large or
to me personally.

Reports were positive, affirming the helpfulness of

partner interaction.

Disappointments in the partnership almost always

centered around the lack of sufficient time for in depth field work.

Teachers had visited each other's classes, for example, but did not

manage to return often enough to give frequent feedback.
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Some teachers did send in written
reports, and excerpts are

here presented which indicate the range
of response and the general
sense of assessment at the time, the end
of January, 1976.
Some of the written reports simply told of
the class visits.

Four such examples are presented here.
^ visited T. s class at nine o'clock on
January fifteenth.
It is a tenth grade academic class of twenty-three
pupils.
The lesson was devoted to prepositional verbs and
verbs plus
gerunds and to oral presentations by several pupils...
There is a good relationship between class and teacher.

Pupils participated. .very lively.
Pupils read, spoke and
wrote.
T. activated them throughout.
T. had asked me to
3 general evaluation of the class. .later commented
that I did not give enough criticism.
Next time we will
concentrate on specific skills.
.

.

.

.

2'

Two visits have already taken place and have proved
helpful to both of us. We concentrated on opening and ending
the lesson and on asking thought provoking questions.
The
pte-lesson conference* helped to define the objectives and
the post-lesson discussion verified that these objectives had
been attained in these lessons...

3.

Y.'s class of eighth graders in a rural school seemed
bright and taotivated.
The atmosphere was very relaxed.
The
teacher used plenty of visual aids; clipboard-pictures and
sentences on cardboard written in various colors showed and
accentuated the grammatical structures learned...
I had a
feeling at times that the lesson was too rapid and suggested
to Y. that she spend more time on each item and that she let
the class try to find the rule rather than give it herself...

A.

We've only visited each other one time due to technical
reasons.
In both cases the visits have proved positive
experiences, and non- threatening. As a result of our work
in the course we broke our observation down in much greater
detail ... marks of approval, of disapproval, attitude of
teacher, formal or informal attitudes. After the visit we
discussed my observations in complete honesty and openness.
We were not out to impress one another...

The reference is to terms used in our micro-teaching sessions.
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Other teachers wrote more personally, about their feelings.

Three examples are given here.
5«

6.

7

I had one session with my buddy, J.
At this session we
spoke mostly about pressing current problems and got to know
each other a bit.
One of my weaknesses is creativity and this
is one of J.’s strengths so I felt I could learn a lot from
her.
I have had more teaching experience in this country.
This could help J.
J. was interested in C group problems,
so we looked over the material I used and spoke of the way
I handle these classes.
...I feel I have benefitted from the
course.
It made me aware of many teaching points which I had
completely ignored and I am slowly integrating some of these
points into my teaching and lessons.
In one class it has
made me listen more carefully to the complaints of pupils
about my tests and I am changing them. The course is
stimulating and some of the interesting ideas are absorbed,
and will, I hope, be incorporated into my lessons...

I'm
I was stupified when I walked into A.'s room.
used to small classes of girls and found myself faced with
thirty-five giant-sized males of the twelfth grade. The
class was studying sewing machines, a not too interesting
In spite of
topic for seventeen and eighteen year old boys.
we
interview
initial
our
In
attention.
their
this, A. held
we
so
weaknesses
A.'s
19*
18*
were
and
had seen that items
The course has made A. aware of
decided to improve closure.
Her
the importance of summing up at the end of a lesson.
summing up was varied and comprehensive.
My own areas of weakness were 15* and 16*, with 31* and
We decided to use my willingness to
35* my strong points.
explore different points of view in improving methods of
stimulating discussions... A made many suggestions to me as
By localizing this
to how to encourage class discussions.
my buddy, I now
with
out
problem
weakness and working the
among the girls can
discussions
feel a bit more confident that
success in this
one
that
I hope
be conducted successfully.
another
planning
area will lead to others... am already
disucssion lesson for this coming week...
of envy...
My first feeling in M. s classroom was one
decided to focus
only seventeen girls in a big room. We had
wasn t used to, was
on M. leading a discussion, something she
The first few
try.
rather frightened of and a bit scared to
'

questionnaire, TABS.
Numbers refer to items on the Clinic
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minutes of the discussion were a bit strained and M. was too
involved.
However, after three or four minutes the girls
took over completely, gained confidence and spoke to each
other rather than to M.
The idea of giving questions and
allowing the girls to work on them in pairs was good and
gave them confidence in speaking and helped them find words.
Before M. 's visit to me I was rather apprehensive about
the whole thing and felt a bit embarrassed.
However, after
about five minutes I simply forgot all about her presence.
I feel that her visit really made me concentrate on something
I had long neglected, and that having been made to do it
once consciously, I now do it more readily in all my lessons.
It still is not completely automatic, I have to remember to
do it, but now I d£ remeber and most of the time do succeed
in leaving sufficient time for a fitting summing up of the
lesson...
The main thing I got out of the course, until now,
is flexibility and almost a feeling, on my part, of a need
I've tried many new things in the
to experiment in class.
past couple of months.
The other important thing is that I
am much more critical of myself - and it's a more defineable
Having both the TABS items and the
and specific criticism.
This
pupils' survey has been able to pinpoint my weaknesses.
has also helped give me confidence, as I feel more in control
of the situation...! know, I feel, exactly what I have to
improve.
...I should report that at one stage, a few
It
sessioiis along, I started feeling terribly depressed.
the
in
teacher
worst
I'm
the
sure
"I'm
was one of those
In the course, please let's go
world" sort of feelings...
As I, frankly, still don't feel
on with more of the same.
very much at ease with the T.V. camera, I'd prefer discussions
and brainstorming, where possible, centered on our weaknesses,
with time left for discussions of any common problems not
covered by TABS... if there are any...
Not all teachers had exchanges to report.
8.

9^

They have
have found the meetings useful and invigorating.
new
and
before
did
never
I
given me courage to do things
and
values
my
of
some
re-examined
I’ve
ideas to think about.
my
Unfortunately,
learned new techniques of communication.
lurch.
buddy did not find it useful and left me in the
However the group remains rewarding...
I

We ve

real buddy.
is not only my course buddy but a
ever since she
word)
the
of
meanings
worked together (in many
Thanks to the course, we ve
joined the staff last year.
Localization of
discovered how to help each other more.
and once we d done
strengths and weaknesses is really basic
R. makes a very good sounding
that it helped a good deal.
R.
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board and is not only a good listener but a probing
questionner.
Unfortunately, we’ve been so pressed for time
we really don’t devote the necessary sessions to this and
I, at least, could really use more.
It was interesting to discover that pupils don’t always
see things the way I do (TAMA).
I decided to do two things
in a lesson, with R. observing.
I failed in both...
On the
whole though, I’m sure that I’ve been improving my teaching
this year (more than ever before) and that a great deal
depends on my buddy as well as on our sessions with you.
May I add that I’m sure that many pupils would express
their gratitude to you for having the course if they knew
that it was you who caused their teachers to take a good
look at themselves and what they’re doing and why. Thanks
a million from me.
.

...met with buddy S. and we discussed our weaknesses,
strengths and plans. We planned an observation of each
other’s classes for January 7th.
She was to observe me for
an entire hour, checking on the arousal of interest at the
beginning of the lesson and then noting the number of
questions asked and of these how many could be called thought
provoking.
The topic of the hour was poetry.
I must admit I make
special attempts to plan how to capture their interest,
both because of the special problem of the subject matter
and because my buddy was to be there observing how long
The extra motivation to
it took to get their interest...
prepare for these two areas of weaknesses of mine was
inspiring to me - but I must admit that I would feel hard
pressed to give each lesson that much prior thought (and I
do give my lessons prior thought each day).
As for having S. in the class, this was very comfortable.
I am anxious to get feedback from her and the class didn’t
seem to react to her being there at all. As to how the
system is working, I’m afraid S. and I have not made the
time to do this as often as we should, and we shall attempt
I think the idea is excellent.
to do so more in the future.
I do note that many of my difficulties are as yet
difficult for me to approach from a micro-teaching or
experimental basis. Much will have to be brainstormed and
discussed and it is my hope that S. and I will get together
I do
to do more of that when the pressures of time permit.
Keep
feel that your idea of the buddy system is great.
of
it...
pushing us to take advantage

10.

11

.

for
feel this course is something I felt the need for
in
herself
help
many years in so far as it helps the teacher
weaknesses
her
of where
a structured way and makes her aware
I
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Working with a buddy is a very good idea (perhaps
even better than an outside Inspector) because both sides
are equal and have an intimate knowledge of the areas of
conditions of work and goals within the school complex.
I have benefitted both from the constructive criticism
of the visit by my buddy to my classes and from my own visits
to hers.
Perhaps one of the best ways of learning improvement
techniques is seeing them in practice and then being in a
position to discuss them on a common basis of understanding.
I have learned both to criticize myself and others constructively and to try to build in improvements on weaknesses
into my lesson plans.
I have learned to be more inventive
and original; have invited guest speakers, enjoyed -simulation
work, moved from frontal teaching only to a combination of
frontal teaching and group work lessons and find this very
successful.
Previously I had been somewhat afraid of group
work for technical reasons ... never quite knew how to keep
everyone involved.
I now give special assignments to
pupils who are more advanced and this has changed a negative
attitude into positive on their part.
1 have improved class atmosphere by being more friendly,
being more attentive to individual problems, giving more
praise, trying to emanate more warmth and making pupils
feel that I care about each of them. My discussions with
pupils and parents have successfully emphasized a constructive
approach.
I am more willing to cooperate on date exchange of
exams, for example.
Cooperation with buddy is effective in
practical ways of using each other's materials, helping
each other with problems, discussing new techniques, and
picking each other's brains and taking advantage of the
other's experience.
1 have generally pulled up my socks. .won' t enter a lesson
unless it is fully prepared, something I had slacked off on
over the years. This makes lessons tighter, with less room
This has involved me in so much work that I
for boredom.
don't really know if it is feasible. Now I feel I must take
fewer classes next year if I want to maintain this standard
I spend night
as it has eliminated almost all my social life.
morning.
after night working till the early hours of the
Family is suffering badly.
New ideas are going around in my head all the time and
about how to do
I keep thinking about successful lessons,
succeeds in one
idea
good
one
why
or
others that are similar,
wrong, etc.
went
it
why
and
where
class and fails in another,
pre-occupied
constantly
is
Thus, not only my time but my mind
off
leaving room for little else. This is certainly paying
for
As
life.
my
in the classroom but in a way it is ruining
altogether
work
my
my lessons, I enjoy my work much more, enjoy
much more and feel that ray pupils do too...
lie.

.
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Middle Feedback;

April, 1976 - Two-Thirds Through the Workshop

As every teacher knows, students in classes conduct and express

on-going evaluation of the course and teaching being served them.
So too with teachers participating in the Collaborative Counselling

Workshop.

Feedback was coming in steadily through their attendence,

their preparation for micro-teaching spots, their initiative in

bringing up teaching issues that were bothering them, their

participation in discussions and brainstormings and their frequent
verbal reports on how ideas from the workshop had worked in their
classrooms.
In April, 1976, some two-thirds into the academic year, participants

were asked to respond to a questionnaire, evaluating the workshop

experience thus far.

Their responses to this first questionnaire may

be classified into six areas:

1.

1.

General evaluation of the course

2.

Ranking of specific course activities

3.

Ranking of specific teaching techniques of workshop leader

4.

Perceptions of their own learning in the course

5.

Perceptions of weaknesses in the course

6.

Recommendation for changes in future courses.

General Evaluation
to by participants.
Eighteen questionnaires were fully responded

to be very helpful, far
These teachers unanimously judged Che course

in-service course they had
more helpful than any other type of

previously attended.

Collaborative
They would all strongly recommend
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Counselling to teaching colleagues.

Sixteen teachers said that they

woi^_ participate in a second stage workshop

if offered;

two said they

might participate.
/

2.

Ranking of Specific Activities
Teachers were asked to rank activities of the course in terms of

perceived personal value.

Nine activities were listed:

1.

Self-assessment of teaching

2.

Pupil assessment of their teaching

3.

Analysis of Teaching skills

A.

Focused viewing of taped teaching segments.

5.

Practice of specific teaching skills.

6.

Interaction with teacher-partner

7.

Interaction with other teachers in group

8.

Interaction with workshop leader

9.

Experiential learning through variety of teaching techniques

Teachers were asked to rank which teaching techniques used in the
course were of most value to them.

Seven items were listed:

1.

Frontal lecturing

2.

Small group work

3.

Large group discussions

4.

Simulation

5.

Role playing (supervisor or teacher in micro-teaching)

6.

Mini-interview

7.

The variety

Very
Items marked one, two, or three by teachers were considered

Valued.

Valued
Items marked six or seven were considered to be Least
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Two thirds of the group gave top ranking to two items:

Item

2

Item

7

— Small group
— The variety

work

/

Fifty per cent of the group placed frontal teaching in one of
4.

the top three places.

More than fifty per cent of the teachers placed mini-interview
in last place.

It was the only item so singled out.

Perceived Development of Competencies

Teachers were asked to check off areas of competency in which par-

ticipation in the course had made them feel more confident.
is asked for,

firmation.

simply affirmation of perceived development, or no af-

Ten competencies were listed.

1.

Identify specific teaching skills

2.

Evaluate specific teaching skills

3.

Clarify personal teaching goals

10.
4.

No ranking

These were the ability to:

Design objectives for those goals

5.

Deal more openly with pupils

6.

Be more innovative in their classrooms

7.

Interact more openly with other teachers in the workshop

8.

Improve specific areas of their own teaching

9.

Suggest improvement strategies to another teacher

Interact more openly with colleagues at school
more teachers, an
Two competencies were singled out by fifteen or

overwhelming percentage (85%).

Those two are the ability to.

(item 6)
Be more innovative in their classrooms
-

Improve their own teaching (item 8)

17A

Thirteen or more teachers (75%) felt added competency
in:
Identifying teaching skills (item
-

Evaluating teaching skills (item

1)

2)

Clarifying their own teaching goals (item
-

Dealing more openly with pupils (item

3)

5)

Fewest teachers felt added competency in suggesting improvement

strategies to another teacher or in interacting more openly with colleagues at school

.

On the other hand, they did find the workshop

enabled them to be more open with pupils and with teachers in the
group.
5.

Perceived Weaknesses of the Course
One clear weakness of this first questionnaire is that teachers

were confused by the repeated switching of instructions.

They had

been asked to rank, then to simply check, and now to rank again. The
result, in the question of marking perceived weaknesses of the course,
is that teachers split; about half marked, and half simply marked any

weakness they felt existed, but without ranking.
Two thirds of the teachers indicated that lack of time for field

work was perceived as

a

weakness of the course.

Of these, eight had

ranked this in first place and three in second place.
Eight teachers indicated that lack of individual contact with
the workshop leader was a course v/eakness;

five ranked it first and

three ranked it second.
lack of reIt is worth noting that only four teachers indicated
it fifth (of five),
wards a perceived weakness, and of these, one ranked

one fourth, and two put it in second place.
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Five teachers noted both lack of provision of reading and of
guest

lectures as perceived weaknesses.

All five teachers had ranked and put

these two items in third or fourth place.
4

In every single question, place had been provided for teachers to

write in an answer of their own, not merely respond to one suggested.
That option of writing in had never been taken up, but now, in the

section asking for weaknesses, teachers wrote in their own perceptions.
They wrote of two different weaknesses:

6.

— two

1.

Too far from home

2.

Sessions too short

hours travelling each way

Recommendations for Future Courses
Teachers were asked to suggest changes, strategies for improve-

Many teachers made no suggestions or recommendations at all.

ment.

The following recommendations were made.

Anything suggested by more

than one teacher is indicated.
-

More micro-teaching (three teachers)

-

More brainstorming (two teachers)

-

More teaching techniques (two teachers)

Single teachers suggested longer sessions, more outside reading,

provision for interaction with group members to continue after course
elsewhere
end, more push to activate partnerships, workshop offered
in country, and more small group work.
nair_e
Summary of Evaluations by Participants on April Question

Overall evaluation was strongly positive.

The total Collaborative

by all the partiCounselling experience was perceived to be valuable

seen as valuable by
cipants and the following single elements were
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fifty per cent or more of the group:

Self-assessment of teaching

Interaction with other teachers

Interaction

v/ith group

leader

Small group work

Variety of activities
Frontal teaching by workshop leader

Lack of time for adequate field work was the single weakness
felt by most teachers (12), followed by lack of individual contact

with workshop leader (8).
Suggestions for remedying these weaknesses will be taken up at a
later point in this chapter.
Final Feedback:

May-June,

1976 - End of Workshop

With the year drawing to a close, participating teachers were
once again asked for their assessment of the Collaborative Counselling

workshop experience.
The nature of the final questionnaire is the direct result of
this writer’s unique opportunity to spend concentrated hours with

Israel's greatest educational psychologist. Professor Carl Frankenstein;
a supportive,

stimulating, enriching, growing experience of my own.

Frankenstein has spent

a

lifetime devoted to attempting to change the

children
established educational treatment of culturally disadvantaged
in Israel.

Long and deeply involved in teacher training, he was

Counselling in
generous with precious time and discussed Collaborative
depth.

We met last winter,

around
1976, when my concern was centered

participants.
valid objective evaluation of the course by

Questionnaire
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One was already constructed, and

I

was wondering exactly what

objective items could make a second questionnaire worthwhile.

Frankenstein vehemently rejected the entire concept of valid
objective evaluation of the Collaborative Counselling experience,
of any experience.
It is impossible to measure the true effect of any
human experience:
each experience is linked to its causal
antecedents in the particular universe of experience of
each particular individual and will thus produce a result
unique for him.
Such results, in turn, also determine
the causal significance of each experience for the
individual's growth process.
Ignorant of all antecedents
and of all possible results as we must be, our view of
the manipulated experience is one-dimensional and thus
defective.
Our view, however carefully controlled, clear,
pure - in research jargon - is, at best partial.
Knowledge is acquired externally and/or internally.
That is, the learner may learn to acquire and even to
use knowledge as an instrument without ever internalizing
The acquisition
its meanings and implications into himself.
tested;
legitimately
perhaps
be
of facts and formulas may
behavior
of
models
feelings,
the extent to which concepts,
The deeper
or values are internalized eludes measurement.
availability
level of knowledge, its meanings and its free
in different and changing task situations, as well as the
ways in which acquired knowledge reflects itself in the
learner's growth is the objective of counselling and of
counselling supervision, they too defy objective
measurement
.

This second questionnaire then, did away with rankings, multiple

choices and objective short answers.

Instead, it asked teachers to

of what the
take a look backward and inward and share their sense

experience meant to them personally and professionally.

May teachers

techniques
wrote at length about the specific teaching changes,
and innovations.

Every single teacher mentioned using small
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group work, pair work in class, simulation, and options for individual
pupils:

all both discussed and experienced in the course.

These

reports are omitted here.
Excerpts reflecting individuals' sense of their own personal

response to Collaborative Counselling are presented.
Excerpts
I'm much more relaxed in my relationship with the pupils
teach.
I am more consciously aware of the techniques that
I can use to create or change the interpersonal atmosphere in
the classroom and thus feel more "in control of the situation”
- allowing me to experiment more freely.
Also, being more
attuned to the feelings of the pupils, I am ready to handle
their feelings of anger and hostility by acknowledging them
and allowing for their expression, rather than ignoring them.
I do want to emphasize that I much more consciously
make efforts to promote an emotional atmosphere in the
classroom that should encourage better learning to take place
(if the thesis that the atmosphere in the classroom correlates
with learning achievements is correct).

1.

I

I would definitely recommend participation to other
teachers for a) helping teachers to analyze and isolate the
various factors which go into the teaching situation, thus
enabling one to improve performance in specific areas, and
b) more important, for encouraging teachers to be aware of
centrality of human relations in the learning process and
helping them to improve in this area.
of
I am truly grateful for the opportunity I had
for your
you
participating in this group and want to thank
help at a crucial moment.

2.

3

A

^

would say that a radical change has already been made,
year.
though it is far from what I hope to achieve this coming
new
for
out
eye
my
have
and
program
I am trying to vary the
The mere fact that our eyes were opened to all
innovations.
surely had an
the varied skills and techniques will and has
these people.
meeting
It was a delight
effect on all of us.
I don t want
teachers.
They were real nice people and excellent
to lose contact with them or you.
I

class and I think
feel much more relaxed and confident in
Until this year
I’m much more tolerant of pupils' limitations.
everytime I went into a non Bogrut
I used to inwardly groan
I
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class.
(Bogrut is the term for national matriculation exams;
weaker, non-academically oriented pupils form non-matriculating
classes).
This year I started using techniques much more in
line with their limitations and began to regard them as much
more of a challenge than the metric class, and now enjoy
them more.
I feel more awareness of why pupils behave with hostility
at times which at least made me braver and more willing to
deal with the situation rather than secretly wanting to run
from it.
Flexibility and the desire to be more creative...
result of more self-confidence which is a direct outcome of
the course.
Until this year most of my lessons were frontal
ones... as you can see from the above answers (which were
descriptive anecdotes of classroom innovations). I’ve done
many things, used many techniques for the first time. I think
perhaps the most important thing that this course taught me
was that teaching is made up of skills which can be defined,
examined and improved. You said this last summer, and I was
very skeptical. During this year I saw this was so, and by
defining, evaluating and practicing I feel I have improved
I think that many teachers rather grope
in many spheres.
around trying to improve themselves without knowing how to do
This course helped me learn how
so.
.

The course has given me a wonderful opportunity to meet
and hear other teachers talk about their experiences and
problems and realize that I’m not alone. Working with a buddy
has helped - just talking things out together!
I feel I’m a better teacher - and in some ways a better
human being. Knowing how to define and evaluate has made me
much more conscious of certain areas until now neglected.
Therefore, I feel much more in control of the situation. As
for being a better person — this is personal but it has helped
my teaching by giving me more insight into pupils and therefore
Again, thank you.
I*ra much more patient with them.

5.

flexibility
My whole attitude towards teaching and mainly the
has
class
each
for
material
and preparation of alternative
had in
changed due to the discussions and brainstorming we’ve
teaching
my
improved
have
The variety of techniques
the course.
been
have
wouldn’t
and helped me to cope with situations I
same
I have towards the group the
otherwise able to handle...
warmth.
feeling I had during last year’s summer course;
7

.

problem in my
was greatly helped with a very serious
Last year I taught them more successfully.
C group classes.
are more
The children in these classes this year
year which reflects
this
situation
I also have a difficult home
I

*
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on my work. A casual remark by a participant in this course
helped me greatly.
She said that she worked in groups in
these classes and even though they were making mistakes with
this method she thought they were learning more.
1 found
this method useful because it freed me to give individual
attention -to pupils who needed it both for learning and
psychological reasons and, since pupils were supposed to talk
to each other during the lesson, I didn’t have to try to
impose silence.
Stronger pupils helped weaker pupils...
I don’t have the angry, hostile, helpless feeling in these
classes anymore.
...The class (workshop was useful to me for intellectual
stimulation in the field of my work through new ideas and
realizations. .. it fulfilled a personal need of mine at a specific
t irae

8.

.

.

.

I have already written to you about this at length. Ora.
(no record of this.)
Briefly, the most felt change in my
teaching concerns the teaching of English as a means of
instilling values. Previously I’d been at sea as to how one

tacks values onto English.
This course gives participants
an objective, non- threatening view of themselves as teachers...
In addition, the airing of problems and brainstorming are
particularly helpful... My formal preparation for teaching
I stopped
in no way prepared teachers for classrooms.
attending summer courses for this same reason until last summer,
which was refreshingly different. This Collaborating
Counselling Course has helped me both personally and
professionally.
.

9.

.

I have been very effective in using silence and getting
pupils to participate more... less teacher talk in the lessons.
I have
Pupils are more content and I get more cooperation.
sympathetic
more
being
and
birthdays
begun celebrating pupils’
to pupils’ feelings, especially after tests in other lessons,
or heat, etc.
My participation in the group has completely changed my
I am much more satisfied with the
attitudes to many things.
job I am doing and feel much happier at work. Even the
members of my family notice that T complain less. I feel that
instead of floundering
I can analyze my skills and really improve
wrong.
went
around wondering where I
has changed
In some ways my attitude to people in general
meeting
enjoy
would
I
but I can’t analyze it thoroughtly
because
future
the
in
with the other buddies on a regular basis
was
workshop
The
learn.
I still feel that I’ve got a lot to
a wonderful experience.
.

.

.

.

.

I think the felt change in me has been more to the point
of increased dissatisfaction with many lessons which turned
out to be more frontal than I would like them to be.
In
other words the change in me is that I am now more aware of
the need to change - but the change itself takes time to
evolve
Personally, the course has provided me, a relatively
newcomer to Israel and to teaching English as a second language,
a fantastic opportunity to be exposed to some great teachers
and great ideas...
It's inspiring and encouraging to have
such exposure - for so many exposures that an Anglo-Saxon has
to the Middle East are less positive... Professionally, the
same goes.
It's been worthwhile as a "starter" - but the true
utilization and implementation of the ideas I've been exposed
to in your course will come (I hope) in the future.
I won't
remember everything. .but I will be influenced by the basic
ideas and I hope that I will be able to "wet my feet" in
similar inspirational exposures in the future.
.

.

.

/

.

.

The course encouraged me to be warm and friendly to pupils
Before I had reservations, won't it be interpreted as
weakness, etc.
In return I feel more openness and frankness
on the side of pupils...
As this was only my second year of teaching and as I had
no one to turn to in school, this course was a real life-saver
for me.
I felt free to ask the other teachers to my heart's
I got plenty of suggestions and advice
content, which I did.
which helped me throughout the year and introduced me to many
techniques and ideas I'm sure would have taken me years to
learn if at all. Once again, a lot of thanks and count me in
for a continuation of any form of this course.
...

was usually hostile when asked about marks and grades.
I've begun to realize through our course that it's really
important to pupils to know where they stand and on what basis
I no longer feel that they are
they are being judged.
infringing on my personal world when they ask about their marks.
a definite decrease
I feel much more understanding of my pupils,
classes...
ray
in feelings of hostility and anger towards
to try new
My general improvement in teaching, willingness
$rea_t
been
things makes me more relaxed in the classroom. It's
I

,

...would love more!...
perhaps
"Personal relationships - always a weakness and
in
understood
not
is
which
a product of my British upbringing
for
better
the
much
Israel - have benefitted most and I feel
but in a very
Up till now I had alv/ays been friendly
it.
my inter-personal
"correct" way, whereas now I put warmth into
and am not
relationships with pupils, teachers and others
afraid to do so.
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The introspective value of the course is as important as
classroom viewing... I spoke to pupils individually much more
often, made myself more readily available. .. also reflected in
my talks with parents. Through my greater involvement I was
able to gain their greater involvement and the results were
far more satisfactory than when I was on the offensive and they
on the defensive.
My new knowledge and understanding have
helped to decrease frustrations. The workshop has given me
new ideas, understanding for the classroom and helped to make
me a fuller and better person.
Buddy work, hopefully, will
continue into future years.
.

14.

Here is something that would never have happened if it
hadn't been for our workshop. One of my pupils was going to
drop out in the middle of twelfth grade because of family
trouble.
I talked to her, asked her questions to help clarify
her own stand, goals, values... My youngest daughter, about
to go into the army, suggested offering this girl a home until
after her matriculation exams, so she wouldn't have to run
away from home... My husband agreed and I made the offer. The
girl enthusiastically accepted ... added that she was afraid of
She told them and her father broke
her parents' reaction.
into tears, saying he didn't know there were people around who
cared.
The upshot was that they started communicating, she’s
at home and at school ... before our workshop I'd never have
interfered.
I did and I'm glad.
Collaborative Counselling gave me greater self-confidence,
tried innovations, experiments, asked pupils for suggestions
Collaborative
and let them participate in decisions...
Counselling is the greatest thing that has happened to me
(This teacher had eighteen years
since I started teaching.
of teaching experience.)
.

.

Part Three

Disscussion of Evaluation by Participants
This discussion of teachers' evaluation of the Collaborative

Counselling experience will

distinguish between the April questionnaire

teacher participants.
and all other written communications from

The First Questionnaire (April, 1976)
1.

General Evaluation
confirmed all written
The strongly positive general evaluation

coming in throughout the workshop.
and verbal and non-verbal feedback
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This, perhaps, should influence our view of items on this questionnaire

ranked lower than other items by teachers.

Forced to rank, teachers

expressed their perceptions of certain elements of the workshop as

being less valuable than others; this does not necessarily mean that
those elements were of no value, or even of little value.

This

should be borne in mind in planning future workshops.
2.

Ranking Activities
Teachers' reluctance to rank has already been mentioned and this

causes me to hesitate to give undue weight to apparent priorities.

Nevertheless, even choices made under pressure may be considered to

reflect some bias, however slight.

Their three top choices affirm

appreciation of two basic growth activities; exploration of self
(through self-assessment) and interaction with significant others

(interaction with peer group and workshop leader).

Perceptions of interaction with teacher-partner as slightly less

valuable may be explained in two ways,

a) Two responding teachers

had "lost" their partners and would, of course, thus see interaction

with a partner as of less personal value than interaction with the
group and group leader.

Two other responders, a pair of partners,

had consistently made minimal use of their partnership.

Members of

settlement school,
the same collective settlement, teachers in the
ill matched
had joined the group together but seemed particularly
b)

of
For all of us, the group was the clear source

support and energy.

done, attended
It directed the field work to be

In termperment.

wounds suffered in the course
to reports brought in, bound up field
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of action on the front lines in classroom teaching, and provided skills,

competencies and suggestions for further action.

Teachers could

envision being in the group without partners, as two members were.
They could less easily envision themselves working with a partner, cut
off from the nourishment of the peer group.

This recognition of the centrality of the group does not

,

I

believe, weaken the crucial role of the partnerships within the double

structure of Collaborative Counselling.

It is less exciting, perhaps,

less stimulating and more mundane - but it is the time, thought and

work put in with partners in the field that translated knowledge into
application of knowledge.

Internalization of learning, in

Frankenstein’s terms, probably takes place during partnership activities.
Pupil assessment of teaching was our most expensive single activity,

involving as it did translation, printing and use of paid computer
services.

It certainly did not "pay off" in terms of perceived value

to teachers.

This group’s perception of the lesser value of pupil assessment.

Incidentally, is confirmed by my own experiences with other groups and

individuals where we had no facilities for pupil feedback.

That is,

still
teachers in other circumstances who had no pupil feedback,

perceived of counselling as a significant growth experience.

All

self-assessment as
teachers, in all groups, perceived the structured

overwhelmingly valuable.
pupil feedback but reminds
This in no way disputes the validity of

learning technique and that, as
us that introspection is a powerful
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learning theories tell us, discovery by the self is

a

strong learning

experience; discovery of the self by the self must be doubly so.
3.

Ranking Teaching Techniques

Participants ranked the variety of techniques used, small group

work and frontal teaching as of most value to them.

They evidently

appreciated the information and knowledge provided through frontal
teaching, the chances to work out and practice new insights and skills
in small groups, and the variety that is always welcome in an extended

learning session.

(We met for three hours.)

The low value placed on mini-interviews was surprising,

especially

as direct observation of teachers during these interviews had seemed to

indicate concentration and involvement.
Since pair work within the group seems vital both as practice for
field collaboration and as context for many interpersonal skills exercises,
I

A.

would certainly plan it into future workshops.
Perceived Development of Competencies
The fact that eighty-five percent of participants felt that the

own
workshop experience had made them more capable of improving their
is deeply
teaching and of being more innovative in their classrooms

satisfying.
was conceived
This, after all, is what Collaborative Counselling
of to do.

more competent to
Seventy-five percent of the teachers felt

clarify their own teaching goals,
Identify and evaluate teaching skills,
and deal more openly with pupils.
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Teachers’ perceptions of not being more competent to interact

openly with colleagues at school was disappointing, for a ripple effect
in the schools of participating teachers was one of the hoped-for-

effects of the workshop.

Perhaps that is the key; it was a hoped-

for-effect, but not a planned-f or-ef f ect

.

I

hoped that it would

happen, but made no efforts to plan for it, as

I

certainly did for other

desired outcomes.
In future workshops, participants might be asked to talk about the

workshop to three or four colleagues at school and report back on their
reactions.

Or, group members could be asked to bring a colleague as a

guest to a particular session and that session planned accordingly.
Also, teachers themselves could brainstorm ways of developing openness

with colleagues at school.
5.

Perceived Weaknesses
Lack of time for field work was the overwhelming weakness noted by

teachers.

This is emphasized again and again in other written and

verbal evaluations as well.

It is the most serious problem planners of

future groups will have to face.

Suggestions for solving this problem,

will be
as well as the perceived weakness of lack of teacher reading,

made in a later section of this chapter.
A perceived weakness that

I

do not know how to deal with is the

members of the group
felt lack of time for contact between individual
and the workshop leader.

This felt lack saddens me.

Given the

responsibilities
geographic realities involved and the other-than-workshop
of all parties,

one-to-one contact
it is not clear how to provide this

for individual teacher.

thought.
The question will be given time and
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6.

Teachers' Recommendations

Nothing radical or significant is recommended.

Several teachers

want more of one activity, several want more of another.
Other Teacher Evaluations (letters, January, 1976; questionnaire.
June, 1976 )

The overwhelming impression is of excitement and pride in growth.

Certain words and phrases recur again and again; awareness, flexibility,
courage, caring, daring, self-confidence, in control.

spoke of past gropings,

f

They wrote and

lounderings, helplessness - and of new

confidence, direction, control.

The history of mankind is of man's

struggle to master his environment, to become less vulnerable, more of
a decision maker.

The group's sense of new mastery of their individual

classroom worlds indicates perceived maturation and growth in their
teaching.

Reading these teachers' reports in full (and

I

hope, even in

excerpts) and being caught up in the flow of their joy at perceived

self-actualization leads to the inescapable conclusion that for these
first "graduates" of our first Collaborative Counselling workshop, the

quality of teaching in their classes has improved.

Part Four

Evaluation by Workshop Leader
participants
The preceding section of evaluation presented

perceptions of their experiences in the workshop.

This following section

of the program.
presents the author's assessment of five elements

Those elements are (1) time,

(2)

syllabus and activities,

environment, and (5) workshop leader

(4)

materials used,

(3)

content:

as teaching model.

Time

The sixteen sessions "ended" with the close of the Israeli academic
year.

In terms of our original objectives of developing specific

competencies, the fifty hours together were sufficient.

.

Further

sessions might have been helpful but it seemed appropriate

to end with

the imposed rhythm of the school year.

Each session ran for three academic hours.

This seemed a satisfying

time block and enabled us to warm up after the two week break, to

micro-teach, hear reports of field work, deal with problems brought in
by teachers and train in different skills.

Less than three hours would

/

be inadequate.

The bi-weekly sessions worked out well, giving us time to try
things out in the field and bring results back to the next meeting.

A one semester, weekly workshop would have the disadvantage of leaving

participating in the middle of
middle of

a

year.

a school year,

or of meeting them in che

The longer course enabled the workshop to follow

the contours of the teaching year.

Also, the very passage of time in

certain dimension.
our relationships, our thinking and our work, added a

combinations of time
Other future workshops may try out different
and explore questions of relative effectiveness.

Materials Used
TABS, proved very
The skills list and the Clinic questionnaire,
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helpful.

TABS was valuable as a guideline for teachers beginning self-

assessment.

TAMA, the simplified Hebrew version of TABS, was used with

pupils from ninth through twelfth grades.

It was these pupil's first

experience with being asked to comment on the teaching they received
and it was enthusiastically received.

Many teachers reported that their

pupils asked when teachers in other subjects would ask for their

evaluation and help in teaching improvement.
awaiting the opportunity; it may be

a

The pupils were eagerly

long wait.

Other materials used in the group were original.

These included

model tapes to demonstrate specific skills, scripts for different kinds
of interviews,

small group activities, simulations, a variety of

exercises involving the identification of goals and objectives, the

writing of objectives for given goals and a range of interpersonal
exercises.

These materials were effective in leading the group into practicing
the competencies that were our objectives.

They were, however, rather

haphazard and it would be worthwhile to produce
of materials.

a more organized body

Like Topsy, these materials just grew out of specific

objectives for single sessions.

They were closely geared to the level,

tone and character of the people in the group, which is

a

strength.

material, can
Only other groups, experimenting with prepared packets of

evaluate the relative value of each approach.
Content and Activities
by objectives which
Each single activity of the group was dictated

program; to help teachers
were generated by the original goal of the
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learn how to help themselves improve their own teaching and
satisfy
their urge to grow.

The attempt was always made, as noted in

Chapter IV, to integrate training in the skills of teaching, supervision
and interpersonal functioning.

These activities seemed to have been

successful.

Micro- teaching
In the context of the workshop, micro-teaching was
for practice in three skills areas of interest to us.

The teacher who

prepared and presented a four minute spot was practicing
teaching skill important to him.

perfect format

-a

a

specific

The teacher who acted as his supervisor

practiced the supervision skills involved in the pre- and post-teach

conferences.*

Both teacher and supervisor practiced interpersonal skills

of listening carefully, asking for specific feedback and learning how to

give and take both positive and negative feedback.

Video-tape replay was not always essential for these purposes.

It

was more important for sessions in which the group was practicing

systematic observation of teaching events.

Even for such sessions,

however, we found it possible to work without video-taping when necessary,
by having a core of observers with special viewing assignments give us

immediate data on the teaching observed.
Small Group Activities
out in
In almost every session certain activities were carried

small groups of three of four teachers.

These Included discussions of

process described in
*The reference is to the micro-teaching
Chapter III.
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how to Improve specific skills, sharing of
experiences undergone since
the previous session, working out problems
raised by one of the teachers,
or simulations.

Simulations were very popular and all participants introduced
the

technique into their own classrooms, reporting great enthusiasm
among
pupils.

Our own simulations dealt with situations involving teachers,

principals, parents and pupils.
Pair Activities

These activities of pairs working within the group appeared

effective for providing short periods of personal attention to
participants, for practice of interviewing skills, for sharing experiences
and for working out goals and objectives of personal teaching.

Large Group Activities
The frontal teaching was, of course to the entire workshop group.

This included presentation of the rationale for Collaborative Counselling,
the history and process of micro-teaching, historical developments in

supervision, in the movements for accountability and for teaching

improvement work.

One of the most important functions of the frontal

teaching was to compensate for the unavailability of written materials.

Mini-lectures on relevant educational research, for example, were given
to the large group.

In addition, many teaching issues were discussed in the large

group and brainstorming improvement strategies for specific weaknesses
the
of alternate solutions to issues raised by teachers was done by

group.
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Central Weaknesses
I

fully agree with participants that lack of time for field work

was the central lack in the program.

The lack of provision of written

materials or books for teachers to read was the second serious weakness.
Both of these issues are taken up in the section of recommendations
later in this chapter.

Environment
The creation of the open supportive environment deemed essential
to growth was always considered of first importance to the success of

the workshop.

else possible.

That environment was established; it made everything
It was attested to by the eagerness with which

participants greeted each other at each session, by the genuineness

with which pairs worked with each other, the seriousness of the
pre- and post-teaching conferences in micro-teaching, the attention

given to issues brought in by fellow participants, the special welcome

back to any teacher returning after illness, the waves of warmth and
support offered to a teacher depressed about some school event or

relationship, the many sharings of family joys within the workshop.

Atmosphere cannot be fully documented of course, but my own sense of
is
affection, trust and acceptance that developed among group members

one of the deepest satisfactions of the project.
leader and the
Two factors created this environment; the workshop

participants themselves.

My own acceptance of the crucial role

led to many activities
environment would play in the entire experience

promoting sharing, helping, listening, openness.

The participants had
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S6lf selected themselves into a demanding learning program.

As such,

they both appreciated my efforts to establish a special atmosphere

and richly contributed to it through full cooperation, natural warmth,

and an articulated joy in being part of the group.

In retrospect,

I

cannot imagine a workshop experience devoid of that environment; it is
the indispensable ingredient in effectiveness, like love in marriage.

Workshop Leader as Teaching Model
Frankenstein's concept of the importance of experiential learning
for developing flexibility in teaching is another way of stating
so much research has shown;

what

that young teachers teach as they were

taught and not as they were taught to teach.

Professors of education

who lecture to their students on the advantages of group work tend to
turn out junior lecturers.

Care was taken to use a variety of teaching

techniques within the workshop, both to promote effective teaching
and in the hope that techniques experienced might be taken back to home
In fact,

classes to be used.

this did happen; participants reported

successful adaptation of many of the teaching techniques modelled.

Self-assessment
Despite overall effectiveness, the emerging teaching figure is
It may be that total lack of

extremely controlling and dominating.

written materials forced me to such
teaching posture.

a posture;

it may be my natural

Other workshop leaders may do well to explore the

effectiveness of a lower teaching profile that
Conclusions

I

was able to.

<•

Restatement of Goal
concern:
Quality of teaching was our primary

improvement of teaching
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our goal.

Recognizing the difficulties involved in any
modification

of the first two factors contributing to
poor teaching - candidates

and training - it was the third factor that
became our target.
That is the lack of help available to teachers on
the job, the

lack of true supervision in schools.

This lack was perceived as

doubly damaging for it helps to create a growth-stunting
environment
that thwarts teachers' need to grow and fosters closed fearful
rigid

teaching.

The purpose of this project was to break through the closedness
and, through direct intervention with classroom teachers, make help

for improvement available.

Basic Convictions

Several strong convictions shaped the direction of our efforts and

basic elements of the final helping model.

First, we accept the

Rogerian view of the fully functioning self as most facilitative of
learning in others.

Second, we accept the essence of Allen's

micro- teaching concept, which is that teaching is a craft that can be
learned.

These convictions led to the decision that helping teachers to

Improve their teaching necessitated offering training in both personal
and professional skills, helping teachers change both attitudes and

specific classroom competencies.
The 'what' of the program was fairly clear; the how more elusive.
The 1973-1975 years of experimentation in pilot projects clarified
Counselling.
the how, and led to the conceptualization of Collaborative
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The quadruple nature of Collaborative Counselling, teacher-partner
and peer group, integrated training of teaching and interpersonal
skills,

was conceived as a practical model of help for teachers.

It was designed

to be a structured, systematic, strongly supportive experiential learning

venture in teaching improvement.
After First Year of Implementation
Now, after the first year of implementation of the concept, we must

ask if it has shown that it can do what we hoped it would do.
We see that it is possible to create a warm, open peer group of
teachers.

This accepting peer group supplies the essential ingredient

of the learning, growth fostering environment.

Within the environment,

the systematic integrated skills training flourished.

From that

environment flowed encouragement to teachers to dare to break the

rigidity of their own teaching patterns.

The workshop itself provided

information, knowledge, skills and the opportunity to practice in safety,
to attempt first steps in application of new knowledge within the group.

Helper-Helpee Mutuality
It also nourished the vital field work of the Collaborative

Counsellors, the teacher-partners.

The directive support of the larger

and
group enabled them to give each other the personalized discussions

focused
analysis of individual teaching strengths and weaknesses, the
are marks of
observation, feedback and suggestions for improvement that

one-to-one counselling.

In terms of classic helping relationships,

teaching selves,
teacher-partners helped each other to explore their

appropriate action in light of
to understand that self, and to take

new understanding.
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Participants brought their classroom teaching into the workshop
group and took the group into their classroom teaching.

Their felt

difficulties determined many of our discussions and activities, our
activities illumined their quest for solutions and alternatives.

The

total collaborative experience, interaction of individual teacher with

both partner and peers, unfolded as a classic experience of real learning,
for it was totally and organically relevant for the learners.

Collaborative Counselling initiated and supported a process of
growth which itself satisfied existing personal needs.

Teachers reported

that the effects of that process on their teaching was greater flexibility,

more understanding of pupils, more open interaction with pupils, knowledge
of new techniques and the courage and skill to implement innovations on

the front lines,

in the class.

The product of the process set in motion

by Collaborative Counselling is better teaching, an infusion of improved

teaching into the lifeblood of classrooms.
We conclude that Collaborative Counselling can transform classroom

teachers into teacher-helpers, capable of helping themselves and others
to improve their teaching.

It is a pov/erful model of non-threatening

true supervision, a stable source of on-going supervision.

Potentially Replicable Anywhere
imposed
Collaborative Counselling, with whatever modifications are
and applicable
by particular circumstances, is seen as replicable

anywhere in the world.

It Is effective,

inexpensive, and truly efficient

school systems already have;
for it develops the one rich resource all

teachers and their inner urge to grow.

^
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Part Five

Recommendations
If Collaborative Counselling is to have significant
impact on the

quality of teaching in Israel, or elsewhere in the world,
it must be
expanded and extended.

It must touch the lives of many other teachers

as it has touched the lives of the participants of the first
workshop.

This requires new planning, new thought, new initiatives; this time

along lines of administration and organization.

Participants
Every single classroom teacher in Israel (and elsewhere) is

potential Collaborative Counsellor.

a

Teachers in nursery schools,

elementary schools and high schools are the raw material of new workshops,
the halves of new partnerships, the indespensable parts of the whole.

(University staff are deliberately excluded here.

Experience with staff

both here in Israel and in New England suggest that their particular

pressures and needs would benefit most from a particular version of

Collaborative Counselling, different and distinct from that described in
this dissertation.)

Scop e

Because Collaborative Counselling can serve so many different kinds
of teachers in so many contexts of teaching, the potential scope is

staggering.

That scope suggests the need for a national organization

//ith

school
services and authority in local schools, with contacts with local

implement
authorities, knowledge of national needs and the power to

agreed upon innovations.

In short, effective implementation of
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Collaborative Counselling on any real scale demands that it be taken
under the wing of the Ministry of Education.

Organization
The Ministry of Education has the infra-structure, the ability and
the authority to introduce Collaborative Counselling on a preliminary

pilot scale in one town or region, or on a subsequent national scale.
The Ministry itself has given high priority to in-service teacher

education in recent years and close to three thousand people are currently
involved in various schemes of teaching guidance.

These efforts reflect

the growing awareness of the problems and the needs more than they

reflect a systematic approach to teaching improvement. Existing programs
are subject-centered.

Collaborative Counselling workshops could be

integrated into those programs, just as our own teaching improvement

mini-course began as part of our traditional subject-centered in-service
summer course of teachers of English.
The affiliation of Collaborative Counselling workshops with the

Ministry’s frameworks of in-service education can help solve those
problems found most serious in our own first year.
Teacher Time
in their
Participants strongly felt the limitations of time to invest

partnerships.

classroom
Mututal interviews, pre-observation conferences,

feedback, discussion
visits with clear agreed upon viewing objectives,
take time.
and working out improvement strategies all

It is nearly

teaching load to have the
impossible to expect any teacher with a full

energy or time to invest in these activities.
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We are suggesting that the Ministry subsidize an initial year long

Collaborative Counselling workshop participation once in a teaching
career for any certified teacher in the country.
Teachers' Reading

The Ministry could develop a central library of teaching improvement

material which could be mobile, bringing material to those many teachers
in rural or distant areas, far from the large cities and their

university libraries.

Two v/ell equipped bookmobiles could serve, one

for the North and one for the South, as the center of the country is more

or less served by the universities.
and distributed.

Key articles could be duplicated

For some teachers translation of key literature into

Hebrew may be necessary; the Ministry has the facilities for all this.

Teaching Improvement Center
Many individual teachers these past three years have asked eagerly,
"Where can

I

join such a group?

How can

I

find out about other teachers

who are interested, or group activities?"
I

envision the establishment of a Center for Teaching Improvement

whidh would coordinate all kinds of Collaborative Counselling activities
and other imrpovement activities as well.

It would be the function of

interested
this center to supply workshop leaders to any group of teachers
in forming a workshop.

The center would run intenseive mini-courses in

findings.
micro-teaching, in counselling, in current research

It would

projects for schools
send staff out to lead on-site faculty development
far from the center of the country.

It would run study days for

teachers during winter and spring intersessions.

It would organize films,
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tapes and small group discussion sessions on particular aspects of

teaching improvement across subject lines.

It could invite guest

lecturers in related fields of sociology and psychology.

It could

itself encourage a great variety of classroom research projects by
teams of teachers across the country.

The center would be funded by the Ministry and housed at one of
the universities utilizing existing facilities of libraries, closed

television circuits, rooms.

It would function twelve months a year,

offering year long workshops, summer workshops, studydays, individual
and group counselling and help in problems brought in by teachers or

schools.

It would provide an essential and fundamental service to the

profession and to the ultimate clients of that profession.

Manpower
The emerging need is of trained manpower to staff the center, lead
the workshops, take Collaborative Couselling off the page and out to the

real world of teachers.

The first year of implementation showed that

the concept is workable and effective:

we need manpower to expand and

extend it.
Such manpov;er does not yet exist in Israel.

It needs to be forged,

which means that a second stage training program must be developed.
workshop
The teacher-products of the first stage collaborating
teaching and their
were teachers who could analyze and improve their own

partner's teaching.

to
A second stage training workshop would hope

first stage workshops;
produce teachers who would be capable of leading

teachers who would help to train teacher-helpers.
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It is assumed that a certain percentage of teachers in first
stage

Collaborative Counselling workshops would have the personal qualities
necessary to become workshop leaders.

Their training would involve

extensive reading in relevant professional literature, analysis and

practice in group leadership skills, exploration and planning of issues
of workshop curriculum, development of principles and samples of scripts

and materials for workshops, and apprenticeships in on-going workshops.

After several months of such training, it is envisioned that teacherpartners would open new workshops together.

That is, two of the

leaders-in-training would be co-leaders of a first stage Collaborative
Counselling workshop.

They would give each other mutual support,

evaluation and suggestions for improvement of the teaching they were both
involved in.

Their first experiment in workshop leading would be

conducted with on-going personalized counselling; mutually.

In addition,

the trainee group would continue to meet monthly to evaluate field

experiences, consider newly revealed needs, provide peer support and

encouragement
After this, trainees would be ready to lead workshops on their own.
A workshop leader would himself be a classroom teacher, earning part of
his salary teaching teachers.

If one-half of his teaching load were

for two to
devoted to workshop leading he could certainly be responsible

three workshops, involving about forty teachers.
Prof essi onalization
and improvement will
Eventually and inevitably, teaching evaluation

craft of its own
demand recognition as a special teaching

The time must
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come when the schools of education of the universities
will undertake
the responsible training of such craftsmen and incorporate
many of the

elements of the training of Collaborative Counsellors into

a

graduate

i

program in supervision.

Part Six

Reflections
It is February, 1977,

three and a half years since the initial

giant step of the journey to Amherst, six thousand miles away from

Jerusalem, from home.

That step reflected the cumulative frustrations

of fifteen years of involvement in classroom teaching, supervision, and

pre- and in-service teacher education here in Israel.

It also reflected

the faith that a way could be found to help teachers improve their own

teaching, and the conviction that better teaching makes a difference
in the quality of both process and achievements of education.

Israel, with a staggering defense budget dictated by on-going

struggle for survival, can ill afford the costs of compulsory education
deemed integral both to the historic Jewish tradition and to needs of
a developing nation.

For Israel, even more than for older, established

countries, an effective educational system is essential.

This argument

is developed by Frankenstein in "The School Without Parents",

in which

direct
he emphasizes that the importance of schooling increases in

proportion to the failure of parents to make themselves felt as
Integrating forces in the development of their children.
in Israel,

Many parents

from more
themselves immigrants or the children of immigrants
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than one hundred different countries of origin, themselves in various

stages of adjustment to a new society, give

their children less support

in their learning processes chan do parents in more stable, homogeneous

communities in the world.

Importance of Teaching Improvement
For many of our school children then, their school experience is a

more significant factor in their development than school experience is
elsewhere.

Recent research findings indicate that even in the United

States there is increasing evidence of the effects of individual teachers

on pupil learning.

In addition to studies cited earlier in this

dissertation, further evidence is presented in the Spring volume (1976)
of Journal of Teacher Education

on teacher effects.

,

which is entirely devoted to research

Briefly, more and more researchers are finding

indications that the instructional process itself is as significant to

achievement as is entry points of pupils.
In the United States this is taken as strong reason to study teaching

and ways of improving teaching.

In Israel,

improving the quality of

teaching is clearly even more crucial.
The Promise of Collaborative Counselling Supervision
that is
The promise of Collaborative Counselling to do just

heartening.

potentially
Collaborative Counselling is conceived to be a

country.
powerful model of teaching improvement in any

It may be

and teachers must fill
particularly valuable in societies where schools

compensatory functions.
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The experience of these years has
all,

taught me many things.

Above

they have taught me to appreciate classroom teachers, who
proved

that their principals and administrators were wrong in asserting
that

teachers would not invest a minute of time or energy not absolutely

required and rewarded by the school.
Expectedly, there was some teacher resistance; there were teachers

who left the Collaborative Counselling workshop; there were teachers who
stayed in other workshops and scoffed and doubted.
minority.

They were a small

Overwhelmingly, teachers' response to the opportunity to

learn how to improve their own teaching has been enthusiastic and grateful.
Their enthusiasm and gratitude have been a central source of support

throughout the search for

a

strong model.

The specific response of the

participants of the first Collaborative Counselling workshop generates
the hope that the proposed model will, in turn, serve untold numbers of

teachers in the years ahead.
Now, seven months after our last v^/orkshop session, participants have

written to me, sharing their reflections of the experience.

This line

from the letter of a young troubled teacher sums up the feelings of many.
The most important aspect for me was the escape from the
basic loneliness I felt as a teacher...

Assuaging loneliness, overcoming fear of change, releasing natural
process
needs to grow are central results of the Collaborative Counselling

teaching competencies
These, in combination with acquisition of specific

must produce more effective teachers.

As more and more effective

the quality of
teachers come to function more fully in our schools,

education we can offer our children must improve.
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Improving teaching was our goal; the quality of education our

primary concern.
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APPENDIX

A

QUESTIONNAIRES AND SKILLS LIST
Teacher Self-Assessment:

TABS

Pupils* Evaluation of Teaching: TAMA

Teachers' Evaluation of Workshop Experience,

1.

Teachers* Evaluation of Workshop Experience,

2.

Skills List (English and Hebrew)
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Section I— Teaching Skills and Behaviors

questionnaire there are some statements concerning a variety of specific
teaching skills and
behaviors. Please read each statement carefully and then indicate the
extent to which you feel your instructor needs improvement. Respond to each statement by selecting one of
the following;
In this

1.

No improvement
(very

2.

good

is

needed

or excellent performance)

improvement is needed
good performance)

Little

(generally
3.

Improvement

needed

is

(generally mediocre performance)
4.

Considerable improvement

is

needed

(generally poor performance)
5.

Please

Not a necessary

skill or

behavior for this course

make your decisions about

would be best

for

this

separately, rather than

let

the degree of improvement needed on the basis of what you think
your learning style. Try to consider each statement
your overall feeijngs about the instructor determine all the responses.

particular course and

The

instructor’s explanation of course objectives

2.

The

instructor's explanation of the objectives for each class session

3.

The instructor's

4.

The instructor’s explanation

5.

The instructor's

1

.

ability to

arouse

ability to

my

of the

interest

when

and learning

activity

introducing an instructional activity

work expected from each student

maintain a clear relationship between the course content and the course

objectives
6.

The

instructor's skill in clarifying the relationships

7.

The

instructor’s skill in

8.

The instructor's skili in adjusting the
followed and understood

9.

The instructor’s

making

clear the distinction
rate at

ability to clarify material

among

the various topics treated

between major and minor topics

which needs elaboration

The instructor's speaking

skills

11.

The

instructor’s ability to

ask easily understood questions

12.

The

instructor’s ability to ask thought-provoking questions

13.

The instructor's

14.

The instructor's

15.

The instructor’s

16.

The instructor's skill in facilitating discussions among students as opposed
between the instructor and students

17.

The instructor’s

18.
19.

The instructor's

The

the course

which new ideas are covered so that the material can be

10.

ability to

in

answer questions

clearly

and concisely

overall effectiveness as a discussion leader
ability to get

ability to

students

to participate in class

wrap things up before moving on

ability to tie things together

instructor’s explanation of precisely

end

to a

new

to discussions only

topic

of a class

how my performance

is

to

be evaiuated

with course objectives
to design evaluation procedures which are consistent

20.

The instructor's

21

The instructor's performance

ability

at the

discussions

m

periodically informing

me of my

progress
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22.

The

instructor’s selection of materials and activities which are thought-provoking

23.

The

instructor's ability to select materials

24.

The

instructor’s provision of variety in materials and activities

25.

The

instructor’s ability to use a variety of teaching techniques

26.

The

27.

The instructor’s management

28.

The

instructor’s flexibility in offering options for individual students

29.

The

instructor’s ability to take appropriate action

30.

The

instructor’s availability for personal consultation

31

and

instructor's demonstration of creativity
of

activities

in

which are not too dUficult

teaching methods

day-to-day administrative details

when students appear

to be bored

The

instructor's ability to relate to people in

32.

The

instructor’s

33.

The

instructor’s ability to inspire excitement or interest in the content of the course

34.

The instructor’s

.

maintenance

of

ways which promote mutual respect

an atmosphere which actively encourages learning

ability to relate the subject matter to other

academic disciplines and

real

world

situations
35.

The

instructor’s willingness to explore a variety of points of view

36.

The

instructor’s ability to get students to challenge points of view raised

37.

The instructor’s performance
and the course content

in

helping

38.

The

instructor’s performance

m

making me aware

me

to explore the relationship

in

the course

between

my

personal values

of value issues within the subject matter

Self - Aueensnier.t

I natruotor*e

‘

S,

Date

luu true tor 'b Name

Please read the inetructlona for "Section I •- Teaching, SklLle
and Be^iaviora" on page 2 of the Teaching A nnlyalB Ly Studoi to

Then circle the reapouee which reflects your judgment about
your OY/n performance of eaoh teaching ekill or betiavio*.
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yUESTIOUNAIKE TO PaRTICIPaHTS
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.

3.
1.ka:'E__
8. AGE

YEARS OP TEACHII'O EXPUllIEICE
4 T'T5

SC.'i'COl

I

T1;ACH IN IS CCliSlDPIHED

(C)IECK ALL

APPHOPRIATE AUSWiiHS)

^ACADEhlC

^VOCATIONAL
C' i:

RRuJNSIVE

^UlliAN

RUSUAL

REGIONAL
OTy-ER (li.EAJE SIECIPY)

Sol-n

PREPARATION POR TEACHING WA3(iLEASE CHECK ALL APPROPRIATE AKSWLrtS)

.UNIVERSITY THAIKING PROGRAM IK ISRAEL
.UNIVERSITY TRAINING PROGRAl’ ABROAD
^SEMINAR TRAINING IN ISRAEL
^NO

PORKAL TRAINING

^othp:r(i'I.ease

$.I.:Y

specify)

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IN IN-SEUVICK PKOGKAl.S HAS BEEN

.NONE

8U TJJR COURSES
^STUUY DAYS

OTHER (please SPECIFY)

Y.PLEAoE RANK T.'IK FOLLOWING COURSE ACTIVITIES IN THE O’.tDER IiiAT THEY WERE
VALUABLE TO YCU. iiTHITE 1 POR I-iOsT VaLUA]>LE 2 PUR NEXT kOST VALUABLE, ETC.
NOTE THAT THE LIST Ci NTINUES oh PCLLUWIIIG PAGE.
^SEIP-AGSESSUH;T OF
^lUlIL

EVALUATION CP

IIY

i.Y

TEACHING
TEACHING

ANALYSIS OP TEACHING SKILLS
p’ocusEj viEv/iHG oP tapp:d teaching SEOLENTS
^I'RACTI

’-E

CP SiTICIFlC TEACHING SKILLS

interacticn with ky buddy
1

228

6

^IKTBRACTIOU Wira OTllSH lEACHERS IN GHOUP
I KTilRACTICN

WITH CROUP LBALEH

EXPBHIEliCl! OP STUUBHT RXPOOED TO VARIETY OP TEaOHINO TECHNIi,UF.8 BY OBOOP LEADER

e,FIiEA3E RAKI THE •:'EACHINO TECIINIviUKS USED DY WORKSHOP LEADER
VALUE TO YOU. WRITE 1 POR kOST VALUABLE , ETC.

IN ORDER OP THEIR

PROUTAL LECTURING
SHALL GROUP WORK

LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION
SIIUL.\TICN

ROLE PLAY( SUPERVISOR OR TEACHER IN UICRO TEACHING)
I:IKI-IHTiRVIE.VS

OTHER (please SI-ECIPY)
THE vari-:ty

9.kY PARIICIPATICN IN THIS PROGRAk HAS
PLEASE CL^CK ALL APPROPRIATE AJ:3V,-3HS.

KWIDB

PEEL LORE CONPIDBNT TO..

^IDENTIFY SPECIFIC T.JACllING SKILLS

EVALUATE SPECIFIC TEACIilKG .SKILLS
CLARIFY

LTY

OJK TEACHING GOALS

DESIGN OBJECTirES POR THOSE GOALS
^DEAL I’.OHR

OPENLY taTH PUIILS

BE LORE INNOVATIVE IN UY
INTERACT

:.0RE

OW'D

CLASSROOll

OPENLY WITH ODiER i-EKHERS OP THE PROGRAM

IKPEOVE SPBCIPIC AREAS OP UT

O’ltN

TEACHING

SUGGEST IHPROVEllENT STRATEGIES TO ANOTHER TEACHER
I NTERACT

MORE OPEHLY WITH KY COLLEAGUES AT SCHOOL

OTHER (n.EA3N SPECIFY)
PLEASE INDICATE Tfl lCH
10. THE POLLOWINO ARE POSSIBLE WEAKNESSES OP THIS PROGRAM.
CONTINUES ON NEXT PAG E.
LIST
ETC.
SERIOUS,
LOST
POR
WRITE
1
SSHIOUS.
AS
I'ERCEIVE
YOU

LACK OP TIK3 POR FIELD WORK
LACK OP PROVISION OR ASSIONLIENTS IK HEADING
LACK 0?

RE";'

ARDS ( TRAVEL EKPIRJSES, RELEASE TIKE

)

SPECIPY)
LACK OP GU13ST LECTURERS IN .LELATED FIELDS (PLEASE
2

229

____LACK OP CONTACT
O TirRR

(

DET'.VREN

PLEASE SPECIFY

INDIVIDUAL

PARTICIPANT AND VORNSHOP LEADER

)

ll,QOM|AfiED TO OTHER TYPES OP 1N»8EEVICB EDUftATION, I WOULD
RANK THIS PROORAU AS
P AR LESS HELPFUL
^LESS

HELPFUL

^ABOUT AS
^KiORB

HELPFUL

HELPFUL

PAR LORE HELPFUL
12.1 WOULD REC0^3>£ND PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROGRAM TO OTHER TEACHERS

NOT AT ALL
^WITH

HESITATION

^STRONGLY

13.

H

A STRUCTURED STAGE TWO OP PROGRAM WERE OFFERED IN THE FUTURE,

^I

WOULD NOT CONSIDER PARTICIPATING

1

UIGHT PARTICIPATE

I

WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE

lAoTHE FOLLOWING CHANGES

IIJ

SIZE, STRUCTURE, CONTENT OR TECHING TECHNIQUES LIGHT

IMPROVE TUB EFFECTIVENESS OP THE PROGRAM. PLEASE SPECIFY.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

ORA ZOHAB

5

SBOOHD Q0iJ3T10miAIR3 TO COILADOHATIY I COUKJKU.IIIO

P.\RTICIPA1IT3

HAY 16, 1976
BOX'-

lOt

All Buddies

FBOK
Ora Zohar

Ilun UnlTorsitj

321

19, 1976

Stur Buddies,
Our year tocothor la drunlnfi to a oloco. It wo* a "first"
for oil InrolTOd} for you and for uo. The procron ma desl^nel to prorlds

a duol^Laaminc experience that would aelp to iaprovo olaseroon teaching.
That Is, It PQO oonoeivod as a procraa that would tmproTe taaeilng thixjugh
SToluotlon and oyotenatlo praotloo on the one hand, and by attempting to
develop our Intorpersonal olcllls of openness, flexibility, eensltiixty
and ventnraaoaenooo, on the other*
This quoatiozmolre is on attenpt to bavo you evaluate the effootlronono
of the entire oxporlonoe In a purely poroonal and oubjootlve way* Ploaeo
oteeJ.

o qulot hour or so and look inward and baclcward aa you answer,

Oiuie

again, your cooperation is very nuoh appreoiatedl Ilopofully, clarifying

our own rosponaos and sharing oach othor'o

will bo a learning prooeoe

'.}o.

OoUaboratively yourn,

QUdSTIOIIS

^•Whleh teaching toohnlques have you used in your teaching this year

>is

a

re Quit of this group ?

2*What wao tho offeot on your pupilo in learning tome? That is, do you
think that It produced more Intcreot, olnulation, Inaglnatlon? Invlvenent?
Please doocrlbo one or

tvro

ouch aotivltleo fully*

5*Ple3oe dooorlbe any event In olaoa In which you fool a pupil trav.Bferred
on ideo or thought or fooling fron tho claoo event to his own oxp< .*lonce.

you rcDeDber opoclflo events in your teaching thlB year which reflect
a felt change In you? Please toll about It, noting felt change*
4,I>0

oorlior
5*Do you ronombor being angry, hootile and oggroeolvo to your pupi!.o

In tho year?

On what provocation?

6*Io there an$ decrease In ouch feelings? Is there an increase?
wlvlch your participation In
7 * 1)0 you renonbor a claseroom event tills year
this group helped you to handle? If oo, please toll about It*
greatest Impaei? Plo oe
O.On which area of your teaching hao this group had

desorlbo what and In which wuy*
future OoUaboratlve Covnoelling
9, If you were to reconr.end participation in
roooninond it?
groups to other teachers, on what baolo would you
to ym
10* What Is your overall sense of vrtiat the group h^.s noont

personally and professionally?
1

APPENDIX

B

ORIGINAL MATERIALS USED IN WORKSHOP
Chronologically presented:
Scripts

Sharing Exercises

Simulations

Goals-Objectives Exercises
Random Lesson Plans
Correspondence

July 9, 1975
/

We are planning to offer a Buddy System Supervision Course at
Bar-Ilan next Fall. The objeotlves will be to develop the skills of
self-assessment and team supervision for help that I suggested as an
approach toward teaching improvement.

Tentatively:

The course will meet twice a month, on

Tuesdays from about 3-5
Cost of course is lL.20,

Participants must have:
1) Attended this summer course,
2) A Buddy, not necessarily an English teacher or from same school,
3) Time and energy to put into self-assessment.
If you are seriously Interested in Joining the Buddy Supervision Seminar,
please give us full information requested.
Thank you,
.

Ora 2!ohar

,

Name

Address

School

Phone

»

Years

T, Experience
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Zo liB

It io ii.portant for u\ to bo ablo to dlatini^lah betiroen eduoationol

goala and porfomance objootiTea if wo oro to fonoulato our own
1

to^ohin£ Goala and objcotiroo* Thlo oxoroloo

dlotincuiohlng

pz^rldoa praotloo in

objootivos froa coalo.

All stntecontB are prefaced by

P'Jl’ILS

WILL.,.,

I. appreciate that
2»visit JeiniBalen
S. corrccpond with
4. read and report

teachers oro hunon.
throe tines a year
toeriean ponSpal.
'
on one Knglioh book nonthly.
^•glve ono aftamoon a week to hospital or old-ago home.
6.1oam English.
T. dovolop Q oonoo of oerrioo,
O.be treated to cuko on tcacacro' birthdays.
9.nako nontliBy trips to different parts of loraol.
10«i)O able to fill in blmk nap of tho country.
II. visit toachoro* hone *,\7ico a yoar12. interview Anerlcan tourists four tinea a year.
13e8pond a wcolc on a kibbutz or a noshar.
14. tutor dioadvantasod pupils weekly.
15. learn to Icnlrw and love Israel.
A. Identify goals and objoetivco.
B. Uatch oejcctivcB to goilo. lioto tliat a goal nay genorate ooverol

objectives.
<aart

Two

Work la foursonoB. Choose a c.'ecjlfio olaoa. Identify.
a \7 aak 9th grado.
Fomulate two teaching goals you nlSb) oot for tho olase.
Generate oovoral perfontionco objoctiveo for each goal.
;Lcar.plO{

Assigneenti
l.Adcinlster questlonniilro to yourself.
2*Brlng in oclf-aosesanent ohuot.
3«\7rito up oxporienco of oolf-assooenent. (in yo'or notcboolp)
4. Practloo attending behavior in ono partioular class.

Our next coeting takee place on

Good lucki
December 12th, please Cod.
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Jununry 30,1977

Dear Buddies,
My Toioe la baok, but a aliadow of its former self. I
will
try to use It minimally today, with your oooperatlon.
Today’s plant
,

l.?ield reports by

Buddies—

what's happening on the front linee.

2oHe->deflne goals and objeotives, please.

3«Divide cirole in half, group A and B.
5.
Group A, each teacher please write any goal, from any field of life.
Group B, each teacher write an objective, any bSjeotive.

Exchange cards. Watoh a goal or objective to what you have received.
Let's hear your earn; what you received, what you matched to it.
4oForm trios of foursemea. Write aa many objectives as you can for
6. the goalt
Eamlly members will share home responsibilities fairly.
7.
Let& bear the objectives of each group.

Refer to group profile of strengths and v/eaknesses. .Items
8. 14,13fl6,20,22,29

6, 12,

were our most troublesome areas. We spoke of

several routes of improvement, among them practieo, discussion and
bjteln 8 terming .

Let's do a Brainstorming on item 28, offering options to pupils.
Disoussioni

Form four or five member groups. Choose one of our

problem areae and discuss strategies for improvement.

Hear reports from small groups.
Please give me your Inpet cards of issues important to you.

Distribute TAMA, go over. Report from me on reaeoroh knowledge
on toplo of validity of student rating delayed til voice is stronger.

Consider your interest in finding out your pupils* perceptions of your
teaching.

Pairs attending praoticet

Is there a teacher in your school you admire?

Tell me about her (him).
9. Simulation! Ke briefly on research data on teaching effectiveness.

Small groups do a simulation.
lO.Asslgnmenti

Discuss whys and ways of using in class.

Please write up your reactions to and evaluation of

this T/orksiiop so far and share with me v/hat you would like to get
out of tlie second semester, which begins on Peb.20th, pleaee note .

Pleaee make at least one entry per week in your work joxirnal,
noting any ups and downs in your claeswork and any special efforts on

your part to practice a specific teaching skill.
Be nedl, each of you.
Ora
1
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Dour Buddlos,

f

Tubo io un atteupt to direct our
of teao)ilng.

I'any of uu liavu

are not dealt vMth by Taba.

ti.inl

Ing to

oi

ecltio ukille

opooinl areao of Intoreut or ooncern that

Inking about

after reading
your focdbuok ooinmenta, a poauible way of reuoi>lng and enuring
tiioue

T,.

tliia,

oou:e

of

ool.o

of

areaa might be the following typo of teum-touol.lug uotivityt
anyone

who la willing to rnioo a purticukur laauoi probleiu, uppreuoh,

experience with the group will do oo in whatever woy you decu appropriate.
The preaenter

ohaouee the iaaue, the meana of proaunta tiou and the

apprexieiute tine roqulrod.

Pleuoe fill in and return todayi ao that wo

oun intogrule your preuontutionu into the owning seaeiona*
Thunk you,
OhOL-

Namo of pnrtioipunt

t
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SESSION THIRTEEN

APRIL

4,

1^76

A. MINI INTERVIE\V WITH NON-BUDDY

Suggested guidelines.
Askeri practice attending behavior, do not interrupt, inject, cooiment or
evaluate.
Answerer: Respond as you wish to.
Suggested script.
I've forgotten wuere you teach
Tell me about your school, please. (2-3 min.)
Please tell me about a happy event of this teaching year.
Is there an unhappy event you would tell ue about?
Do you remember any teaching event of tliis year that seems to you a result or
a reflection of your participation in this workshop? Please tell me about it.

1!

B. Simulation Exercise
*

/

r

'

^

,

Ayi, your tenth gra^e pupil, wants to leave, school and go to work. Hie family
has come to you for a hearing, for guidance.

Avi--l'm wasting time in school.
Mother- confused, wants Avi to "be &appy " in life.
Father- wants Avi to stay in school so he can "make good" in life
Big Brother
encourages Avi to leave school and learn to "make out" in life.
Note: Avi is an average boy, doing less than average schoolwork.

—

Task; To explore all points of view, options available, advise Avi

.

C. This simulation seems appropriate for classes of ninth and tenth grades. If

you try it in a class, we would appreciate a report.' on how it went.
D. Today, we will

work on another activity associated with simuldtion.
t.

.

.

*
.

Ora Zohar

‘

*

^4:.

.

'

t.

April 4,ly76

Dear Buddies,
(sample)

providing options to our pupils. Good luck!

Dear Pupils,
In addition to our regular class work together,
there are many

ways in which you can work to improve your English
this year. Here are some
1.
suggested options you may choose from to earn credits
in this course. Please
2.
choose and return to me with your signature within two
weeks. See me if you
4.
would
like to discuss or clarify any activity.
5.

6. t i vity
ac

credits

Report on a book, film or concery you have enjoyed.
Lead a class discussion on topic of your choice.
3. lead a class review of story or poem we will study.
9,

Write and present dialogue of your own.

Prepare and present panel discussion with two classmates.
10,
Develop
correspondence with Enlish speaking pen-pal.
11,
7«Prepare a quiz or test on story or poem we will study.
12,
S.Report on a visit to
an absorption center
an old age home
a school for the deaf
13,
other spedial place
Prepare and organize simulation exercise for class.

Report on book or play read by Roth, Liller, Baldwin or Lawrence.
Report on interview with English speaking neighbor
English speaking tourist
Report on interview with public figure. For example,
the principal of our school
the mayor of our town
a graduate of our school
Prepare and present dramatization of any story or scene from story we will study

Reports may be made orally or in writing, or both. Cnoices must include some of e
each. You may choose as many activities as you wish to. If you would like to
earn credits in activities not on this list, you may. Other activities must be
discussed with me. Have fun.
*******
Buddy Assignment *********
Please fill out and return first questionnaire.
Please jot down any events of this year_|_s teaciiing that seems to you to be
related to your participation in tais workshop.
Please prepare either a micro-teacning spot or simulation exercise for next session
Please prepare suggestions for surjner courses for English teachers !
NOTE OUR NEXT I.^IETINGS ARE ON I'AY 2, 16, 30tn. That's it!

HAVE A HAPPY RESTFUL WONDERFUL PESACH HOLIDAY

!

Ora Zohar
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COLLABORATIVE COUNSELLINO SUPERVI3I0H..UAy 2, 1976
WelooBM baokl We have three more oeeelone together* Thle ie our tentative
plan for today*
IcBuddy preBentar..*TaBi
10-15 minutes*
2aBuddles report on uoe of speoifio simulation**
3* Ora report on CCS paper delivered at rosoaroh oonforenoe at Tel Aviv U*
A*l)oubla goal of COS workshop. . tools • approach.
5*0harkuff data on teacher training In human relations*
6oChorkhuff modols of training non-professionals.
ToFereonal example of Inoreased awarenoee of student behavior* .Ora
SoThres etageo of helpings getting helpee to explore uis problumf to understand
his problemi to aot upon hla understanding*

9aPraotlolng helping* ?orm a group of four. Form two polrs^ choose role of
Talker and Listener (helpee and helper)
Helper! Tell me about a classroom situation that has made you very angry.
Two lletners-helpers
Listeners oomment on
Bxohango partners so
Four man group notes
of what uokos people

report to four nan group on what each has heard.
accuracy of report. Do we bear what le eaii?
that each helpee becomes a helper* Repeat exercise.
types of anger produoing altua'blona. Explore varletiee
engray. Try to clarify Individual dlfforenoes, responses.

Small groups share peroeptlons In large group* Brainstorm possible ways of
dealing with teacher anger In olaeeroom.
10* Buddy presenter two. Jerry

10 minutes.

11* Buddy suggestions for classroom eiJiiulution8*«*0R Uloroteaohlng*

12*Skill to improve^ closure of unit or lesson. Blscussi report*
M* Teaohing Values. *.*ur teaching how to clarify values* Sid Simon..*
3.
Fraotiolng
the clarifying response.*

14* Choose a partnert alternate roles of teacher and pupil.

Some suggested pupil statements!
•

mother says ohe v/onts to look for a Job*
Ity big brother in the Army stopped wearing hlc kipah*
My olaeemate stole a book from the university library that we all need to read*
My unole got a Job in Holland and the family is moving there for good.
My sister la dating a Moroccan boy*
p lease suggest one of ya*up own.

Vjr

15* Buddy presenter three...

Aselgnment*
in writing.
l.Vislt your buddy as guest, team teacher, or observer. Report on visit
teaohing. Write it
2*Be alert to experience of anger, aggroesion, affection in

up the same day.

Practice closure every lesson of these next two weeks.
non-buddy colleague at school*
4. Praotioe an Initial interview on willing
in exchanges with pupils, family or
5 Note opportunties for clarifying response
friends*
technician? Worth it?
Is it possible to meet on Tuesday to have
Good luck all during this last
tense diffioult hot overworked

period of end of terml

Oru

opens on July 4th.
For those interested, armuiil summer oourae
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SIK'JLATION EXERCISE OKEi

Hay 24, 1976
Aeaoolation of Encliuh Toaoaora.

Sltiationi
Tho prlQOlpal of the Bohool you ttaob in has juat Informad
m.

•

oung teaoher in your dopartmant that ha will not ba kapt on for

•jjxt

yaar. Tha prluolpal la baaing hia daolaioa on tha raport of a

illnietry Inapeotor, givan hia after a riait to tha young taaohar'a

Aa you hava axpraaaed oonfidanca in the young taaohar all

olaaao
jrear, ha

has protested tha principals decision strongly, asaarting

that your opinion la more iaportant than an "outaidar” 'a. Tha

principal hAs oallad a meeting

to olarify tha aituationo

Holeat
Principal I Believes in fair playoooond in authority.

InspeotortBalievea the young teacher to be unauooaaafulo

Toung taaoheri Baliavas inapeotor unqualified to Judge hia teaching.
Older oolleagueAi Believes in young teacher's potential....
Raoorderi Notes points cade in group diaoussion. Reports later.
Taakt

To explore the speoifios of the situation and reaoh a deoiaion

about the young teacher's employment for the next sobool year.

Instructions I
1. Choose roles.

Z.Eaoh participant must get a fair ohanoe to apeak.

S.Express only ideas, views, opinions, .appropriate to your chosen role,
remembering who the others in your group ore.

You will be stopped two minutes before time is up, to give

yo\ir

there is one I
group a chance to sum up and prepare a majority opinion, if

Good luck!
Ore Eohar

